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Stereology supplies image sampling rules to estimate geometric quantities such as volume,
surface area, feature length and number. The method is well suited to non-invasive image
acquisition methods such as Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). Meanwhile, in Magnetic
Resonance (MR) images analysis area, automated software packages have been continuously
developed and become well-established tools especially in human brain MR images processing.
The aims of the thesis are (1) to combine proper rules to sample MR images with automated or
semi-automated data acquisition methods, in order to implement four different design unbiased
stereological volume estimators in the study of the human brain, and (2) to compare volume
estimates with those obtained from automated software packages.
In volume estimation of three-dimensional (3D) objects, besides one traditional stereologi-
cal method (i.e. the CAVALIERI method), in recent years a number of newly design-based unbi-
ased methods have been published, which include three used in this thesis (i.e. the ISOTROPIC
CAVALIERI (ICAV), INVARIATOR (INV) and DISCRETIZED NUCLEATOR (DN) methods).
The ICAV and INV methods both allow the estimation of surface area too. The ICAV method
enables volume estimation to be unbiased and precise in individual objects while the INV and
DN methods make it efficient to estimate the mean volume of a big cohort. To make it be prac-
tical in estimating the volume of human brain solely from MR images, in the thesis the ICAV,
INV and DN methods were given two operating protocols for rotation and measurement on a
commercial software (i.e. ANALYZE) and were performed in a fetal brain study. The ICAV,
INV and DN methods were also programmed in three scripts for rotation, gridding and mea-
surement purposes respectively using three freely available software packages (i.e. FSL, R and
IMAGEJ), which were applied in three adult brain studies.
A fetal brain study was carried out to test the application of the ICAV, INV and DN meth-
ods. Ten fetuses from three maternal backgrounds (i.e. five healthy, three maternal psycholog-
ical stress and two maternal substance misuse) were scanned in MRI at both the second and
third trimesters of pregnancy. Then fetal brain images were motion corrected using SLIMMER
software. Volumes of brain parenchyma (the functional tissue of the brain which is made of
two types of brain cells, namely neurons and glia) including ventricles were estimated by the
ICAV method in isotropic (i.e. having no preferred orientation) and uniformly random (i.e. uni-
formly distance (interval) apart) (IUR) triplet of orthogonal section planes (i.e. the ICAV ortrip
method) and by the INV and DN methods in isotropically random (IR) triplet of orthogonal
section planes through a fixed pivotal point (i.e. the INV ortrip and DN ortrip methods). Due to
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observation of artefacts in MR images and manual input in the methods, inter- and intra-rater
reliability studies were performed to investigate both point counting for the ICAV method and
segment length measurement for the INV and DN methods among three raters on five fetal
brains from the second and five from the third trimesters. Surface area was also estimated us-
ing the ICAV method for error prediction. High reliability (Pearson’s r > 0.997) was shown
in inter- and intra-rater studies. In both the second and third trimesters, there were no signif-
icant difference in mean volumes of all ten brains estimated by the three methods (p > 0.1).
For individual estimates, The predicted coefficients of error (CEs) for the ICAV method were
1.5% ± 0.1% in the second trimester and 2.1% ± 0.1% in the third trimester. Basing on one
IR section plane for each data, empirical CEs for the INV method in both trimesters were
19.4%± 2.9% and 18.5%± 11.6%, and were 21.4%± 4.5% and 24.1%± 11.7% for the DN
method. CEs could be decreased to 8.1%, 5.5% for the INV ortrip method and 10.3%, 9.7% for
the DN ortrip method in both trimesters. This study showed the ICAV method performed pre-
cisely in individual volume measurements while the INV and DN methods worked efficiently
in population mean volume estimation. Clinically, no significant differences (p > 0.05) of fetal
brain volumes among three maternal groups were detected due to small sample size although
potentially in comparison with normal fetal brain, volume might be bigger in the maternal
stress group and might be smaller in the substance abused group.
As the CAVALIERI method is a design-unbiased method, the main source of potential bias
(i.e. if a biased method is applied the mean of the estimated values deviates significantly from
the true value) will come from observers in operation who would be the author in this PhD
study. To examine whether there is bias caused by the author’s manual point counting procedure
in the CAVALIERI method, a slice-by-slice comparison on one adult brain volume estimation
on MR images between the CAVALIERI method and an automatically reconstructing software
(i.e. FREESURFER) was performed. One healthy elderly (male, age 71) brain MRI scan with
good image quality was selected from a dataset of 40 patients affected by the ALZHEIMER’s
disease (AD) and 22 healthy elderly volunteers. FREESURFER was used to perform individual
volumetric analysis on the adult brain automatically, which outlined grey matter and white mat-
ter in the cerebrum on each MR image slice. The CAVALIERI method was applied to a series
of coronal images obtained with random starting position and at 1 cm intervals from the TA-
LAIRACH transformed and intensity normalized 3D MR image (i.e. nu.mgz) displayed with the
compartment boundaries identified by the FREESURFER pipeline suppressed. The uniformly
random (UR) test system for point counting was superimposed on each image. The CAVALIERI
method in combination with point counting strategy was used to estimate the volume of cere-
brum excluding ventricles (the sum of the two cerebral hemispheres including blood vessels
and meninges) using EASYMEASURE software on the grey scale MR images. Additionally, the
author overlay the brain boundary segmented by FREESURFER on these selected test points
and reassessed the images to compute two scores, namely (i) the total number of test points
which had been counted but which were seen to lie outside the FREESURFER segmentation
and (ii) total number of the new test points that now needed to be additionally included as
lying within the FREESURFER segmentation.. The cerebral volume was 972 cm3 estimated
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by FREESURFER and 960 cm3 by the author using the CAVALIERI method with CE of 0.34%.
FREESURFER had 1.3% bigger measure than that estimated by the author. FREESURFER aided
point counting estimate was between 948 cm3 and 982 cm3 with mean volume of 965 cm3.
The ratio of points counted by the author but were outside the pial boundary segmented by
FREESURFER to total points number counted was between 2.6% to 4.0%, and the ratio of test
points not counted by the author but were inside the pial boundary segmented by FREESURFER
to total points number counted was between 2.7% to 4.9%. Therefore the author’s estimate was
in the range of FREESURFER aided estimation by the CAVALIERI method and both volume ra-
tios were close to each other. No bias could be found between the author using the CAVALIERI
method and FREESURFER, which gives the author confidence in performing following studies.
Furthermore, volume difference of cerebrum excluding ventricles between AD patients and
healthy people were investigated using four stereological methods (i.e. the CAVALIERI, ICAV,
INV and DN methods) and the FREESURFER software. From the same dataset of 40 AD
patients and 22 healthy elderly volunteers, brain MR images of 13 patients and 13 volunteers
were selected with good image quality. Inter-reliability and intra-repeatability studies were per-
formed by two observers on three AD and three normal ageing brains. Both the inter-reliability
and intra-repeatability studies showed good consistency. There was no significant difference
of individual measures among the CAVALIERI and ICAV methods and FREESURFER. The av-
erage time taken for each cerebral volume estimation was less than 15 mins by each of the
CAVALIERI, ICAV, INV and DN methods. Clinically, the cerebral volume was significantly
smaller in the AD patients, which were found using both the CAVALIERI (p = 0.01) and ICAV
(p < 0.01) methods and FREESURFER (p = 0.01) although the INV and DN methods were
not able to detect this difference. In this adult brain group study, the volume estimates from
the CAVALIERI and ICAV methods were competitive with those obtained from FREESURFER,
while the INV and DN methods might be more useful if being applied with a larger sample
size or the INV ortrip and DN ortrip methods were applied.
Lastly, a systematic investigation on potential imaging biomarkers for AD was performed
by the FREESURFER software, one of the imaging biomarkers (i.e. volume ratio of cerebrum
excluding ventricles to intra-cranium (the contents of the skull above the level of the foramen
magnum)) was re-examined by the INV method manually. From the same dataset of 40 AD
patients and 22 healthy elderly volunteers, the brain MR images of 27 AD patients and 16
healthy elderly controls between the maximal common age scope of 47 to 71 were selected,
which were analysed by FREESURFER for each brain region. Furthermore, to see the effect of
AD on normal ageing atrophy, the difference of volume ratios of each brain region to whole
brain between AD patients and healthy controls was investigated. Volume ratios of many brain
parenchymal regions (e.g. hippocampus (left p = 0.002, right p < 0.001), amygdala (left
p < 0.001, right p < 0.001), accumbens area (left p = 0.002, right p = 0.001), left putamen
(p = 0.037) and corpus callosum (mid anterior p = 0.03, mid posterior p = 0.032)) to
whole brain were found smaller in AD patients while volume ratios of ventricles (both sides
of lateral, inferior lateral and 3rd ventricles, p < 0.001) to whole brain were bigger in AD
patients. Besides, the INV method was able to detect significant difference of volume ratio
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of cerebral parenchyma to intra-cranium between AD patients and healthy elderly subjects
too (p < 0.01). In comparison with normal ageing-related atrophy in healthy subjects, brain
atrophy with ageing in AD patients presented in a different pattern in volume ratios (e.g. right
(p = 0.029) and total cortex (p = 0.013) to brain, total grey matter to brain (p = 0.01),
cerebral white matter to brain (p = 0.003), cerebellar cortex to brain (left p = 0.019, right
p = 0.032), 5th ventricle to brain (p = 0.048), left fimbria to left hippocampus (p = 0.015), left
hippocampal-amygdaloid transition area (HATA) to left hippocampus and right presubiculum
to right hippocampus (p = 0.016)). In this AD study, many volume ratios of brain regions to
whole brain or other brain regions were found different in AD patients and especially volume
ratio of cerebral parenchyma to intra-cranium showed potentiality as an imaging biomarker for
AD. Ageing atrophy pattern was found different in AD patients too.
In conclusion, by programming in freely available R, FSL and IMAGEJ software packages,
the CAVALIERI, ICAV, INV and DN methods were able to be performed conveniently and ef-
ficiently on human brain volume estimation using MRI. We made the first applications on the
volume estimation of fetal brains, healthy brains and brains affected by AD using the ICAV,
INV and DN methods. The volume estimates were competitive with those obtained from auto-
mated programme (i.e. FREESURFER).
Keywords: stereology , ISOTROPIC CAVALIERI , INVARIATOR , DISCRETIZED NUCLE-
ATOR , CAVALIERI , Magnetic Resonance Imaging , fetal brain , ALZHEIMER’s disease,
FREESURFER , ANALYZE , R , FSL , IMAGEJ , EASYMEASURE
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The volume of the human brain has been widely studied. Changes of brain volume can help
from evaluating the development of a fetus, to diagnosing deteriorating stages of cognitive
diseases suffered by a senior citizen.
There are many approaches to estimate the brain volume in living people, one recommanded
way is to use Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) technique. With brain images being captured
from a MRI scanner, analyses can be performed subsequently using either automated or manual
means.
Automated analyses are often more preferred because they are highly efficient in solving
problems. However, the benefits come at a price. Most of the current automated methods
can do their best only with healthy adult brains. As a result, estimating the brain volume
of subjects such as fetuses or disease affected brains may be out of reach of these automated
software packages. Besides, due to limits of Magnetic Resonance (MR) image quality, software
algorithms and individual difference of brains, verification is still needed to compare how close
the auto-obtained results are to true volumes. For both reasons, manual methods are demanded.
In this thesis, we focused on the application of three novel manual techniques in estimating
the human brain volume, which were applied on the studies of both fetuses and patients with
dementia.
A traditional manual method called planimetry can be time consuming and heavy in work-
load. Therefore we suggested a discipline named stereology which improved efficiency in a
statistical way while still keeping estimated parameters unbiased. The bias of an estimator is
the difference between the mean of all its possible estimates and the true value of the target pa-
rameter. An estimator with zero bias is called unbiased. Although the main focus of the study
has been on volume, and to some extent, surface area, stereological methods are also available
for unbiased estimation of length and number of three-dimensional (3D) objects in arbitrary
shape using practical sampling strategies.
Specifically, we applied one traditional stereological method, known as the CAVALIERI
method, and three new methods which were ISOTROPIC CAVALIERI (ICAV), INVARIATOR
(INV) and DISCRETIZED NUCLEATOR (DN) methods to estimate volume of brain on MR
images. We wrote a standard operating procedure (SOP) on one commercial software known
as ANALYZE software for three new methods, and we also programmed our own scripts to run
the methods more efficiently in combination with three free software packages (i.e. R, FSL and
IMAGEJ languages).
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The CAVALIERI, ICAV, INV and DN methods are design unbiased, and the CAVALIERI
and ICAV methods are both precise in estimating individual volumes. Applying INV and DN
methods are supposed to be more time-saving with expected big variance in individual volume
estimates though. However, average volumes obtained by each of the four methods are close to
each other, which implies prospect of using INV and DN methods in estimating mean volume
from a large population. In the thesis, different operators repeated applying the new manual
methods and we compared the estimates with results from an automated software package (i.e.
FREESURFER) in adult brain studies too, which all showed high reliability.
Nevertheless, in practice, strict unbiasedness is hard to achieve, as it requires the measure-
ments to be also free from observation artefacts. In other words, both the knowledge of brain
anatomy and the experience of reading MR images among operators can have effects on the
estimates from true values. To minimize variation due to boundary definition all the operators
were from medical or biomedical background in our studies. Inter- and intra-rater reliability
studies were performed, which supply some degree of confidence in terms of agreement be-
tween observers and consistency of measurements made by a single observer, but of course will
not remove biases arising from unavoidable observation artefacts. Furthermore, in some cases
(e.g. fetal brain study) item definition on MR images might be problematic. The quality of fetal
brain MR images could be influenced due to active fetal movement in uterus. We solved this
by using a software package called SLIMMER to correct MR images after scanning.
Clinically, although the difference was not significant probably due to the small sample
size, we found that there might be a negative influence on the fetal brain development if the
pregnant women were exposed to drugs, while there could be uncertain influence if some kinds
of stress were existing during pregnancy. On the other hand, smaller brain tissue volume was
found among the elderly patients with dementia than normal old people, and volume changes
in some parts of their brains did not appear similar to normal ageing atrophy.
Measurement of the surface area of the brain is potentially of interest on account of the
columnar arrangements of the neurons as a basic replication unit to contribute to brain devel-
opment and be affected by brain atrophy. We also incorporated estimation of surface area in our
studies. In future work this may provide additional and complementary information in clinical
studies.
In conclusion, our work took the advantage of stereological methods to make manual es-
timation of human brain volume from MR images more reliable and practical. We hope our
work can make brain volume estimation using the new stereological methods of ICAV, INV
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1.1 Introduction to Stereology
Stereology (http://www.stereology.info/) is a developing science providing practi-
cal techniques mostly applied in the light microscope (LM) section analysis for the quantitative
description of morphological features. Methodologically, stereology has a close relationship
with stochastic geometry and integral geometry [109]. The term ‘stereology’ stems from its
greek roots stereo and logos, meaning ‘science of studying solids’ [6], and it is described as
‘the method of quantifying two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) structures using
estimation methods’ [115]. Moreover, stereology is often defined as the science of estimating
higher dimensional information from probes which have lower spatial dimension.
Stereological methods have traditionally been employed for the investigation of geomet-
ric quantities (e.g. volume, surface area, length and number) [103]. Stereology uses sampling
strategies, and aims at minimising the workload, while still obtaining reliable, unbiased es-
timates of these quantities [92, 103]. Compared with making really time-consuming 3D re-
constructions, stereology can be still reliable when automatic image analysis methods do not
perform well.
The samplings of stereology use geometric probes (e.g. points, lines, lattices, arrays and
planes), which are applied to needle biopsy, microscope images and Magnetic Resonance (MR)
images, etc. Four basic types of probes [117] have been classified according to their dimen-
sional characters (Table 1.1, Figure 1.1). The probes can be used in combination (e.g. points
counting on section planes of an 3D object) [117]. Isotropically random (IR) orientation of test
line or plane is required to estimate surface area but not volume except disector.
Two branches of sampling principles have been applied to 3D structures. Classical man-
ual techniques base estimations on shape assumptions (e.g. sphere, ellipsoid), or on a random
set model for the structure, which is referred to as model-based inference. Modern stereology
selects plane sections at random, according to a specified random sampling protocol, which
is referred as design-based sampling inference. Design-based stereology proves to be widely
applicable and has gained increasing popularity in biomedical sciences (e.g. lung-, kidney-,
bone-, cancer- and neuro- science). Importantly, to ensure the estimates are free from system-
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Table 1.1: Four basic types of geometrical probes used in stereology; Yes: containing the
property of, IR: isotropically random, S: surface area, V: volume, L: length.
Probes Dimension Position Orientation
Point 0 Yes No requirement
Line 1 Yes IR for S, no requirement for V
Plane 2 Yes IR for S and L, no requirement for V
Disector 3 Yes IR through a fixed point for V [54]
Figure 1.1: Geometrical probes used in stereology. When dimensions of a probe and a target
parameter sum to three, the intersections can be counted rather than being measured in the
estimation. For example, using points (zero-dimensional, 0D) to estimate volumes (3D), lines
(one-dimensional, 1D) to estimate surface areas (2D), planes to estimate length (1D) and di-
sectors (3D) to estimate numbers (0D). Otherwise, when the sum of dimensions is not three,
measurement can be needed. For example, using lines (1D) to estimate volumes (3D).
2
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atic error or bias, the probes must be applied at random positions and sometimes also isotropic
orientations. Intersections between geometric probes and structural features are counted, and
the counts can be easily put into formulae for obtaining unbiased estimates of the geometric
quantities [83].
Design-based stereological methods require less prerequisite information on the structures
being measured, and the inherent property of mathematical unbiasedness allows estimation of
geometric quantities to be free from systematic error or bias [103]. A prerequisite for unbiased-
ness is that sampling can be representative of the whole structure. Rigorously, the sectioning
of the structure of interest has to be able to present the structure with equal probabilities, and
the orientation of sections needs to be isotropic when estimating features such as length and
surface area [117].
On the biological sections (e.g. histology, bone and neuroanatomy) under LM, stereology
has been systematically applied, which has accurately estimated the size of a particular or-
ganelle, the total length of a mass of capillaries, or the number of neurons or synapses in regions
of the brain. Stereology has also shown its validity in comparative studies [117]. Meanwhile,
on MR images, stereological techniques have been attempted as well, e.g. in brain studies.
Sub-regions of the brain, e.g. hippocampus, have been focused on the measurement of volume
and surface area of the structure, mainly using the CAVALIERI method [117].
What distinguishes the CAVALIERI’s principle1 from previous approaches to volume esti-
mation (e.g. Archimedes2’s method to obtain the volume of a sphere from a cylinder) is that
no assumption needs to be made regarding the shape of the structure to be measured. More-
over, the CAVALIERI’s theorem3 is equivalent to the Principle of LIÚ Huı̄ and ZǓ Gèng (aka
ZǓ-Gèng’s axiom)4 [60, 80]. The above two examples may indicate the generalization of this
theory. These geometrical principles and usage of statistics allow stereology to quantitatively
and concisely describe a complex object, which is not only essential in evaluating the morphol-
ogy, but also helpful in further disclosing the dynamics of the structure, and the relationships
between structure and function [117].
In the image analysis of human brain structure using Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI),
volume can be estimated using the CAVALIERI method in combination with point grids, and
surface area can be estimated using other stereological methods (e.g. vertical sections with
cycloid probes [7, 26]). A low coefficient of error (CE, or ‘relative standard error’ [103]) is
desired in the practice of stereology. A CE < 5% of the estimates is generally considered to be
practical to achieve [103] and five or six sections are suggested to start from by the CAVALIERI
method [22].
Nowadays, reliable automated/semi-automated MRI human brain image registration/seg-
mentation software packages (e.g. FREESURFER [38], the FMRIB Software Library (FSL) [112],
1Naming after Bonaventura Francesco CAVALIERI (1598-1647), an Italian mathematician.
2Archimedes of Syracuse, around 287 – 212 BC.
3CAVALIERI’s Theorem (1635 AD): if two solids have the same height, and if their cross sections taken parallel
to and at equal distances from their bases are always equal, then the solids have the same volume.
4ZǓ-Gèng’s Axiom, 祖日恒原理, 等幂等积定理 (around 500 AD): If blocks are piled up to form volumes,
and corresponding areas are equal, then the volumes cannot be unequal.
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Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM) [47], etc.) have become well established. They have
shown advantages in providing direct and more detailed information, and also these software
packages can run through a whole dataset in just a few hours or days in total by one batch pro-
cessing on a LINUX cluster conveniently. However, the evaluation of accuracy, reproducibility
and sensitivity of these results still needs more evidence in future studies [36, 75, 77, 94].
Meanwhile, there are always areas, either too difficult currently or newly discovered (e.g. fe-
tal and neonatal brain studies, ex-vivo brain study, super high resolution image processing,
etc.) which hitherto heavily depends on manual segmentations. Manual approaches such as
computer-based planimetry and semi-automatic boundary tracing techniques become tedious
and time-consuming especially in the process of highly convoluted brain images [103]. At
the same time, stereology is a reliable and efficient option to balance a practical workload and
reliability of accuracy for quantitative estimation.
In this PhD study, we implemented one traditional stereological method (i.e. the CAVALIERI
method) and three novel design-based methods (i.e. the ISOTROPIC CAVALIERI (ICAV) [28,
25], INVARIATOR (INV) [21, 22, 24] and DISCRETIZED NUCLEATOR (DN) [24, 59] methods)
for volume and surface area measurement on fetal brain (including both the second (weeks 24
to 26) and the third (weeks 35 to 38) trimesters) and the elderly brain (e.g. Alzheimer’s disease
(AD)), to have a demonstration of the application of different stereological methods on MR
images of human brain covering different age ranges which are potentially difficult to segment
automatically.
Furthermore, comparisons of the stereological results with those obtained from one auto-
mated algorithm (i.e. FREESURFER) were performed on 26 adult brains. Both a detailed and
a group comparisons were investigated, to more clearly examine the reliability of stereological
estimation.
1.1.1 Introduction to Stereological Methods of ICAV, INV and DN
ISOTROPIC CAVALIERI
The ICAV method takes a series of parallel section planes from a whole 3D structure of in-
terest. A requirement of the ICAV method is that the parallel sections must be isotropical and
uniformly random (IUR) [28]. Around five to ten sections are usually enough to obtain pre-
cise estimates of the structure, irrespective of its 3D shape or size [103]. A test system for
points counting (e.g. crosses in a uniformly random (UR) square grid) is superimposed on each
slice, and all the grids are independent to each other. The areas of all sections throughout the
structure are estimated by points counting (i.e. calculating the number of test points hitting the
structure on each section), whereupon volume is obtained by multiplying the sum of areas of
all sections by the sectioning interval [103].
In assessing surface area, the ICAV method also adopts the same preliminary IUR design
as in volume measurement. The procedure of surface area estimation uses a UR test grid on
each slice, where the number of intersections between test lines and boundaries of the structure
of interest is counted [103]. Crucially again, to avoid bias, the placement and orientation of
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section planes and test grids probes must be random and isotropic [83].
The precision of both the volume and surface area estimation using the ICAV estimator is
usually assessed by CE [103]. Practically a high precision of CE ≤ 5% is pursued.
INVARIATOR
The INV method can be applied to estimate volume and surface area of isolated objects or fixed
individual particles [28], e.g. cells with a single nucleolus, rat brains and grains of cemented
carbide [21, 23, 28]. The convenience and difference from the CAVALIERI method is that the
INV method is based on a single IR section plane (namely pivotal section) through a fixed point
(namely pivotal point) correspondingly. This slice is measured with a combination of test lines
and lattices, which are effectively motion invariant in space [23, 28].
The INV method has advantage in estimating population means of groups of subjects [28].
The mean value of estimates is comparable with that estimated using the ICAV estimator. How-
ever, each individual volume or surface area estimate obtained by the INV estimator may be
quite different from the true value. Empirically, the CE can reach 30% or even more.
DISCRETIZED NUCLEATOR
Both the traditional NUCLEATOR and new DN methods are only capable of estimating volume.
Neither can estimate surface area. Similar to the INV method, the DN method also only uses
one IR pivotal section plane of the object for the estimation, and the CE is as high as that
in the INV method in individual estimation. Likewise, the DN method is good at estimating
population means of groups.
Comparisons of the ICAV, INV and DN methods are shown as below (Table 1.2).
Table 1.2: Comparisons of the ICAV, INV and DN methods applied on MR images.
ICAV INV DN
3D MR Images Required Required Required
IR Rotation Required Required Required
MR Slices For Measurement Multiple One One
Volume Estimation Yes Yes Yes
Surface Area Estimation Yes Yes No
Measuring Method for Volume Points Counting Lengths Measure Lengths Measure
Measuring Method for Surface Area Intersects Counting Intersects Counting /
Coefficient of Error Theoretical Empirical Empirical
Individual Estimate Variance Small Big Big
Group Mean Estimate Accurate Accurate Accurate
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1.2 Introduction to FREESURFER
FREESURFER (Athinoula A. Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging, Boston USA; https:
//surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/) provides a suite of tools for visualization and anal-
ysis of human brain MRI data, which is documented, open source and free for downloading
(https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/fswiki/DownloadAndInstall) [38].
FREESURFER allows automated and detailed analyses on brain structural MR images for both
individual data and group comparison which covers both cross-sectional and longitudinal stud-
ies utilising statistics (Figure 1.2).
Figure 1.2: Brief work-flows in FREESURFER. The individual reconstruction step enables
further group, longitudinal or paired analyses using statistics.
In structural analysis, simply put, FREESURFER performs both cortical reconstruction and
volumetric segmentation. The procedures include skull stripping, image registration, subcor-
tical segmentation, cortical surface reconstruction, cortical segmentation, cortical thickness
estimation, etc. FREESURFER also integrates with multi-models, e.g. fMRI (task, rest and
retinotopy), DTI tractography, PET, MEG and EEG. Moreover, FREESURFER is able to col-
laborate with other imaging analysis tools, e.g. FSL packages.
An overall review of FREESURFER has been described [38], and technical details of whole
analysis stream are presented in a series of publications [29, 30, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45,
58, 69, 110]. FREESURFER deforms cortical surface, which comprises surface inflation [43]
and registration to a spherical atlas which matches individual cortical folding patterns with
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cortical geometry across subjects [44]. Parcellation of cerebral cortex and creation of maps
of curvature and sulcal depth are based on the gyral and sulcal structures [34, 45]. The whole
working stream utilises information of both image intensity and structure continuity from entire
3D MRI volume [39]. As a result, FREESURFER uses a tessellated surface which has a sub-
voxel resolution and thus can detect sub-millimetre differences between groups [102]. The
reliability of FREESURFER has also been validated against histological analyses and manual
measurements.
FREESURFER packages have interactions with FSL tools which are skilled in fMRI anal-
yses. The analysed functional activity data using either FREESURFER Functional Analysis
Stream (FSFAST) or FSL, can be overlaid onto FREESURFER’s cortical surfaces to have a
structural analysis in combination. FREESURFER also utilises toolkits from software packages
e.g. MNI MINC, VXL, Tcl/Tk/Tix/BLT, VTK., KWWIDGETS and Qt. Other programs for
neuroimaging analysis e.g. CARET, AFNI/SUMA and 3D SLICER can import and visualize data
processed by FREESURFER too.
In applications, FREESURFER packages work well on human brain from children of age
four [51] to elderly subjects. Packages and tools are keeping on extending and making them
more widely applicable in other study areas, e.g. infant and neonatal brain, ex-vivo brain,
ultra high field (7 tesla) MRI, primates study and anatomy teaching etc. The version of
FREESURFER used in this study is V6.0BETA (the latest version of stable V6.0 has been re-
leased in 2017), and the new features enable the analyses of hippocampal subfields [64] and
brainstem substructures [65].
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1.3 Introduction to The Thesis
This PhD thesis focusses on the application of stereological methods on volume estimation of
human brain. In general, there were four studies concerning the improvement of operability and
practicality of the novel stereological methods and three studies concerning volume estimation
of fetal and adult brains in both the list below and Table 1.3.
Chapter 2 Three novel stereological methods (i.e. the ICAV, INV and DN methods) all carry
out IR rotation of the object before further slicing and measurement. There are no MRI
imaging processing software packages currently available for performing this specific
purpose automatically. Furthermore, a free image processing tool which can be made
readily available for other research groups to use is desired. We programmed a script
based on R and FSL software packages and the aim of this chapter is to demonstrate the
usage of the script to generate IR rotated MR images.
Chapter 3 For both the INV and DN methods, only one IR rotated MR image slice of the
object is needed, upon which one UR test grid is overlaid for the measurement. However,
generation of the test grid is inconvenient and time consuming, and again no software
packages are available to implement it automatically. We programmed a IMAGEJ macro
script called ‘grid inv dn.txt’ and the aim of this chapter is to demonstrate the usage of
the script to generate and overlay a rotated UR grid onto a MR image slice.
Chapter 4 To make the measurement using the INV and DN methods as fast as possible,
another IMAGEJ macro script called ‘measure inv dn.txt’ was programmed. The script
helps the rater focus on performing segment lengths measurement while the script records
the measurement automatically. The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate the usage of
the script.
With the three scripts described in the above three chapters, together with another pre-existing
free software (i.e. EASYMEASURE) for points counting purpose, it is convenient and
quick to perform the CAVALIERI, ICAV, INV and DN methods on volume estimation of
human brains on MR images.
Chapter 5 Previous applications of the ICAV and INV methods were on rat brains and the
volume and surface area of whole brain (including the cerebellum) were estimated [28].
The human brain is much more complex in structure (i.e. the folding pattern of sulci and
gyri) and therefore more difficult to estimate volume. The human fetal brain is a suitable
option available for us to start our trials of the application of novel stereological methods.
Besides, the development of fetal brain from the second to the third trimester provided
gradually increasing complexity of human brain, which allowed us to test the parameters
of applying the ICAV, INV and DN methods before applying to adult brain studies in the
following chapters of the thesis.
There is neither an opportunity to obtain the true value of human brain volume in the
case of an in-vivo study, nor a reliable automated software package to obtain fetal brain
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volume at the moment of performing this fetal brain study. The aim of this chapter is to
manually estimate in vivo human fetal brain volumes using MRI by applying the ICAV,
INV and DN methods. All three methods are design-unbiased so that following repeat
application there will be no significant difference between the mean estimate and the
true target value. Besides, we also aim at surface area estimation using ICAV method for
error prediction. Before three in-house scripts were available, this study was performed
on one commercial software (i.e. ANALYZE) which not only had a built-in package for
the CAVALIERI method but also allowed rotation operation and calliper measurement
which could be used for the INV and DN methods on MR images. The way to examine
our results was using inter-rater reproducibility and intra-rater repeatability assessment
for both points counting and segment length measurements used in the methods. Fur-
thermore, to assess the advantage of INV and DN methods on population mean volume
estimation, we made a comparison of the mean values of all the brain volume estimated
by the ICAV, INV and DN methods.
Chapter 6 In the case of adult brain studies, our first step was a detailed comparison of
a traditional stereological method with a well established automated software on one
healthy adult. Thus, the aim of this chapter is to make a slice-by-slice comparison of
the point counting process in the CAVALIERI method with the profiles of segmentation
in FREESURFER on volume estimation. The data were shared by Dr Mirjam SCHUBERT
from Institute of Neuroradiology at the Klinikum Ingolstadt, Germany.
Chapter 7 To see whether the CAVALIERI, ICAV, INV and DN methods can be applied on
adult brain, and whether the results can be comparable to those obtained from the FREESURFER
package, this chapter applied the four stereological methods and the automated technique
on volume estimation of cerebrum excluding ventricles using three scripts described in
Chapter 2, Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 on 13 healthy elderly subjects and 13 AD patients.
To assess the effect of potential uncertainty in boundary definition, we also performed
the inter-reliability and intra-repeatability assessment on adult brains, and the average
time cost in each brain measurement for the four manual methods were recorded. An-
other goal of this chapter is to examine the cerebral atrophy in AD using both the manual
methods and the automated software. The data were shared by Dr Mirjam SCHUBERT
from Institute of Neuroradiology at the Klinikum Ingolstadt, Germany.
Chapter 8 Volume changes of different brain regions can be reliable imaging biomarkers in
evaluating brain diseases, especially e.g. AD. The aim of our final study is to perform a
systematic volumetric analysis of the brains between AD patients and healthy volunteers
using FREESURFER software, and also investigating the difference of ageing-related at-
rophy of brain volume ratios of each brain region to whole brain between AD patients
and healthy participants. Furthermore, a general imaging biomarker should be able to
work well with manual methods too. Thus one potential imaging biomarker (the ratio of
cerebral parenchymal volume to intra-cranial volume) was chosen, and our last goal is
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to examine it again by the INV method between the AD patients and the healthy partici-
pants. The data were shared by Dr Mirjam SCHUBERT from Institute of Neuroradiology
at the Klinikum Ingolstadt, Germany.
Table 1.3: A brief summary of subjects’ information, methods and software packages used in
each chapter in this thesis.
Chapters Subject Group No. Stereological Methods Manual Software in Stereology Automated Software
Chapter 2 CAV ICAV INV DN IMAGEJ R FSL
Chapter 3 INV DN IMAGEJ
Chapter 4 INV DN IMAGEJ
Chapter 5
2nd Trimester 10
CAV ICAV INV DN ANALYZE (not applicable)
3rd Trimester 10
Chapter 6 Health 1 CAV EASYMEASURE IMAGEJ FREESURFER
Chapter 7
Health 13




INV IMAGEJ R FSL FREESURFER
AD 27
In summary, the objectives of the studies in this thesis were as following:
OB1 Method development (Chapter 2, Chapter 3, Chapter 4): programming scripts for run-
ning the novel stereological methods more practically and faster, which can also be freely
available to the public and applicable on common personal computers;
OB1.1 Generating four random numbers for rotation angles in R;
OB1.2 Enabling R to process MR images (e.g. input and output of MR images) by com-
bining multiple R packages;
OB1.3 Using the FSL software to perform rotations on MR images;
OB1.4 Combining the functions in FSL with R using the FSLR package in R;
OB1.5 Using R to manipulate MR images (e.g. initialising the MR images to a same trans-
verse view, converting the images to the radiological convention, resampling the
images into isotropic voxel size and padding the images to cubic image files);
OB1.6 Performing three orthogonal IR rotations on MR images automatically, and saving
the results in both 3D MR images and one central slice of the images;
OB1.7 Illustrating the brain position in 3D space after being rotated by any of the four
angles;
OB1.8 Illustrating the brain position in 3D space after being IR rotated by a combination
of the four angles;
OB1.9 Illustrating the radiological and the neurological conventions (i.e. the position of
left and right hemispheres of the brain) in 3D space;
OB1.10 Generating a UR test grid for the INV and DN methods in IMAGEJ;
OB1.11 Programming an IMAGEJ macro script to generate the test grid automatically;
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OB1.12 Illustrating how to generate the test grid for the INV and DN methods using the
script;
OB1.13 Programming an IMAGEJ macro script to record the measurement using the INV
and DN methods in IMAGEJ automatically.
OB1.14 Illustrating how to measure the lengths of segments for the estimation of volume
using the INV and DN methods using the script.
OB2 Fetal brain study (Chapter 5): testing the applicability of the ICAV, INV and DN meth-
ods on human brain, starting from fetal brains at both the second and third trimesters;
OB2.1 Performing motion correction on ten fetal brain MR images from the second and
ten from the third trimesters using the SLIMMER tool;
OB2.2 Proposing operation procedures for applying the ICAV, INV and DN methods on
the commercial software ANALYZE;
OB2.3 Applying the ICAV ortrip, INV ortrip and DN ortrip methods (i.e. basing on a
isotropic triplet of orthogonal section planes of each data) to estimate whole brain
volumes of fetuses at both the second and third trimesters;
OB2.4 Assessing the inter- and intra-reliability studies for points counting and length mea-
surements on five brains from the second trimester and five from the third trimester
by three raters;
OB2.5 Estimating both volume and surface area of fetal brains by the ICAV method to
predicting theoretical CEs for the ICAV method;
OB2.6 Examining the sensitivity of the ICAV, INV and DN methods to detect difference
between two trimesters;
OB2.7 Comparing the CEs for the ICAV, INV and DN methods;
OB2.8 Comparing the difference of CEs between the INV and INV ortrip methods, and
between the DN and DN ortrip methods;
OB2.9 Comparing fetal brain volumes among maternal substance misuse, psychological
stress and health groups.
OB3 Adult brain initial study (Chapter 6): comparing one stereological method with one
automated software in details on one adult brain volume estimation;
OB3.1 Picking up one best image quality MRI data from 22 healthy elderly volunteers;
OB3.2 Applying the CAVALIERI method on one adult cerebral parenchymal volume esti-
mation and run FREESURFER software on the same adult brain;
OB3.3 Aligning the points in slices from the CAVALIERI method to the segmentation pro-
files from FREESURFER software by matching the same brain image background;
OB3.4 Comparing the difference of volume obtained by the CAVALIERI method and FREESURFER;
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OB3.5 Comparing the difference between the points counting in stereology and the seg-
mentation profiles in FREESURFER (i.e. counting the points included in the CAV-
ALIERI method but are outside the pial boundary segmented by FREESURFER,
counting the points not included in the CAVALIERI method but are inside the pial
boundary segmented by FREESURFER, and showing the difference of corrected
volume between the two methods).
OB4 Adult brain group study (Chapter 7): applying the CAVALIERI, ICAV, INV and DN
methods on two groups of adult brains (i.e. AD patients and healthy adults), examining
the sensitivity of the methods to detect difference between two groups, and comparing
the volume estimates with those from one automated software;
OB4.1 Picking up good image quality MRI data from 40 AD patients and 22 healthy el-
derly volunteers;
OB4.2 Using three in-house scripts to apply the CAVALIERI, ICAV, INV and DN methods
on both the AD patients and healthy elderly subjects to estimate cerebral volumes;
OB4.3 Assessing the inter- and intra-reliability studies;
OB4.4 Applying FREESURFER software to analyse the same two cohorts of brains from
the AD patients and the healthy elderly subjects;
OB4.5 Comparing volume estimates obtained by the CAVALIERI, ICAV, INV and DN
methods and FREESURFER software;
OB4.6 Detecting the difference of cerebral volume between AD patients and healthy con-
trols by the CAVALIERI, ICAV, INV and DN methods and FREESURFER software;
OB4.7 Recording the average time cost in each adult brain measurement using the CAVA-
LIERI, ICAV, INV and DN methods.
OB5 AD imaging biomarker study (Chapter 8): analysing the potential changes of different
brain region volumes as clinical imaging biomarkers for AD using one automated soft-
ware, and analysing if any one of the four stereological methods can detect difference of
AD patients from healthy adults using one of the potential imaging biomarkers.
OB5.1 Picking up MRI data in the maximum same age range from 40 AD patients and 22
healthy elderly volunteers;
OB5.2 Running FREESURFER software on both the AD patients and healthy adults;
OB5.3 Analysing the difference of volumes or volume ratios in each brain region from the
FREESURFER outputs, and selecting one volume or volume ratio as the imaging
biomarker to be examined by the manual method;
OB5.4 Applying the INV method to estimate the selected imaging biomarker on the same
dataset, and analysing the difference of the estimates between the two groups;
OB5.5 Exploring the difference of volume ratio changes with ageing between the AD pa-
tients and the healthy elderly subjects.
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Chapter 2
FSL and R Script for Three
Orthogonal Isotropic Random
Rotations and Pivotal Sectioning on
MR Images
2.1 Introduction
Manipulation of MR images traditionally starts from a direct inspection of the images in three
orthogonal orientations (i.e. coronal, sagittal and transversal views). The majority of MRI
atlases of human anatomy are based on these three sectioning orientations. However, the brain
or other organs in fixed position or orientation is not optimal for the application of modern
stereological methods, which are mostly design-based and require 3D objects to be processed
unbiasedly. An IR rotation [17] of MR images meets the criterion for unbiasedness and also
simplifies the probes to be used in the stereological measurement (e.g. straight lines instead of
cycloidal curves) [63].
Rotations on MR images can be performed by several software packages directly (e.g.
FSL [112], FREESURFER [29], IMAGEJ [108], 3D SLICER [37], ANALYZE [101], ADOBE
PHOTOSHOP, etc.) or after image format conversion (e.g. BLENDER, 3DS MAX, MESHLAB,
etc.). FSL package, which reads MR images in the Neuroimaging Informatics Technology Ini-
tiative (NIFTI, https://nifti.nimh.nih.gov/) format, outperforms most of the other
counterparts available free or commercially, has specific tools (e.g. FSLUTILS, FLIRT [66, 67],
etc.) to manage orientation information and professionally aligns the brain MR images to stan-
dard spaces of brain templates.
Meanwhile, several packages in R [98] software have been developed for stereology by
mathematicians. To be capable of handling MR images in R, relevant packages have been
collected in a webpage titled as CRAN Task View: Medical Image Analysis (https://cran.
r-project.org/web/views/MedicalImaging.html) where packages are filed by
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specific purposes, e.g., ORO.DICOM [118], ORO.NIFTI [118] for ‘Data Input/Output’, and
RNIFTYREG [15], FSLR [91] for ‘General Image Processing’. Especially, FSLR package adapts
a big portion of the FSL commands in R directly, as well as interfacing with the FSL tools after
the installation of FSL software independently in the computer. Moreover, R also comprises
packages for the purpose of rotation, e.g. ROTATIONS [113] and RGL [1], both of which give a
precise control of angles operated in 3D rotation. Lastly, an R package SVDIALOGS [52] helps
to create user friendly graphical user interfaces (GUIs) for the input of the data. With the above
packages altogether, rotating MR images isotropically using an R script is convenient now.
After IR rotation of MR images being completed semi-automatically by the R script, three
novel stereologcial methods can be performed directly using two other software packages, i.e.
ICAV method [25, 28] in EASYMEASURE [96] software, INV [21, 22, 23, 24, 27, 28, 53]
and DN [24, 55, 59] methods in IMAGEJ software, which enables geometrical properties (e.g.
volume, surface area, etc.) of 3D objects to be estimated.
The aim of this chapter is to provide a general description on how to perform IR rotation on
MR images using R and FSL software packages together. Hence stereology can be conducted
for the estimation of volume and surface area of 3D objects.
2.2 Materials and Methods
Firstly, FSL and R software packages are required to be installed in the operating system (OS)
independently. Currently the versions of FSL and R are 5.0.8 and 3.3.2 respectively. Then, in
an R console, the R packages required are available by using the ‘install.packages()’ commands
(LINUX users need to open R by ‘sudo R’ in the terminal to authorise the installations). After
these, the R script in Appendix B can generate IR rotated MR images automatically.
The R script can be divided into eleven steps in sequence, which includes:
(1) load MRI data in the NIFTI format;
(2) or load MRI data in Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM, http:
//dicom.nema.org/) folder and transfer the files to NIFTI format;
(3) input rotation angles manually or auto-generate rotation angles randomly;
(4) convert to radiological convention;
(5) resample to isotropic voxel size of 1× 1× 1;
(6) align brain images to the MNI152 template position;
(7) pad to cubic space;
(8) orient the starting position to a transverse view with nose downwards (2D central section
plane), or alternatively to a sagittal view with nose leftwards;
(9) generate three orthogonal rotation matrices;
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(10) rotate the MR images using the angles input or generated in step (3);
(11) output the 3D MR images in ANALYZE7.5 format (for EASYMEASURE), pivotal section
planes, and the lists of rotation matrices, rotation angles in degrees and radians.
Setting up of the R script is a bit different depending on OS (i.e. LINUX and APPLE MAC
OS X) (Figure 2.1a). Output directory can be chosen freely and input data can be either a single
NIFTI file (.nii or .nii.gz) or a DICOM folder (Figure 2.1b). If the object is an adult brain MR
image, there is an option to choose whether the brain image will be aligned to the MNI152
template (Figure 2.1c). The alignment will remove neck tissue if existing in the MR image,
and also place the brains to a same position and orientation with more subtle and consistent
adjustment (Figure 2.2). Therefore, the centre point of the aligned image is closer to a same
brain centre, which can be used as a pivotal point and thus can improve the performance of
INV and DN methods. The alignment is currently not applicable to other anatomical structures
because we have not found respective templates. The rotation is optional and if needed all the
four operational angles can be either generated automatically or input manually (Figure 2.1d).
The script can be also used to generate a triplet of traditional orthogonal section planes without
rotations (i.e. in sagittal, coronal and transverse views, Figure 2.4). Currently the script forces
all the MR images to be in radiological convention (i.e. the graphical left is the anatomical
right, see the ‘Discussion’ Section 2.4.1 in this chapter below). Then, the script transfers the
image to isotropic voxel size of 1 × 1 × 1, and pads the image to a cube, thus the rotations
always swirl around the cubic centre. The script positions the MR images in the same ori-
entation before any rotations so that all the subsequent rotations start from a 3D head placed
vertically with the comb upwards and the nose facing inside while 2D section planes are in the
transverse view (Figure 2.4). When performing the rotation, three angles (i.e. φ, θ and τ ) are
required in order to specify an IR rotation of the image (Figure 2.3) and a fourth angle (i.e. ψ)
is additionally required to generate the ortrip. After the 3D brain is IR rotated an orthogonal
triplet of MR images is sampled at the pivotal point. The output image is currently set to be in
the ANALYZE7.5 format because it is the only format applicable in EASYMEASURE software
(the other format which can be read by EASYMEASURE is DICOM). Besides, three rotation
matrices and four angles in both degrees and radians are listed in the output folder too. The
radians can be input manually in the script again to repeat the same rotations on either the same
or any other different MR images. The rotated positions of 3D brain images can be checked
using the IMAGEJ (or FIJI) ‘volume viewer’ plug-in.
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Figure 2.1: Initial options menus shown in the R script for rotation of MR images: (a) inputs of
OS information, (b) choices of data formats, (c) targets of adult brain images or other structures
and (d) ways of performing rotation angles.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.2: Two triplets of orthogonal central sectioning planes of one adult brain MR image
without rotations (i.e. from 1 to 3: sagittal, trasverse and coronal planes). (a) The brain image
is aligned to the MNI152 template; (b) the brain image is not aligned to the MNI152 template
and as a result original neck tissue is still kept.
Figure 2.3: An IR rotation of X0Z-plane using three random angles. The object (Z-axis) is
rotated by a horizontal angle φ and a vertical angle θ, then span by an angle τ about the Z’-axis
defined by (φ, θ).
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2.3 Results
2.3.1 Time costing
The time the R script cost to run from a DICOM folder or a NIFTI file on a DELL LATITUDE
E6430 laptop (UBUNTU 15.10 OS) was 3′35” or 3′58”, respectively.
2.3.2 Examples
Examples of rotations of one adult brain are shown below to illustrate how the four angles
(i.e. φ, θ, τ and ψ) played roles both independently and in combination in the rotations, and at
last two examples of three orthogonal IR rotations are displayed. In each example, firstly four
applied angles are listed in both degrees and radians, and then a triplet of orthogonal central
section planes and the respective 3D head positions are presented. All the examples of rotations
can be repeated using the script and choosing the option of ‘Manual assignment four angles’ in
the dialogue menu of ‘Assign the rotation angles (radians) automatically or manually’.
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The starting position
Initially the 3D head is formatted into a vertical up position with the section plane transverse.
To output this position directly, choosing the option of ‘No rotations three orthogonal sections’
in the dialogue menu of ‘Assign the rotation angles (radians) automatically or manually’ in the
script.
Table 2.1: Angles used in the example below of starting positions of one adult brain. Before






Figure 2.4: The starting three orthogonal positions of one adult brain before rotation are shown
in 2D and 3D images. 2D section planes (left) are taken horizontally across the middle line of
3D coordinates cube (right).
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Inputting φ in a right angle
When φ = 90°, the vertical 3D head rotates leftwards and anticlockwise.
Table 2.2: An angle φ = 90° is used for yawing in the example below and all the other three






Figure 2.5: One adult brain is rotated by an angle φ = 90°, and a triplet of orthogonal positions
are obtained from the rotated brain, which are shown in both 2D and 3D images. The 3D head
is rotated leftwards and anticlockwise from the staring positions above.
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Inputting θ in a right angle
When θ = 90°, the 3D head nods downwards.
Table 2.3: An angle θ = 90° is used for pitching in the example below and all the other three






Figure 2.6: One adult brain is rotated by an angle θ = 90°, and a triplet of orthogonal positions
are obtained from the rotated brain, which are shown in both 2D and 3D images. The 3D head
nods downwards from the staring positions.
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Inputting τ in 45 degree angle
When τ = 45°, viewing from the top of the head, the vertical 3D head spins leftwards and
anticlockwise.
Table 2.4: An angle τ = 45° is used for spinning in the example below and all the other three






Figure 2.7: One adult brain is spun by an angle τ = 45°, and a triplet of orthogonal positions
are obtained from the spun brain, which are shown in both 2D and 3D images. The 3D head
spins leftwards and anticlockwise from the staring positions.
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Inputting ψ in 45 degree angle
When ψ = 45°, viewing from the top of the head, the 3D head in the two orthogonal views
rotates rightwards and clockwise.
Table 2.5: An angle ψ = 45° is used for spinning for orthogonal planes in the example below






Figure 2.8: A triplet of orthogonal positions are obtained from one adult brain, and the latter
two orthogonal positions are further spun by an angle ψ = 45° to get two new orthogonal
positions, which are shown in both 2D and 3D images. The 3D head in the two orthogonal
views rotates rightwards and clockwise after spinning.
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Inputting φ and θ in right angles
When φ = 90° and θ = 90°, performing the θ rotation first and then the φ rotation. The 3D
head lays in the prone position with the head’s top towards the left hand side of the cube/screen.
Table 2.6: Two angles φ = 90° and θ = 90° are used for yawing and pitching in the example






Figure 2.9: One adult brain is rotated by two angles φ = 90° and θ = 90°, and a triplet of
orthogonal positions are obtained from the rotated brain, which are shown in both 2D and 3D
images. After rotation, the 3D head lies in the prone position with the head top towards left.
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Inputting φ, θ in right angles and τ in 45 degree angle
When φ = 90°, θ = 90° and τ = 45°, performing the τ rotation first, then the θ rotation and
lastly the φ rotation. The 3D head lays in the prone position with the head’s top towards the
left side of the cube and the nose facing between left front and bottom of the cube.
Table 2.7: Three angles φ = 90°, θ = 90° and τ = 45° are used for yawing, pitching and






Figure 2.10: One adult brain is rotated by three angles φ = 90°, θ = 90° and τ = 45°, and
a triplet of orthogonal positions are obtained from the rotated brain, which are shown in both
2D and 3D images. After rotation, the 3D head lies in the prone position with the head top
leftwards and the nose facing between left front and bottom faces of 3D coordinates cube.
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Inputting both φ and θ in right angles and both τ and ψ in 45 degree angles
When φ = 90°, θ = 90°, τ = 45° and ψ = 45°, performing the τ rotation first, then the θ
rotation and lastly the φ rotation for the IR rotation, and performing the additional ψ rotation
before all the three other angles for the orthogonal views. The 3D head lays in the position the
same as above, but the other two orthogonal section planes are additionally rotated.
Table 2.8: Four angles φ = 90°, θ = 90°, τ = 45° and ψ = 45° are all used for yawing, pitch-







Figure 2.11: One adult brain is rotated by three angles φ = 90°, θ = 90° and τ = 45°.
A triplet of orthogonal positions are obtained from the rotated brain with a further spin by a
fourth angle ψ = 45°, which are shown in both 2D and 3D images. After rotation, the 3D head
lies in the same position as above, but the other two orthogonal 3D head positions are spun
additionally.
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IR rotation: inputting φ in 17, θ in 102, τ in 153 and ψ in 237 degree angles
The first example of a three orthogonal IR rotation of a brain is displayed below with four
random rotation angles of values: φ = 17°, θ = 102°, τ = 153° and ψ = 237°.
Table 2.9: Four angles φ = 17°, θ = 102°, τ = 153° and ψ = 237° are used for yawing, pitch-







Figure 2.12: One adult brain is rotated by three angles φ = 17°, θ = 102° and τ = 153°.
A triplet of orthogonal positions are obtained from the rotated brain with a further spin by a
fourth angle ψ = 237°, which are shown in both 2D and 3D images. After rotation, the 3D
head lies in an IR rotated position.
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IR rotation: inputting φ in 70, θ in 119, τ in 100 and ψ in 211 degree angles
The second example of a three orthogonal IR rotation of a brain is displayed below with four
random rotation angles of values: φ = 70°, θ = 119°, τ = 100° and ψ = 211°.
Table 2.10: Four angles φ = 70°, θ = 119°, τ = 100° and ψ = 211° are used for yaw-







Figure 2.13: One adult brain is rotated by three angles φ = 70°, θ = 119° and τ = 100°.
A triplet of orthogonal positions are obtained from the rotated brain with a further spin by a
fourth angle ψ = 211°, which are shown in both 2D and 3D images. After rotation, the 3D
head lies in an IR rotated position.
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2.4 Discussion
2.4.1 Left And Right, Radiological And Neurological
The MR images, especially the brain images, can be oriented following a radiological con-
vention or a neurological convention. For example, two brain MR images, one in the radio-
logical convention (named as ‘avg152T1 LR nifti.nii.gz’, Figure 2.14a) and the other in the
neurological convention (named as ‘avg152T1 RL nifti.nii.gz’, Figure 2.14b), were displayed
below. Both of the brain images were marked with ‘L’ and ‘R’ in the two hemispheres re-
spectively. The radiological brain has ‘R’ in the left hemisphere and ‘L’ in the right hemi-
sphere while the neurological brain has ‘L’ in the left hemisphere and ‘R’ in the right hemi-
sphere. The two images were in the NIFTI format and were downloaded from the NIFTI website
(http://nifti.nimh.nih.gov/nifti-1/data).
Currently for the convenience of brain MR images manipulation, the script orients all the
MR images (i.e. not just brain images) into the radiological convention (Figure 2.14c). As
a result, the original neurologically oriented MR images will have their hemispheres shifted
after being manipulated by the script. Certainly, the script can be modified to convert all MR
images to the neurological convention as well, or even to give options to choose the orientation
according to the need (e.g. the brain MR images could be forced to radiological convention
while the other structural MR images remain unchanged).
2.4.2 Advantage of the script
This R script is written by the author solely and is open source, moreover, all the programs
used within the script are freely available, therefore the script is easy to share. The script is
flexible to modify and users are free to change the codes depending on their own demands.
Besides, the script can be further developed along with the update of the R packages and FSL
software. In comparison with the other manual methods for IR rotations on MR images (e.g.
using the commercial ANALYZE software), advantages of the script include: firstly the input
of the script can be the original DICOM files and thus is more convenient; secondly all the
subsequent operations are performed automatically and thus much faster; thirdly for a group of
brain images, the alignment to the MNI152 template makes the pivotal points more consistent
and thus the results more trustworthy; and lastly it is easier to repeat the rotations using the
angles information recorded by the script after each performance.
2.5 Acknowledgement
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Figure 2.14: The relative position of left (labelled as an upside down ’L’) and right (la-
belled as an upside down ’R’) brain hemispheres in MR images is kept correct after rota-
tion by the script. (a) A radiological view of brain ‘avg152T1 LR nifti.nii.gz’ shown in both
2D and 3D images before being processed by the script. (b) A neurological view of brain
‘avg152T1 RL nifti.nii.gz’ before being processed by the script. (c) The brain in radiological
convention after being processed by the R script in three orthogonal positions.
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Chapter 3
ImageJ Grid INV DN Macro
3.1 Introduction
Two new stereological methods (i.e. the INV [21, 22, 23, 24, 27, 28, 53] and DN [24, 55,
59] methods) were proposed more than a decade ago. The two methods are quite similar in
operation. On MR images, with a pivotal sectioning plane of an IR rotated 3D object being
obtained, which can be quickly done using an in-house R/FSL script (Chapter 2), and then
with a UR test grid being overlaid on the pivotal plane, measurement using both the INV and
DN methods can be easily performed.
However, there is no specific software available to perform estimation using either of the
methods on MR images. The ANALYZE [101] software, which is commercial and costly, has
a toolkit for the CAVALIERI method which is a traditional stereological method. The toolkit
can be manually adapted for the two new methods but still it turns out to be inconvenient and it
takes time to generate the test grid and lines, which is inconsistent with the aim of both methods
to be highly efficient.
IMAGEJ [108] software, or FIJI [106] software which is developed from IMAGEJ and is
complemented with more practical plug-ins, is free and runs on all major operating systems
(OSes) (i.e. MICROSOFT WINDOWS, APPLE MAC OS X and LINUX). IMAGEJ or FIJI al-
lows users to record and edit any purpose-specific macro scripts, which therefore could be a
convenient and efficient way to perform the INV and DN methods.
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce an in-house IMAGEJ macro script (i.e. ‘grid inv dn.txt’
in Appendix C) to semi-automatically generate test grids and lines for applying both the INV
and DN methods.
3.2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1 Installation
To install the IMAGEJ macro script ‘grid inv dn.txt’, save the text script file into ImageJ/
macros/toolsets/ folder, and then activate it in ‘’ drop down menu at the right end of
the IMAGEJ window, after which a new tool icon will turn up (Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1: GUI for IMAGEJ software and icon for the ‘grid inv dn.txt’ script in IMAGEJ.
3.2.2 Running
To use this script, a MR image with an isotropic voxel size of 1 × 1 × 1 is preferred because
IMAGEJ seems to have difficulty in recognizing other voxel sizes. In IMAGEJ, click on the
script icon to activate it, then load one pivotal slice of the rotated MR image into IMAGEJ, a
dialogue menu pops up after clicking on the image (Figure 3.2). Three options are available
to decide the ways to choose grid lattice size: (1) by grid lattice side length; (2) by grid lattice
area; (3) by points number.
Figure 3.2: The first options menu for the ‘grid inv dn.txt’ script, which suggests how user
prefers to set up grids for stereology.
Afterwards, a second menu pops up to decide the parameters for the grid (Figure 3.3). The
test grid can be either rotated or without rotation for other purposes. Three options are available
in the dialogue menu to set up the grid: (1) ‘Isotropic & Random Offsets’ gives a rotated UR
grid automatically; (2) ‘Assigned Orientation & Offsets’ allows users to fill in the specific
rotation angles and starting offsets, which is useful in reliability study; (3) ‘No Rotation &
Half Offsets’ gives regular horizontally and vertically aligned lattices, and the starting position
is half lattice side length away from the top left corner.
In the same dialogue menu, the grid lattice side length can be randomized by percentage,
e.g. a lattice side length is set to 35, and a following randomizer is set to 0.15 (±15%), thus the
final lattice side length can be one random value between 30 to 40 (Figure 3.3). In the panel,
there are also options to choose whether the test points representing lattices or the circled cross
(aka sun cross, solar cross or wheel cross) representing the pivotal point needs to be visible or
not.
Each run of the script will generate two plotted images which include: (1) one grid with
the test lines for the INV method and the other grid for the DN method (in the ‘TEST LINES’
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part in the dialogue menu (Figure 3.3), choose the option of ‘Invariator & Dis Nucleator’);
(2) two identical copies of grids for the INV method (choose the option of ‘Invariator’); (3) two
identical copies of grids for the DN method (choose the option of ‘Discretized Nucleator’);
(4) two identical copies of grids without any test lines, which only have the lattice crosses
plotted (choose the option of ‘No Lines’); The purpose of two copies of the same grid in
each run is that one copy can work as a reference or a backup in the following process of
measurement.
Figure 3.3: Second options menu for the ‘grid inv dn.txt’ script, within which parameters of
grids, points and lines for different methods can be decided.
A ‘help’ page is available as well which covers: (1) a concise description about the options
in the menu, (2) formulae for volume and surface area by the INV method and (3) formula for
volume by the DN method (Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.4: A help page is available from the right bottom corner of the above options menu
panel for the ‘grid inv dn.txt’ script. The help page introduces basic concepts of parameters
used in the script and lists volume and surface area formulae for the INV and DN methods.
3.3 Results
After each run of the script, information of parameters of images and grids, and test time were
all listed in a text window as shown below.
(The text file contains both the parameters and test starting time. The parameters
can be different for the subsequent images.)
Invariator/Nucleator grid for image: [data orth1 inv.img]
Start time: 14:47:10, 25 April 2016
Image size = 240 × 240 voxels
Voxel size = 1× 1× 1 voxels
Scale in width = 1, Scale in height = 1
Grid lattice side length = 40 voxels
Grid lattice area = 16 cm2
Grid points number approx = 30
X-axis offset = 24 voxels, Y-axis offset = 3 voxels
Isotropic rotation angle = 45.2276 degree, [-90, 90]
3.3.1 Examples
Three groups of examples of the grids generated by the script are shown below. The first group
shows two UR test grids with only points, with one grid rotated and the other not rotated. The
second group shows two UR test grids with both points and lines for the INV and DN methods
respectively. The last group shows two UR test grids overlaid on a brain pivotal sectioning
plane, for the two stereological methods referred previously.
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Example One: Test Points
Test grid optionally can be a rotated UR or a not rotated UR grid (Figure 3.5).
Figure 3.5: Two examples of test grids (left: a rotated UR grid, right: a not rotated UR grid)
for the ‘grid inv dn.txt’ script. Cyan points are grid lattices, and green encircled cross is the
centre point of the image, which represents pivotal point.
Example Two: Test Lines And Ray Lengths
The INV method requires the proper use of a system of test lines whereas the DN method only
requires the measurement of ray lengths (Figure 3.6).
Figure 3.6: Two examples (left: test lines for the INV method, right: test ray lengths for the
DN method) for the ‘grid inv dn.txt’ script.
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Example Three: Test Lines And Ray Lengths On Brain
Test lines for the INV method and ray lengths for the DN methods superimposed over an IR
rotated brain MR image slice (Figure 3.7).
Figure 3.7: Two examples (left: test lines for the INV method, right: test ray lengths for the
DN method) for the ‘grid inv dn.txt’ script, which are both overlaid on a slice of IR rotated
brain MR image.
3.4 Acknowledgement
Thanks to the ImageJ macro script ‘grid multipurpose.txt’ by Aleksandr MIRONOV (http:
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ImageJ Measure INV DN Macro
4.1 Introduction
Using two novel stereological methods, i.e. the INV [21, 22, 23, 24, 27, 28, 53] and DN [24,
55, 59] methods, the heaviest labour work in the estimation of volume and surface area of a
3D object, e.g. a brain MR image, is probably the manual measurement on the lengths of the
segments from test grid and lines overlaid upon the pivotal slice of the object. This manual
procedure takes not only the majority of the time cost for the whole estimation but also a lot of
energy and efforts of operatives.
One step in the manual measurement is to record results including lengths, positions and
orientations of measured segments. Sum of lengths contributes to the volume estimation and
coordinates of the segments contribute to both an inspection of the results and a repeat study.
Besides, the time cost in the measurement is also needed to record to examine efficiency of the
stereological methods.
An in-house IMAGEJ macro script (i.e. ‘grid inv dn.txt’) was introduced in Chapter 3 to
generate test grid and lines for both the INV and DN methods. Therewith, to make the manual
measurement procedure consistent with the grid-generating script in operation and be efficient
and easy to use too, especially for the recording step, another in-house IMAGEJ [108] macro
script (i.e. ‘measure inv dn.txt’ in Appendix D) was programmed. The aim of this chapter is
to introduce the usage of the new script.
4.2 Materials and Methods
Installation of this IMAGEJ macro script is the same as other IMAGEJ scripts, i.e. copy the text
script file ‘measure inv dn.txt’ into ImageJ/macros/toolsets/ folder, and then tick the
newly added script option in ‘’ drop down menu at the right end of a newly opened IMAGEJ
window, thus a new tool icon will turn up in the window (Figure 4.1).
After loading one rotated MR image slice and generating a test grid with lines from another
IMAGEJ script ‘grid inv dn.txt’ (Figure 4.4a, 4.6a), left click on the new icon in IMAGEJ win-
dow to activate measuring function. Then, to do volume measurement of a human brain (e.g.
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Figure 4.1: GUI for IMAGEJ software and icon for the ‘measure inv dn.txt’ script in IMAGEJ.
volume of cerebrum including ventricles in the example below) in the MR image, left click and
drag the mouse to draw a segment along test lines covering target tissue. When modification
on the length of the segment is needed, still left click on either end of the segment and move
the segment freely. To finish the drawing of one segment, right click anywhere on the image
and the new segment will be added to the ‘ROI Manager’ automatically (Figure 4.2a).
(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: (a) The ‘ROI Manager’ menu and (b) the finishing menu activated in the ‘mea-
sure inv dn.txt’ script.
When all segments covering target tissue have been drawn, double click on the icon in
IMAGEJ window to pop-up finishing menu (Figure 4.2b). Choose the method applied in the
menu and click ‘OK’. The results will be saved in the same directory where the MR image
slice is. Four new files for the measurement (Figure 4.3) will be created, including: (1) a zip
file for the records of segments in ‘ROI Manager’, (2) a xls file for the list of length measures,
(3) a snapshot in PNG format of the segments drawn in the MR image (Figure 4.4b, 4.6b), and
(4) a text file recording the finishing time of the measurement. The starting time has already
been recorded in the same text file from the IMAGEJ script ‘grid inv dn.txt’ (as shown in the
text file excerpt below), therefore the total time for each measurement can be calculated.
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Figure 4.3: Four new files are generated after finishing measurement on the image by the
‘measure inv dn.txt’ script. The PNG image gives a screenshot of all the measurement; the
XLS table records all the measures; the ZIP file backs up all the operations in IMAGEJ and the
TXT document records the information of parameters and time which is shown in the text file
excerpt below.
(A text file generated by the script, e.g. ‘data orth1 inv parameters.txt’ in Fig-
ure 4.3, records the starting time and the finishing time. Therefore time for
processing can be obtained.)
Invariator/Nucleator grid for image: [data orth1 inv.img]
Start time: 14:31:23, 3 May 2016
. . .
∼/data orth1 inv inv
finish time: 14:40:16
∼/data orth1 inv dn
finish time: 14:44:8
Additionally, because all measures on the current image will be cleared automatically after
the files of results are saved, it is suggested not to close the images or text windows by yourself
before the measurement is completed, otherwise the script may not be able to find the MR
image directory and the results will be saved to the IMAGEJ software directory by default.
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4.3 Results
Examples of (1) volume estimation using the INV method, (2) surface area estimation using the
INV method and (3) volume estimation using the DN method on one adult brain MR sectioning
plane are displayed below. The results are estimated based on the measures by one observer.
4.3.1 Volume Estimation By The INV Method
In this brain volume estimation example, the sum of lengths measured by the INV method was
677.62 mm (Figure 4.4b). Thus, with the lengths and grid parameters available, whole brain
volume was estimated as 1084.2 cm3 (Equation (4.1)). The time spent in the measurement was
approximately 9 mins.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: Length measurement of segments covering whole brain tissue on MR image for
estimating whole brain volume by the INV method using the ‘measure inv dn.txt’ script. (a)







2 × 677.62 = 1084192mm3 = 1084.2 cm3 (4.1)
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4.3.2 Surface Area Estimation By The INV Method
In this brain surface area estimation example, the number of intersects between the test lines
in the INV method and the brain cortical gyri and sulci was around 59 (Figure 4.5). Thus, pial
surface area was estimated as 1888.0 cm2 (Equation (4.2)).
Figure 4.5: Intersects counts for the pial surface area by the INV method using the ‘mea-
sure inv dn.txt’ script. The numbers (red) indicate the intersects between each line and the pial
surface.
S̃INV = 2× d2 ×
n∑
i=1
Ii = 2× 402 × 59 = 188800mm2 = 1888.0 cm2 (4.2)
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4.3.3 Volume Estimation By The DN Method
In this brain volume estimation example, the sum of the lengths measured by the DN method
was 448.78 mm (Figure 4.6b). Thus, whole brain volume was estimated as 1436.1 cm3 (Equa-
tion (4.3)). The time spent in the measurement was approximately 4 mins.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: Length measurement of segments covering whole brain tissue on MR image for
estimating whole brain volume by the DN method using the ‘measure inv dn.txt’ script. (a)
Test grid and lines (blue) before the measurement; (b) test grid and lines (yellow) after the
measurement.
ṼDN = 2× d2 ×
n∑
i=1
Li = 2× 402 × 448.78 = 1436096mm3 = 1436.1 cm3 (4.3)
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Chapter 5
Estimation of Fetal Brain Volume on
MRI Using Three Stereological
Methods
5.1 Introduction
Stereology may be defined as statistical inference of geometric parameters (e.g. volume and
surface) from sampled information (e.g. points, lines and sections). Designed-based stereo-
logical methods are mathematically unbiased. Systematic sampling makes stereology highly
efficient. Error prediction makes stereology practical in operation.
A traditional stereological method is the CAVALIERI method [56], which starts at a UR
position and cuts an object in a series of parallel sections with an equal sectioning interval.
On each section plane, a test system containing a rotated UR square grid is overlaid. Volume
is estimated from the total area covered by all points hitting the object multiplied by slice
interval. The CAVALIERI method can not obtain an unbiased estimate of surface area of a 3D
object, which requires a different initial sampling design (e.g. IR rotation, vertical sectioning
and Fakir (bed of nails)).
Measurements on in vitro studies (e.g. microorganisms and cells) and parts of in vivo studies
(e.g. plants) can be performed by stereology in a physical way where specimens not only can
be physically cut but also generally do not require to be reassembled. However, these invasive
operations are probably impossible in in-vivo studies (e.g. animals and humans). A solution for
human studies is using MRI which obtains 3D images (i.e. array of voxels) and the information
can be resampled in different orientations as required.
In human fetal brain development, significant abnormality can be detected directly using
clinical imaging techniques such as ultrasound or MRI. Along with the rapid development of
techniques such as fast fetal imaging and fetal motion correction [114], quantitative description
of structural changes of fetal brain from the images has become achievable. Different factors,
for example, maternal exposure to neurotoxins (e.g. alcohol, lead, and pesticides) during dif-
ferent stages of fetal development often results in various degrees of deficits in fetal brain
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structure and function [12]. Maternal exposure to psychosocial stressors, which was usually
thought of as risk factors, may also have uncertain effects on the development of fetal brain
of both humans [35] and monkeys [84]. Effects of stressors are depending on the context,
intensity, duration and timing of stressors and the social support systems to the mothers.
Stereology, specifically the CAVALIERI method, has been applied to estimate fetal brain
volume previously in both in-vitro [11] and in-vivo [50] studies. The aim of this chapter is to
investigate the application of three new stereological methods (i.e. the ICAV [28, 25], INV [21,
22, 24], and DN [24, 59] methods) for estimating volume and surface area of in-vivo human
fetal brain in MR images using ANALYZE 11.0 [101] software (MAYO Foundation, Minnesota,
USA, http://analyzedirect.com/).
The operation of the ICAV method is similar with that of the CAVALIERI method with an
additional preparation of isotropic rotation of a 3D object. The precision of each individual
estimate is predicted theoretically by CE, and a CE < 5% is desirable [103].
The operations of the INV and DN methods are both based on just one isotropically rotated
section plane from the whole 3D image of the object. The more data there are in a cohort, the
more highly precise and efficient population mean estimates will be. When real volume (or
surface area) of each data (or biological variances of the dataset) is available, empirical CEs
can be estimated to predict stereological error variances in both the INV and DN methods [28].
The ICAV and INV methods have only been applied to investigate volume and surface area
of rat brain in vitro on MR images of a small cohort [28], The previous study had to physically
rotate and spin gel balls which were embedded with specimens to obtain isotropic orientation
before MRI scanning.
In this article, the ICAV, INV and DN methods are applied as practical means of estimat-
ing brain volume of human fetuses at both the second (14 to 27 weeks) and the third (28 to
40 weeks) trimesters of gestational age (GA) [4] in vivo on MR images. The estimates were
made from isotropic triplets of orthogonal orientations for each method (i.e. the ICAV ortrip,
INV ortrip and DN ortrip methods), and the results from each orientation for each method were
compared with each other to test precision for the three methods. Assessments of inter-rater re-
producibility (the CAVALIERI method was additionally performed) and intra-rater repeatability
were also performed by three students all specializing in medicine or biomedicine to inves-
tigate practicability in application. Clinically, the fetal brains were divided into three groups
according to different maternal conditions (i.e. healthy, maternal stressed and maternal sub-
stance abused), and influence of these conditions on the development of fetal brain volume
estimated by the ICAV ortrip method was assessed.
5.2 Materials and Methods
5.2.1 Subjects
A cohort of ten pregnant women were recruited following ethics committee approval, among
which five were healthy, three were diagnosed with maternal psychological stress and two
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were with maternal exposure to substance (methodone, diazepam and trazadone). All the ten
mothers were scanned twice between mean GA 24.9 ± 0.7 standard deviation (SD) weeks
(range 24.1 to 26.6 weeks GA) and mean GA 36.4± 0.4 SD weeks (range 35.6 to 37.3 weeks
GA) respectively (Table 5.1). No side effects was found on mothers after MRI scanning and
the GA at the time of delivery was mean age 39.2± 1.5 SD weeks (range 36.9 to 41.6 weeks).
Anonymization was performed before further investigation on all the fetal brain MR images.
Table 5.1: Time information of ten fetuses who took MR scans at both the second and third
trimesters of GA. Besides, days of GA at birth of ten fetuses are listed too. In ‘ID’ column, the
prefixes ‘LC’, ‘LM’ and ‘LS’ indicate the health, substance and stress groups, respectively.
ID
Gestational Age at Scans
Gestational Age at Birth
2nd Trimester 3rd Trimester
Weeks Days Weeks Days Weeks Days
LC4235 24 169 36 254 38 266
LC4232 24 170 36 254 39 274
LC4234 24 174 36 253 39 273
LC4267 24 174 36 254 40 282
LC4229 25 177 37 261 40 284
LM4245 24 169 36 253 40 280
LM4203 25 177 36 256 41 291
LS4201 24 173 36 257 37 261
LS4287 25 175 36 255 39 278
LS4254 26 186 35 249 36 258
5.2.2 Data acquisition and Motion Correction
MRI studies were performed on a 3 tesla scanner (MAGNETOM Verio; Siemens AG, Germany),
using body and spine matrix coil elements at the Clinical Research Imaging Centre (CRIC) in
Edinburgh. Non-breath-hold, multi-slice, half FOURIER single shot turbo spin echo (HASTE)
T2-weighted (T2W) sequences were acquired repeatedly three times in each axial, sagittal and
coronal scanning directions (TE = 94 ms, TR = 4200 ms, 0.55 × 0.55 × 3 mm3 voxels, 25–
50 slices). Specific absorption rate (SAR) was < 2.0 W/kg, and the right lateral decubitus
position (RLDP) was taken to avoid inferior vena cava (IVC) compression.
The image series were then motion corrected and reconstructed using the Slice MRI Motion
Estimation and Reconstruction (SLIMMER) [76] tool (University of Washington, USA, http:
//depts.washington.edu/bicg/software/SLIMMER/slimmer.php.html) to
form a single 3D high resolution brain image (1× 1× 1mm3) (Figure 5.1).
5.2.3 Stereological Analysis
The ICAV, INV and DN methods were applied for the volume estimation of ten fetal brains
including cerebrum, ventricles (the lateral, the third and the fourth), midbrain, pons and cere-
bellum. The brainstem beneath the cerebellum was excluded.
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Figure 5.1: After being motion corrected using SLIMMER tool, quality of fetal brain MR
images is improved. (a) Central slices in the transverse view of ten fetal brain images in the
second trimester of GA; (b) paired ten fetal brain central slice images in the third trimester of
GA.
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For IR ortrip rotation and UR section of each data, four uniform random numbers U1,
U2, U3, U4 in the interval of [0, 1) were generated by a free software R (http://www.r-
project.org/, using ‘runif’ command). Three of the numbers were transferred into IR
ortrip rotation angles φ, θ, τ (0 ≤ φ < 2π, 0 ≤ θ ≤ π, 0 ≤ τ < 2π) by Equation (5.1). The
last random number was transferred for the offset t (0 ≤ t < T , where T was the slice interval)
of the starting position of the pivotal section plane in ICAV method by Equation (5.2) [28]:
φ = 2πU1 , θ = cos
−1(1− 2U2) , τ = 2πU3 (5.1)
t = TU4 (5.2)
Rotations of images for the ICAV, INV and DN methods were performed on ANALYZE soft-
ware using the angles of φ, θ and τ . Firstly, the images in the ANALYZE7.5 format (.hdr/.img)
were padded into a cubic file with the head being adjusted towards the same orientation. Then,
the rotation could be executed in two operating protocols: either using ANALYZE MATRIX
tool (Appendix A.1) or using both MATRIX and FLY tools (Appendix A.2). In this study, an
isotropic triplet of orthogonal rotations were performed on each data (Figure 5.2).
After rotations, for the ICAV method, a series of section planes were generated with a
random start (using the offset t) and a constant inter-slice distance (using the interval T ) by
ANALYZE OUTPUT MANEUVER option, which was the same as the slicing process in the CAV-
ALIERI method. Then, each of the triplet of orthogonal sections was superimposed with an
independently rotated UR test grid in STEREOLOGY MEASURE dialogue window in ANA-
LYZE. Lattices of the grids hitting the tissue were manually counted for volume estimation,
and intersects between grids and boundaries of tissue were counted for surface area estimation
(Figure 5.3a). For the INV and DN methods, one pivotal section going through a common piv-
otal point (e.g. a central point of an image cube in this study) across the dataset was saved for
each data, which would be the only image information needed in further measurement. Over-
laid with one sheet of randomly rotated grid and one fixed pivotal point cross, the whole image
was screen captured in the original size in Tagged Image File Format (TIFF), and the latter was
loaded into the LINE PROFILE MEASURE dialogue window in ANALYZE, where the CALIPER
tool was then applied as a T-square ruler point by point throughout the grid. The test points to
be counted should cover the whole image space for INV method, but should be just within the
profile of brain tissue for DN method. Lastly, in the INV method, lengths of lines perpendicular
to radiating lines in the T-square ruler, which covered the target brain tissue in each measure
were summed for volume estimation, and intersects were summed for surface area estimation
(Figure 5.3b). In the DN method, lengths of radiating lines in the T-square ruler, which were
between the lattices which hit the target tissue and the pivot point were summed for volume
estimation. There was no surface area estimation available in the DN method (Figure 5.3c).
The parameters of section and counting, such as slice interval (T ) and side length (d) of
lattice in the test grid, were adjusted according to the growth of fetal brain. The sum of points
counted (
∑n
i=1 Pi) per subject is suggested to be less than 200 upon 10 to 15 slices, to achieve
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.2: Ten fetal brains are displayed for triplets of orthogonal IR rotations in both the
second and third trimesters of GA. Each row contains three central slices (i.e. pivotal planes)
of orthogonal IR rotated MR images of one fetal brain in (a) the second or (b) the third trimester.
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 5.3: Examples of volume estimation by the ICAV, INV and DN on one fetal brain in
the second trimester. (a) In the ICAV method, test points counting (green) is performed in six
successive slices for estimating whole volume of cerebrum, ventricles and cerebellum. (b) In
the INV method, length measurement of green segments covering the cerebrum and ventricles
is performed for volume estimation. Green segments are perpendicular to red segments and the
latter connect between each red cross over the whole image and pivotal point cross. (c) In the
DN method, length measurement of green segments connecting each of the test points hitting
the target tissue and pivotal point cross is performed for volume estimation of cerebrum and
ventricles. In both (b) and (c), the pivotal point cross is a green cross in the centre of the image
and is labelled as ‘PP’.
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both high precision and practical efficiency [63]. In this study, the parameters of T and d, and
the time consumed in counting the points, intersects and measuring the lengths are summarized
in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Parameters and time consumed for points, intersects counting and lengths measure-
ment by the CAVALIERI, ICAV, INV and DN are listed for the application on fetal brains in
both the second and third trimesters.
GA
Parameters (mm) Time for Point, Length Counting (mins)
ICAV/CAVALIERI INV/DN ICAV CAVALIERI INV DN ICAV
T d d Volume Surface Area
2nd Trimester 7 6 10
15 10 15 5
15
3rd Trimester 9 10 15 20
5.2.4 Reproducibility and Repeatability Assessment
Three raters (i.e. AJ, KY and SW) participated independently in the assessments. All raters
were blinded to the data information during the measurement. For each of the ICAV, INV
and DN methods, as well as the traditional CAVALIERI method which was used as a ref-
erence method additionally, two raters were randomly chosen for inter-rater reproducibility
assessments and one rater repeated two estimations for intra-rater repeatability assessments
(Table 5.3). In both the second and third trimesters, five best image quality data were selected
out of ten and one random section plane was selected out of a triplet of orthogonal section
planes in each data. The parameters in all inter- and intra-observer assessments were identical
as those used in the whole ten data measurement, except for random position of test grids.
Pearson’s product moment correlation coefficient (Pearson’s r, −1 ≤ r ≤ 1, where -1 means
total negative correlation, 0 means no correlation, and 1 means total positive correlation) was
computed using R software for each assessment.
Table 5.3: Three raters participated in the reliability assessment of four stereological methods.
‘+’ means measuring volume for once, and ‘++’ means measuring for twice.
Raters ICAV INV DN CAVALIERI
AJ ++ ++
KY ++ + + ++
SW + +
5.2.5 Volume, Surface Area And CE Formulae
Volume (Ṽ ) is proportional to the total points counted (
∑n
i=1 Pi) or total length measured
(
∑n
i=1 Li) in the ICAV, INV and DN methods. Also, surface area (S̃) for the ICAV and INV
methods is proportional to the total intersects counted (
∑n
i=1 Ii). In cubic image with voxel
size of 1×1×1mm3, volume and surface area estimator formulae can be simplified by Equa-
tion (5.3)(5.4)(5.5). CE estimator is predictable for ICAV method (Equation (5.6)(5.7)), but
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is only empirical for INV and DN methods (Equation (5.8)(5.9)), where var(Ṽ |V ) is stereo-
logical error variance, var(Ṽ ) is total variance, var(V ) is baseline (biological) variance, and
mean{Ṽ } is the mean volume of the group dataset in the INV and DN methods [28].
ICAV Volume & Surface Area Estimator
Ṽ = T × d2 ×
n∑
i=1




INV Volume & Surface Area Estimator
Ṽ = d2 ×
n∑
i=1










var(Ṽ |V ) = (0.008727 T 4 + 0.056891 Td3)S̃ (5.6)
ce(Ṽ |V )% = 100
√
var(Ṽ |V )/Ṽ (5.7)
INV/DN CE (Empirical)
mean{var(Ṽ |V )} = var(Ṽ )− var(V ) (5.8)
ce(Ṽ |V )% = 100
√
mean{var(Ṽ |V )}/mean{Ṽ } (5.9)
As an example, for the subject ‘LC4232’ in the second trimester, shown in Figure 5.3, the
volumes estimated by the ICAV, INV and DN methods were 67200 mm3, 55984 mm3 and
59480mm3, respectively (Equation (5.10)).
VICav = T × d2 ×
n∑
i=1










Li = 2×202× (10.77+29.02+16.76+17.80+74.35) = 59480mm3
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5.3 Results
5.3.1 Reproducibility and Repeatability
Volume estimates of the reliability studies for the CAVALIERI and ICAV methods are shown in
Table 5.4, and those for the INV and DN methods are shown in Table 5.5.
Table 5.4: Results of inter- and intra-rater studies of whole brain volume estimation using the
CAVALIERI and ICAV methods by rater KY and SW are listed below. Five fetal brains in the
second trimester and five in the third trimester were measured.
ID
Whole Brain Volume (cm3)
ICAV CAVALIERI
Rater KY Rater SW Rater KY Rater SW
Repeat 1 Repeat 2 Mean Repeat 1 Repeat 2 Mean
2nd Trimester
LC4267 84.4 84.4 84.4 81.9 81.6 81.6 81.6 82.7
LC4229 X 100.0 97.5 98.8 96.0 98.0 94.5 96.3 91.2
LM4245 Y 70.3 72.1 71.2 64.5 69.6 69.0 69.3 67.8
LS4201 87.4 89.7 88.6 83.4 86.4 84.2 85.3 85.4
LS4287 X 97.3 97.3 97.3 90.7 96.8 94.0 95.4 93.7
3rd Trimester
LC4234 2 X 272.7 279.0 275.9 278.1 267.4 256.9 262.2 277.2
LC4235 2 Y 255.6 252.9 254.3 259.2 254.1 249.9 252.0 256.9
LC4232 2 290.7 288.0 289.4 282.6 276.5 274.4 275.5 290.5
LM4245 2 Y 293.4 293.4 293.4 272.7 284.9 270.2 277.6 273.7
LS4201 2 X 333.9 335.7 334.8 334.8 324.8 315.0 319.9 315.7
Table 5.5: Results of inter- and intra-rater studies of whole brain volume estimation using the
INV and DN methods by rater AJ and KY are listed below. Five fetal brains in the second
trimester and five in the third trimester were measured.
ID
Whole Brain Volume (cm3)
INV DN
Rater AJ Rater KY Rater AJ Rater KY
Repeat 1 Repeat 2 Mean Repeat 1 Repeat 2 Mean
2nd Trimester
LC4267 82.4 82.6 82.5 83.3 88.0 87.5 87.8 88.0
LC4229 X 98.0 98.1 98.1 96.9 101.1 100.8 101.0 100.0
LM4245 Y 70.4 70.1 70.3 70.2 72.1 72.2 72.2 71.6
LS4201 70.5 70.6 70.6 71.6 69.8 70.9 70.4 76.8
LS4287 X 93.7 93.8 93.8 97.1 98.1 97.9 98.0 99.2
3rd Trimester
LC4234 2 X 299.6 298.6 299.1 312.3 365.3 364.9 365.1 347.0
LC4235 2 Y 246.5 248.0 247.3 245.3 216.0 215.9 216.0 200.7
LC4232 2 275.0 275.0 275.0 269.3 288.9 288.0 288.5 288.9
LM4245 2 Y 339.2 341.4 340.3 346.7 364.7 363.8 364.3 364.1
LS4201 2 X 271.8 272.3 272.1 271.1 243.7 243.1 243.4 243.5
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The Bland-Altman plots of volume estimates in both trimesters obtained using the ICAV
method and CAVALIERI method by the same rater (SW) showed no significant difference or
bias (Figure 5.4a). Besides, the Pearson’s r produced correlation coefficients ranged from
0.997882 to 0.999993 for all the inter- and intra-observer reliability assessments. The inter-
rater assessments of the ICAV, INV, DN and CAVALIERI methods showed high reliability in
both trimesters (Figure 5.4b).
5.3.2 Coefficients of Error
The theoretical CE for volume estimation in the ICAV method requires both volume and surface
area estimates of the data. In this study, only nine data in the second trimester and five in the
third trimester had surface area estimates due of limitation of image quality caused by fetal
motion although SLIMMER software improved the quality already. The CE was 1.5% ± 0.1%
in the second trimester and 2.1%± 0.1% in the third trimester (Table 5.6).
Table 5.6: CE for each volume estimate by the ICAV method. In the table, volume (Vol,mm3),
surface area (Area, mm2), stereological error variance (var(Ṽ |V )) and CEs (ce(Ṽ |V )%) are
shown for nine data in the second trimester and five paired data in the third trimester.
LC4235 LC4232 LC4234 LC4267 LC4229 LM4245 LM4203 LS4201 LS4287
2nd Trimester
Vol (mm3) 63504 76860 74088 83664 98028 73332 87948 86184 94752
Area (mm2) 11771 12660 13044 14660 15881 13025 15422 15399 16369
var(Ṽ |V ) 1259176 1354275 1395352 1568220 1698834 1393320 1649733 1647273 1751036
ce(Ṽ |V )% 1.8 1.5 1.6 1.5 1.3 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.4
3rd Trimester
Vol (mm3) 254700 284400 264600 285300 311400
Area (mm2) 59527 60800 50187 60952 67127
var(Ṽ |V ) 33887343 34612032 28570297 34698562 38213847
ce(Ṽ |V )% 2.3 2.1 2 2.1 2
The empirical CE for volume estimation in the INV and DN methods requires biological
variance (i.e. true volume variance) of fetal brain volume. In ICAV method, whole variance
of volume estimation is composed of stereological error variance and biological variance (Ta-
ble 5.7). The latter can be used as the baseline in assessing the empirical stereological error
variance in the INV and DN methods. In this study, the empirical CE for each of three or-
thogonal section planes was 19.4%± 2.9%, 18.5%± 11.6% in either trimester respectively by
INV method, and 21.4% ± 4.5%, 24.1% ± 11.7% respectively by DN method. Furthermore,
the empirical CE for the mean of three orthogonal sections reduced to 8.1%, 5.5% in either
trimester for the INV ortrip method, and 10.3%, 9.7% for the DN ortrip method (Table 5.8).
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Figure 5.4: (a) The Bland-Altman plot: comparison of the ICAV and CAVALIERI methods by
one same rater in both the second (left) and third (right) trimesters. (b) Scatter plots of inter-
rater reliability assessments using the ICAV (top left two plots), CAVALIERI (top right two
plots), INV (bottom left two plots) and DN (bottom right two plots). Each method is plotted in
the second and third trimesters respectively.
Table 5.7: Biological variance of the whole fetal brain dataset (var(biology)) can be esti-
mated by the variance of volume estimates in the sample group (var(volumes)) subtracting the
stereological error variance obtained using the ICAV method (mean{var(Ṽ |V )}, see Equa-
tion (5.6)).
var(volumes) − mean{var(Ṽ |V )} = var(biology)
2nd Trimester 122675616 1524135 121151481
3rd Trimester 477657000 33996416 443660584
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Table 5.8: Empirical CEs for volume estimation by the INV and DN methods. CEs
(ce(Ṽ |V )%) in each of three orthogonal sections and the mean of three orthogonal sections
are shown in both second and third trimesters.
INV INV X INV Y INV Mean DN DN X DN Y DN Mean
var(volume)
2nd Trimester 355561111 493616111 342473611 168615001 361287778 616680000 421090000 200168108
3rd Trimester 2146272188 1085415188 10999688625 702115313 2348736750 2928818250 14942130750 1216136250
var(stereology)
2nd Trimester 234409630 372464630 221322130 47463520 240136297 495528519 299938519 79016627
3rd Trimester 1702611604 641754604 10556028041 258454729 1905076166 2485157666 14498470166 772475666
meanvolume
2nd Trimester 84511 84789 85389 84896 87044 83933 87133 86037
3rd Trimester 284625 269685 325665 293325 274410 262170 321120 285900
ce(Ṽ |V )%
2nd Trimester 18.1 22.8 17.4 8.1 17.8 26.5 19.9 10.3
3rd Trimester 14.5 9.4 31.5 5.5 15.9 19.0 37.5 9.7
5.3.3 Fetal Brain Volume
Whole brain volume (including cerebrum, ventricles and cerebellum) of ten fetuses paired in
both second and third trimesters, which was obtained using the ICAV ortrip, INV ortrip and
DN ortrip methods, is shown in Table 5.9.
Table 5.9: Whole brain volumes of ten fetuses in both the second and third trimesters. Es-
timates by the ICAV, INV and DN in three orthogonal sections and their mean values are
displayed. In ‘ID Pair’ column, the prefixes ‘LC’, ‘LM’ and ‘LS’ indicate the health group, the
substance group and the stress group, respectively.
ID Pair
ICAV ortrip (cm3) INV ortrip (cm3) DN ortrip (cm3)
Vol Vol X Vol Y Vol Mean Vol Vol X Vol Y Vol Mean Vol Vol X Vol Y Vol Mean
2nd Trimester
LC4235 63.5 66.5 67.8 65.9 80.2 56.2 70.0 68.8 84.2 54.4 62.8 67.1
LC4232 76.9 69.0 68.8 71.6 80.1 51.4 94.7 75.4 85.2 41.6 93.2 73.3
LC4234 74.1 71.3 72.6 72.7 96.7 78.3 57.2 77.4 100.6 76.4 68.2 81.7
LC4267 83.7 84.4 81.6 83.2 83.3 86.4 91.7 87.1 88.0 84.8 104.8 92.5
LC4229 98.0 95.3 92.7 95.3 101.2 96.9 114.0 104.0 110.8 100.0 114.4 108.4
LM4245 73.3 72.8 69.6 71.9 55.2 79.1 70.2 68.2 53.2 80.0 71.6 68.3
LM4203 87.9 86.7 84.9 86.5 72.9 93.3 106.1 90.8 72.0 95.4 115.0 94.1
LS4201 86.2 87.4 85.9 86.5 71.6 124.4 88.8 94.9 76.8 123.6 84.4 94.9
LS4287 94.8 96.0 92.2 94.3 119.4 97.1 75.8 97.4 112.6 99.2 69.8 93.9
LS4254 109.9 107.9 108.1 108.6 119.5 93.7 156.6 123.3 111.6 90.4 138.8 113.6
3rd Trimester
LC4234 2 264.6 268.2 275.4 269.4 311.0 312.3 225.5 282.9 306.5 347.0 216.5 290.0
LC4235 2 254.7 255.6 246.6 252.3 351.2 227.5 245.3 274.7 319.5 207.0 200.7 242.4
LC4232 2 284.4 289.8 287.1 287.1 269.3 288.0 320.9 292.7 288.9 279.9 323.1 297.3
LC4267 2 297.9 299.7 305.1 300.9 366.8 248.0 318.8 311.2 333.5 248.4 322.2 301.4
LC4229 2 357.3 350.1 340.2 349.2 290.3 384.8 393.1 356.1 324.0 372.2 398.3 364.8
LM4245 2 285.3 292.5 287.1 288.3 235.6 249.5 346.7 277.3 197.6 233.6 364.1 265.1
LM4203 2 262.8 265.5 266.4 264.9 348.3 207.9 250.4 268.9 378.5 202.5 241.2 274.1
LS4254 2 285.3 293.4 299.7 292.8 303.8 301.3 281.7 295.6 311.0 296.6 286.7 298.1
LS4287 2 304.2 315.9 317.7 312.6 351.0 385.9 279.2 338.7 355.1 383.4 294.8 344.4
LS4201 2 311.4 324.0 318.6 318.0 256.1 271.1 490.1 339.1 259.7 243.5 501.3 334.8
In each subject, comparing with the INV ortrip and DN ortrip methods, individual vol-
ume estimates in each of three orthogonal sections obtained by the ICAV ortrip method were
closer to mean volumes of the three estimates (Figure 5.5). Group means of ten fetal brain
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volumes estimated by the ICAV ortrip, INV ortrip and DN ortrip methods in the second and
third trimesters of GA were compared (Figure 5.6, 5.7). Mean volumes of three sections ob-
tained by all the three methods respectively were close to each other. Logarithm transformed
Bland-Altman plots were applied on the whole data from one randomly selected section planes
in both trimesters, where volume obtained by the ICAV ortrip method only (as a reference
method) was referred as the horizontal axis [10, 78]. The plots showed no bias in the volume
obtained among the three methods (Figure 5.8).
Figure 5.5: Comparison of mean values of three orthogonal estimates using the ICAV ortrip,
INV ortrip and DN ortrip in each individual fetal brain. Ten fetal brain volumes (including
cerebrum, ventricles and cerebellum) in both the second and third trimesters are displayed.
In each of three clinical groups, although the sample size was only five, three and two in
either trimester respectively, linear regression was used to predict growth difference of brain
volume in three groups on the same day which was the mean of GA of all the ten fetuses. The
regression prediction was repeated from each of three orthogonal sections and the mean of three
sections (Figure 5.9). As a result, the brain volume of the maternal stress influenced fetuses was
relatively bigger while that of the maternal substance affected fetuses was potentially smaller.
However, statistically no significant difference was found in both the trimesters.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of group means of ten fetal brain volumes estimated by the ICAV
ortrip, INV ortrip and DN ortrip methods in the second and third trimesters. Abbreviations: Tri.
= Trimester, Ortho. = Orthogonal, ind. = individual (i.e. section slice(s) in one orientation). The
’mean’ column is mean volume estimates obtained from ortrip section planes in each method.
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Figure 5.8: Pairwise comparison of the INV and DN methods with the ICAV method for ten
fetal brain volume estimates in random one out of three orthogonal sections at both the second
and third trimesters, using log transformed Bland-Altman plots. a1) INV (random section) vs
ICAV (the first orthogonal section) in the second trimester; a2) INV (the second orthogonal
section) vs ICAV (random section) in the third trimester; b1) DN (the second orthogonal sec-
tion) vs ICAV (random section) in the second trimester; b2) DN (the first orthogonal section)
vs ICAV (the second orthogonal section) in the third trimester.
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Figure 5.9: Linear regression predicted fetal brain volumes of normal control, substance
abused and stress groups on a same day in either the second or third trimester based on es-
timates obtained by the ICAV ortrip method. The predicted volumes in the second trimester
are presented on four short vertical bars on the left of the image while the predicted volumes
in the third trimester are presented on four long bars on the right of the image. Each vertical
bar represents one of three orthogonal sections and the fourth bar represents mean values from
three orthogonal sections. Each predicted volume estimated from one of the three orthogonal
sections is plotted onto the respective vertical bar. Using linear regression, volumes of ten fetal
brains are predicted on a same day which is the mean of MR scanning days of all the ten fetuses
in both the second and third trimesters.
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5.4 Discussion
This protocol applied in practice three novel design-based stereological means of estimating
volume of human fetal brain in vivo on MR images using ANALYZE software, which gave
alternative choices to the traditional CAVALIERI method in volume estimation. The ICAV and
INV methods were both capable of estimating surface area of fetal brain when gyrification was
not fully developed [48, 102]. Precision of the ICAV ortrip method in each individual estimate
were examined from three orthogonal isotropic orientations, and precision of population mean
estimates using the INV ortrip and DN ortrip methods was approved as well. CE was available
for the prediction of precision in ICAV estimation, but only empirical CE was available for the
INV and DN methods. High reliability of the three stereological methods was supported, and
procedures were efficiently performed by raters from medical or biomedical background.
Processing fetal brain images using voxel-based morphometry (VBM) methods is still diffi-
cult, which is caused by both the effect of myelination on MRI signal and active fetal movement
in uterus. Application of the three new stereological methods requires availability of a 3D im-
age dataset and also this is particularly challenging in the case of the fetus due to fetal motion.
Fortunately, image processing techniques have recently been developed for analysing multi-
ple sections obtained at different orientations through the fetus in a way which corrects fetal
motion and produces a 3D image dataset.
Planimetry (i.e. region drawing technique) on MR images also shares common defects of
the other manual methods. Furthermore, (1) heavy workload makes planimetry not practi-
cal [62] but stereology is very efficient. Planimetry is still more time consuming and painstak-
ing than stereology even with the same number of section slices. (2) While planimetry can be
used to measure transect exactly, even slice by slice, there is still uncertainty between the adja-
cent section planes, and this variance is unpredictable. (3) Also the hand can frequently waver
as one draws a boundary, which contributes to the variance of within sections that is mathe-
matically unpredictable. This uncertainty of wavering does not happen with point counting in
stereology. (4) Planimetry heavily depends on the image quality for details in brain parcella-
tion. If we can not see clearly what we wish to measure we should not be measuring in the first
place. Performing planimetry does not get past this drawback due to image quality.
Although the design unbiased estimators which have been used are unbiased (i.e. the ICAV,
INV and DN methods), MR images are not ’black and white’ and feature boundaries are seldom
perfectly delineated so that a second observer, or the same observer at a different time, may
make a different decision in regarding whether, for example, a point lies in or outside a feature
of interest. Inter- and intra-rater reliability studies have therefore been performed to measure
this variability.
Within other stereological methods, the CAVALIERI method is efficient for volume estima-
tion but not for surface area which requires isotropy design prior to unbiased estimation, while
the ICAV, INV and DN methods are all applied in isotropic orientation. On the other hand,
in this study, the CE for individual volume estimation in the ICAV method is less than 5%.
Although, as expected, the empirical CE for each individual in both the INV and DN methods
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is close to 30% [28], which can be reduced to around 10% when repeated in three orthogonal
orientations. The theoretical stereological error variance of the INV and DN estimators is still
under development [28].
IR rotation of images can make brain structure difficult to recognise, especially for local
areas defined by 3D spatial location or anatomical landmarks. Traditional radiographic prac-
tice is based on anatomical planes in transverse, coronal and sagittal views. A preprocess
using parcellation methodology may be a practical protocol for regional volume and surface
area measurement [57, 62]. In surface area estimation, designs such as the vertical sections
method [7, 88] and the isotropic fakir method [79] can also be alternative choices [28].
Whilst a variety of software packages exist for performing point and intersection count-
ing on sampled sections, there is no specific software available for performing the relevant
sampling designs for the ICAV, INV and DN methods. Fortunately, we extended ANALYZE
software for this purpose. ANALYZE software provides built-in stereology measure function,
which is however specifically designed for the CAVALIERI method. As a result, it is not per-
fectly compatible to perform the three novel methods using ANALYZE. For example, in the
INV and DN methods, each single image has to be screenshot to allow the grid file generated
in the STEREOLOGY MEASURE menu being loaded into the LINE PROFILE MEASURE menu.
An update version of INV method [27] is potentially more readily applied in combination with
MRI because the test system comprises horizontal (posteriori-weighted) as opposed to radial
(priori-weighted) test lines which are more convenient to overlay on digital images software
suite such as ANALYZE. In the ICAV method, during point or intersect counting procedure, the
grid file needs to be regenerated in each slice in order to have a new random position of lattices.
A combination usage of software such as FMRIB Software Library (FSL)1 [112] for sectioning
and EASYMEASURE [103] for point and intersect counting can be more practical during the
measurement [102].
Additionally, in this study we disclosed that in both the second and third trimesters, maternal
substance abuse might cause decrease (not significant though) in fetal brain volume comparing
with normal pregnancy. In contrast, maternal psychological stress might cause increase (not
significant either) in fetal brain volume. Our volume estimates of the substance group are
consistent with the smaller infant head circumference for GA at birth and the asymmetrical
intrauterine growth retardation which have been reported in previous studies [9, 82, 111, 119],
and this may continue to extend to the brain growth retardation in children at school age [100].
Our volume estimates of the psychological stress group, however, suggest maybe some types
of stress in pregnancy work differently on fetal brain growth. Studies show that maternal
psychological stress can cause delayed fetal maturation that continues to the infant and children
periods, which may disrupt the emotional, cognitive, learning and memory performance [105].
Furthermore, for the hippocampal development, even if no difference is found in volume at
birth, prenatal maternal anxiety can still slow down the hippocampal growth over the first six
months after birth [97]. However, the effects and degrees of prenatal maternal stress vary
from both different timing of exposure during pregnancy and the sensitivity of fetal systems
1http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/
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developing at each stage of GA. Also, the types of maternal stress can influence differently in
fetal brain development. Subjective stress (e.g. mental illness) in early GA can predict smaller
head circumferences, whereas objective stress (e.g. famine, cold war) can predict slightly larger
head circumferences [31]. Still, the effects conflict in different studies, but our study gives a
mean of direct volume investigation on fetal brain development, which may be competent to
assist in obtaining better understanding of mechanisms on fetal brain development in uterus.
5.5 Conclusions
This protocol provides a practical way of combining the usage of three stereological methods
with ANALYZE software in volume measurement on human brain MR images. The sampling
and counting protocols developed in ANALYZE software provide convenient means of applying
the ICAV, INV and DN stereological methods for the study of appropriate 3D imaging datasets.
Notably, ANALYZE provided the opportunity to pioneer the application of the attractive (such
as direct prediction of CE, opportunity for additional unbiased estimation of surface area) ICAV
method in MRI studies. The INV and DN methods may be useful for comparison of population
mean volumes and again ANALYZE makes it highly practical to perform these investigations.
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Comparison of Point Counting in the
CAVALIERI with FREESURFER
Segmentation on One Adult Brain
Volume Estmaition
6.1 Introduction
There have been a variety of automated/semi-automated software available to perform volu-
metric analysis on human brain MR images. Among these, FREESURFER [38] image analysis
suite which uses both surface-based [29, 43] and volume-based [41, 45] algorithms1 has ac-
quired good evaluations on the analysis of in-vivo adult brain MR images [94], although other
software packages are competitive for different purposes too [18, 33, 36, 61, 77].
On the other hand, traditional manual techniques have also developed besides planimetry
or tracing methods which can be time consuming. Modern design-based stereological methods
can perform unbiased estimation on volume with practical labour work. For example, the
CAVALIERI method in conjunction with point counting [56, 86, 103], which is one of the
most commonly used stereological methods, has been successfully applied on the volumetric
measurement of adult brains [70, 73, 74].
The comparison between automated and stereological approaches in the volume estimation
of human brain on MR images has been conducted in a few studies [19, 71, 85]. Specif-
ically, FREESURFER and the CAVALIERI method were compared in the volume estimation
of thalamus, which showed high consistency [71]. High agreement was also seen between
FREESURFER and CAVALIERI in the measurement of total brain volume and intracranial vol-
ume in toddlers [85]. However, low correlation was reported too in the frontal lobe brain
volume measurement between both the methods although the anatomy definition adopted by
the two methods seemed not to be consistent [19].
1http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/fswiki/FreeSurferAnalysisPipelineOverview
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All the above studies focused on group comparison, i.e. a number of brain MR images
were measured using both FREESURFER and the CAVALIERI method, and the results obtained
respectively were compared statistically. There is no direct investigation on individual brain
MR image estimation between FREESURFER and the CAVALIERI method yet. The aim of
this chapter is to make a slice-by-slice comparison for one adult brain of the volume obtained
automatically by using FREESURFER and volume obtained by manual application of the CAV-
ALIERI method in combination with point counting.
6.2 Materials and Methods
6.2.1 Participant and MRI
40 AD patients and 22 healthy elderly volunteers were recruited for brain MRI (T1-weighted)
scans in Munich Germany, and one healthy elderly subject (male, age 71) with good image
quality was used for this study. T1-weighted (T1W) MRI images were acquired using a 3 T
Philips Achieva scanner with the following parameters: repetition time = 9.00, echo time =
4.00, flip angle = 8, imaging frequency = 127.79, slice thickness = 1, spacing between slice =
1, acquisition matrix = 240 × 240, scanning sequence = GR, acquisition type = 3D.
6.2.2 FREESURFER Volumetry and Segmentation
FREESURFER version v6.0Beta which was released in October 2015 was used in this study.
The volumetric information of the brain measured from FREESURFER was collected in a sta-
tistical file called ‘aseg.stats’ in one subdirectory ‘(subject)/stats/’2, which was generated by
its own program ‘mri segstats’3 among the final steps of the whole ‘recon-all’ workflow4. The
volume of cerebrum excluding ventricles was acquired from the ‘SupraTentorialNotVent’5 out-
put in ‘aseg.stats’.
Meanwhile, the pial and the white matter surfaces of the cerebrum were denoted by red and
yellow lines respectively. Image slices in the coronal view at the interval of ten were obtained
by its inner screenshot function in a FREEVIEW graphical user interface (GUI) (Figure 6.1). To
make the red lines of boundaries as thin as possible, the magnification factor of the screenshots
was adjusted to six and therefore the image size was 5718 × 5718 in pixels. The screenshots
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.1: The 90th slice of a brain MR image in the coronal view processed by FREESURFER,
which is displayed with (a) ‘nu.mgz’ and (b) ‘brainmask.mgz’ brain profiles.
6.2.3 CAVALIERI Point Counting
The CAVALIERI method was used by one rater to estimate the volume of cerebrum excluding
ventricles. Instead of using the original MRI data of the subject, the ‘nu.mgz’ file generated
by FREESURFER, which was converted to ANALYZE7.5 format, was used in the stereological
estimation. EASYMEASURE software was used for point counting in the CAVALIERI method
with the following parameters: view = coronal, grid size = 10 mm, section interval = 10 mm.
In EASYMEASURE, the section slices overlaid with the test points (both inside and outside
the cerebral boundary), with and without brain profile background (Figure 6.2), were copied to
the FIJI software for further alignment and comparison.
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Figure 6.2: The 8th slice of a brain MR image in the coronal view processed by EASYMEA-
SURE with (a) the counted test points (green) covering the cerebral parenchymal tissue are
overlapped on a ‘nu.mgz’ brain profile; (b) the same counted grid (green) is extracted from
(a) without brain profile background; (c) the uncounted grid (cyan) both outside the cerebral
boundary and covering the ventricles is overlapped on a ‘nu.mgz’ brain profile; (d) the un-
counted grid (cyan) is extracted from (c) without brain profile background.
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6.2.4 Alignment Of FREESURFER and CAVALIERI
The image slices with the same brain profile background from FREESURFER and EASYMEA-
SURE were picked up manually at the interval of 10 mm. All of the screenshots were loaded
into FIJI software and then scaled to the same size. In FIJI, the images from FREESURFER (Fig-
ure 6.1a) were aligned to those from EASYMEASURE (Figure 6.2a, 6.2c) using the ‘nu.mgz’
brain profile with a small manual adjustment of the slice position. Then the images with test
points only (without brain profile) from EASYMEASURE (Figure 6.2b, 6.2d) were superim-
posed onto those position adjusted and skull stripped brain profiles with boundary lines denoted
by FREESURFER (Figure 6.1b). The merged section planes (Figure 6.3) were used for direct
comparison between FREESURFER and the CAVALIERI method.
Figure 6.3: Both the counted test points (green on the left image) hitting the cerebrum
and the uncounted probes (cyan on the right image) not hitting the cerebrum obtained from
EASYMEASURE, and the profile boundary lines (red and yellow in both images) segmented by
FREESURFER are superimposed on the same brain profile background.
6.2.5 Comparison Of Points Counting and Boundary Segmentation
Test points were categorised in two groups:
(A) Test points counted by the author (i.e. points the author believed hitting the target cerebral
tissue) in the CAVALIERI method fell outside the grey matter boundary lines segmented
by FREESURFER.
(B) Test points not counted by the author in the CAVALIERI method fell inside the grey matter
boundary lines.
If a test point fell too close to (i.e. almost on) FREESURFER’s grey matter boundary line to
categorise, two strategies were adopted (also see the list below):
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I Defining the boundary trace as belonging to the grey matter, whereby group (B) above
would include test points not counted by the author fell both inside and almost on grey
matter boundary. Group (A) above would be the same here.
II Defining the boundary trace as not belonging to the grey matter, in which case group (A)
above would include test points counted by the author fell both outside and almost on
grey matter boundary. Group (B) above would be the same here.
Strategy I
if FREESURFER’s boundary lines belong to
the grey matter
(A) • test points counted by the
author / the CAVALIERI method
• fell outside FREESURFER’s
boundary lines
(B+) • test points not counted by the
author / the CAVALIERI method
• fell both inside and on
FREESURFER’s boundary lines
Strategy II
if FREESURFER’s boundary lines not
belong to the grey matter
(A+) • test points counted by the
author / the CAVALIERI method
• fell both outside and on
FREESURFER’s boundary lines
(B) • test points not counted by the
author / the CAVALIERI method




The cerebral volume (excluding ventricles) estimated by the author using the CAVALIERI
method was 960 cm3, with total points of 960 and the coefficient of error (CE) of 0.34%.
Meanwhile, the volume estimated by FREESURFER was 972 cm3, which was 1.3% bigger
than that estimated by the CAVALIERI method.
6.3.2 Points Counting and Boundary Segmentation Comparison Slice by Slice
15 slices (two slices of empty background were excluded from 17 slices in total) of images with
test points generated by the CAVALIERI method were aligned to the pial surface segmented
by FREESURFER software (Table 6.1). To compare the difference between test points and
pial segmentation, test points in Category (A), (A+) above were labelled slice by slice below
(Figure 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, 6.9, 6.10, 6.11), and the test points in Category (B), (B+) above
were labelled slice by slice below too (Figure 6.12, 6.13, 6.14, 6.15, 6.16, 6.17, 6.18, 6.19).
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Figure 6.4: On the 2nd and 3rd slices of one brain MR image in the coronal view, counted
test points (green) hitting the cerebrum (excluding ventricles) are overlaid onto pial profiles
(red lines) segmented by FREESURFER. Rectangles (pink) mark the counted test points which
fall outside the grey matter boundaries (red lines) and rounded rectangles (pink, racetrack-like)
mark the test points hitting exactly on the grey matter boundaries.
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Figure 6.5: On the 4th and 5th slices of one brain MR image in the coronal view, counted test
points (green) hitting the cerebrum (excluding ventricles) are overlaid onto pial profiles (red
lines) segmented by FREESURFER. Rectangles (pink) mark the counted test points which fall
outside the grey matter boundaries (red lines).
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Figure 6.6: On the 6th and 7th slices of one brain MR image in the coronal view, counted test
points (green) hitting the cerebrum (excluding ventricles) are overlaid onto pial profiles (red
lines) segmented by FREESURFER. Rectangles (pink) mark the counted test points which fall
outside the grey matter boundaries (red lines) and rounded rectangles (pink, racetrack-like)
mark the test points hitting exactly on the grey matter boundaries.
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Figure 6.7: On the 8th and 9th slices of one brain MR image in the coronal view, counted test
points (green) hitting the cerebrum (excluding ventricles) are overlaid onto pial profiles (red
lines) segmented by FREESURFER. Rectangles (pink) mark the counted test points which fall
outside the grey matter boundaries (red lines) and rounded rectangles (pink, racetrack-like)
mark the test points hitting exactly on the grey matter boundaries.
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Figure 6.8: On the 10th slice of one brain MR image in the coronal view, counted test points
(green) hitting the cerebrum (excluding ventricles) are overlaid onto pial profiles (red lines)
segmented by FREESURFER. Rectangles (pink) mark the counted test points which fall outside
the grey matter boundaries (red lines) and rounded rectangles (pink, racetrack-like) mark the
test points hitting exactly on the grey matter boundaries.
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Figure 6.9: On the 11th and 12th slices of one brain MR image in the coronal view, counted
test points (green) hitting the cerebrum (excluding ventricles) are overlaid onto pial profiles
(red lines) segmented by FREESURFER. Rectangles (pink) mark the counted test points which
fall outside the grey matter boundaries (red lines) and rounded rectangles (pink, racetrack-like)
mark the test points hitting exactly on the grey matter boundaries.
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Figure 6.10: On the 13th and 14th slices of one brain MR image in the coronal view, counted
test points (green) hitting the cerebrum (excluding ventricles) are overlaid onto pial profiles
(red lines) segmented by FREESURFER. Rounded rectangles (pink, racetrack-like) mark the
test points hitting exactly on the grey matter boundaries (red lines).
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Figure 6.11: On the 15th and 16th slices of one brain MR image in the coronal view, counted
test points (green) hitting the cerebrum (excluding ventricles) are overlaid onto pial profiles
(red lines) segmented by FREESURFER. Rectangles (pink) mark the counted test points which
fall outside the grey matter boundaries (red lines) and rounded rectangles (pink, racetrack-like)
mark the test points hitting exactly on the grey matter boundaries.
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Figure 6.12: On the 2nd and 3rd slices of one brain MR image in the coronal view, uncounted
test points (cyan) which miss the cerebral parenchyma or hit the ventricles are overlaid onto
pial profiles (red lines) segmented by FREESURFER. Circles (pink) mark the uncounted test
points which fall inside the grey matter boundaries (red lines) and rounded rectangles (pink,
racetrack-like) mark the test points hitting exactly on the grey matter boundaries.
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Figure 6.13: On the 4th and 5th slices of one brain MR image in the coronal view, uncounted
test points (cyan) which miss the cerebral parenchyma or hit the ventricles are overlaid onto
pial profiles (red lines) segmented by FREESURFER. Circles (pink) mark the uncounted test
points which fall inside the grey matter boundaries (red lines) and rounded rectangles (pink,
racetrack-like) mark the test points hitting exactly on the grey matter boundaries.
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Figure 6.14: On the 6th and 7th slices of one brain MR image in the coronal view, uncounted
test points (cyan) which miss the cerebral parenchyma or hit the ventricles are overlaid onto
pial profiles (red lines) segmented by FREESURFER. Circles (pink) mark the uncounted test
points which fall inside the grey matter boundaries (red lines) and rounded rectangles (pink,
racetrack-like) mark the test points hitting exactly on the grey matter boundaries.
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Figure 6.15: On the 8th slice of one brain MR image in the coronal view, uncounted test points
(cyan) which miss the cerebral parenchyma or hit the ventricles are overlaid onto pial profiles
(red lines) segmented by FREESURFER. Circles (pink) mark the uncounted test points which
fall inside the grey matter boundaries (red lines) and rounded rectangles (pink, racetrack-like)
mark the test points hitting exactly on the grey matter boundaries.
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Figure 6.16: On the 9th and 10th slices of one brain MR image in the coronal view, uncounted
test points (cyan) which miss the cerebral parenchyma or hit the ventricles are overlaid onto
pial profiles (red lines) segmented by FREESURFER. Circles (pink) mark the uncounted test
points which fall inside the grey matter boundaries (red lines) and rounded rectangles (pink,
racetrack-like) mark the test points hitting exactly on the grey matter boundaries.
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Figure 6.17: On the 11th and 12th slices of one brain MR image in the coronal view, uncounted
test points (cyan) which miss the cerebral parenchyma or hit the ventricles are overlaid onto
pial profiles (red lines) segmented by FREESURFER. Circles (pink) mark the uncounted test
points which fall inside the grey matter boundaries (red lines) and rounded rectangles (pink,
racetrack-like) mark the test points hitting exactly on the grey matter boundaries.
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Figure 6.18: On the 13th and 14th slices of one brain MR image in the coronal view, uncounted
test points (cyan) which miss the cerebral parenchyma or hit the ventricles are overlaid onto
pial profiles (red lines) segmented by FREESURFER. Circles (pink) mark the uncounted test
points which fall inside the grey matter boundaries (red lines) and rounded rectangles (pink,
racetrack-like) mark the test points hitting exactly on the grey matter boundaries.
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Figure 6.19: On the 15th and 16th slices of one brain MR image in the coronal view, uncounted
test points (cyan) which miss the cerebral parenchyma or hit the ventricles are overlaid onto
pial profiles (red lines) segmented by FREESURFER. Circles (pink) mark the uncounted test
points which fall inside the grey matter boundaries (red lines).
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6.4 Discussion
Stereology, as a manual method for volume estimation, the result of which is influenced by
the factor of rater. Using the FREESURFER segmentation as a reliable reference for brain
volume estimation, we can adjust the stereological results based on the pial surface denoted
by FREESURFER, i.e. the test points counted by CAVALIERI which however were outside or
on the pial boundaries segmented by FREESURFER could be subtracted, and the test points
not counted by CAVALIERI which however were inside or on the pial boundaries segmented by
FREESURFER could be added. The overestimate and underestimate ratios by the same observer
were between 2.6% to 4.0% and -2.7% to -4.9%, respectively (Table 6.1). The adjusted cerebral
volume could be between 948 and 982 cm3 and the mean volume was 965 cm3 (Table 6.2),
which was quite close to the volume (972 cm3) obtained by FREESURFER. This suggests
that when all the test points used in CAVALIERI fit perfectly with the pial segmentation in
FREESURFER, the volume estimates can be almost the same between the two methods. In
other words, the point counting strategy in the stereological method does not generate bias in
volume estimation.
Table 6.2: Original volume estimated by the CAVALIERI is adjusted based on FREESURFER
pial segmentation. Strategy I: defining the boundary trace as belonging to the grey matter,
test points counted by the author but are outside FREESURFER segmented pial boundaries are
subtracted while test points uncounted but are both inside and on segmented pial boundaries
are added. Strategy II: defining the boundary trace as not belonging to the grey matter, test
points counted but are both outside and on segmented pial boundaries are subtracted while test
points uncounted but are inside segmented pial boundaries are added. Avg. : average volume.
Volumes (cm3)
Strategy I Strategy II
Avg.
Points Outside Inside & On Inside Outside & On
Pial Boundaries Segmented by FREESURFER
By CAVALIERI Originally 960
Points Counted By CAVALIERI − 25 38
Points Uncounted By CAVALIERI + 47 26
By CAVALIERI After Adjustment = 982 948 965
By FREESURFER 972
In the CAVALIERI method, the precision of the volume estimation can be influenced by
(1) the rater’s experience, (2) the quality of the MRI image and (3) the definition of the structure
measured. The rater in this study has knowledge of both stereology and human brain anatomy.
The observation artefact can be acceptable although unavoidable. Blurred or low resolution MR
images can be difficult and time consuming to perform manual estimation, especially when test
points hitting on the border of grey matter and dura matter (Figure 6.20). Lastly, ambiguity of
the definition of brain structures can result in difference in volume estimates, e.g. when test
points hitting on the border of white matter and brainstem (Figure 6.21).
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Figure 6.20: Test points (green) which were counted by the rater using the CAVALIERI method
but did not hit the cerebral tissue are marked in rectangles (white).
Figure 6.21: Test points (cyan) which were not counted by the rater using the CAVALIERI
method but were included in the cerebral tissue by FREESURFER are marked in circles (white)
and rounded rectangles (white).
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There are two more points needing attention when doing this study.
(1) There seems to be a tiny deformation in the images which FREESURFER bases the seg-
mentation on from the original MR images, e.g. the ‘nu.mgz’ file generated by FREESURFER
is intensity normalized6 and applied with TALAIRACH transform7. To make a better
alignment and comparison between the two methods, the ‘nu.mgz’ image volume in-
stead of the original MR images was used for the CAVALIERI method (Figure 6.22).
Figure 6.22: The original MR image ‘001.mgz’ (left) and the processed MR image ‘nu.mgz’
(right) of one same brain. In ‘nu.mgz’, there are a few traces of vertical fractures (arrows),
which suggests there is tiny deformation in the processed MR image.
(2) The probability that a test point hits a unidimensional boundary is zero. In practice,
however, an artificial boundary drawn on an image will have a positive thickness. When
the test points were overlaid onto the segmented brain profile, there were chances the test
points could be hitting exactly on the boundary lines. In this study, the centre point of the
cross was used to decide whether the test points should be included or excluded, although
it could still be difficult to choose especially when the pial boundary line was too thick
(Figure 6.23a). To make the line thinner, the images from FREESURFER were enlarged
(six times in this study) before screenshots, which kept more voxel information, and thus
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.23: (a) Test points (inside pink rectangles on the left or circles on the right) hitting on
thick pial surface boundaries (red) are difficult to tell whether the test points should be included
or excluded. (b) The thickness of the pial surface boundary lines (red) becomes thinner when
the MR image is enlarged (six times in this case) in FREESURFER before screenshot is taken
(left) in comparison with red boundary lines in original scale (right).
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There are limits in this study too. (1) Only one data was measured by one rater for one
time using the CAVALIERI method. Repetition can improve the reliability of the results. (2) In
the process of FREESURFER, manual correction was performed by the same rater. Corrections
by experts (e.g. radiologists) may give more accurate estimates of volume. (3) The volume
obtained by FREESURFER was regarded as the reference volume in this study. However, the
ground truth of the cerebral volume of the subject was not available, which might bring bias in
the comparison of the results.
In short, the findings reveal that adult brain volume estimation obtained by the author using
the CAVALIERI method in combination with point counting strategy is consistent with that
obtained automatically using the FREESURFER image segmentation pipeline.
6.5 Acknowledgements
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Chapter 7
Reproducibility of Stereology and
FREESURFER in Cerebral Volume
Estimation in Alzheimer’s Disease
7.1 Introduction
AD has been widely studied using MRI. One example is the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimag-
ing Initiative (ADNI) study starting on 2004, which has combined different brain atrophy imag-
ing biomarkers into the early diagnosis of AD [116].1
Based on the brain MRI, image analysis techniques are being developed to investigate de-
tails of structural and volumetric changes. Different voxel-based morphometry (VBM) algo-
rithms have been applied to try to automatically screen AD patients, among which a surface-
based and free software FREESURFER2 [38] has been well-established [107]. More than one
hundred of research papers have been published using FREESURFER in the recent ten years
for the quantitative image analysis of the brains in AD patients.3 For example, FREESURFER
has been compared and supported in the measurement of hippocampal atrophy rates although
not rated as the best automated algorithm [18]. However, inconsistency has been reported
between FREESURFER and manual delineation method on the volume estimation of the hip-
pocampus [33] which is a validated biomarker in diagnosing AD [2]. Furthermore, the absolute
values of cortical thickness estimated across FREESURFER versions 4.1.0, 4.5.0 and 5.1.0 in
the same individuals can result in significant differences [13], but the diagnostic classification
is not affected when performing the estimation using the same software version through the
whole data [13, 16].
In practice, the huge amount of time FREESURFER costs for each brain (i.e. roughly mini-
mum eight hours per brain) and the high requirement of both computer hardware and program-
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nation for diagnosis by clinicians. Hence a method with low requirements for the hardware and
easy to operate (i.e. manual techniques) is still necessary as a complementary approach where
stereology can be an option.
One traditional stereological method, i.e. the CAVALIERI method [20, 60, 80], has been
applied on the estimation of volume among different parts of adult brain from either MR im-
ages or the postmortem, e.g. prefrontal cortex [62, 70, 95], frontal operculum (the Broca’s
area) [74], pars opercularis [73], pars triangularis [73], planum temporale [73], insula [73],
hippocampus [49, 70], ventricles [3], cortical gray matter [89], white matter [68], cerebrum [8],
cerebellum [5, 8] and total brain [3, 8]. Comparison between the manual method (e.g. CAV-
ALIERI) and automatic or semi-automatic techniques (e.g. VBM) for different purposes and
by operatives from various backgrounds have been briefly investigated [72]. Specifically, high
consistency has been shown between CAVALIERI and FREESURFER in estimating volume of
the thalamus [71].
Three novel design-based stereological methods, i.e. the ICAV [25, 28], INV [21, 22, 23,
24, 27, 28, 53] and DN [24, 55, 59] methods, have been developed for volume estimation.
All the three methods are based on IR rotation of a 3D object or image. The ICAV and INV
methods are also designed for surface area estimation. The INV method shows group mean
estimates of volume and surface area of seven rat brains very close to those estimated by the
ICAV method [28]. Both the INV and DN methods are highly efficient in estimating population
means rather than individuals. Neither of the three methods have been applied for volume
estimation in human adult brain yet.
The first purpose of this chapter is to examine the agreement of four manual stereological
methods with the automated FREESURFER image analysis pipeline in estimating volume of
adult brain on MR images. The second purpose is to examine the difference of the cerebral
parenchymal volume between AD patients and healthy elderly subjects.
7.2 Materials and Methods
7.2.1 Participants
40 AD patients and 22 healthy elderly volunteers were recruited for brain MRI (T1-weighted)
scans in Munich Germany, within whom subjects with good image quality were selected for
this study, which comprised 13 AD patients (9 females, mean age 63.0±10.0 SD, range 50−79)
and 13 healthy elderly controls (6 females, mean age 55.7±11.9 SD, range 40−71). There was
no statistical difference in age between patients and controls (t = 1.69, p = 0.10). All study
procedures received ethical approval from the participating institution, and all participants were
given written informed consent prior to testing.
7.2.2 MRI Acquisition
Brain MRI data were acquired at the university hospital KLINIKUM RECHTS DER ISAR of the
Munich Technical University, Germany. Eight AD patients and six elderly volunteers were
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scanned in one SIEMENS BIOGRAPH MMR 3 tesla MR-PET scanner, and five AD patients and
seven elderly volunteers were scanned in one PHILIPS ACHIEVA 3 tesla scanner. The scanning
protocol comprised two 3D T1-weighted sequences (Table 7.1).
Table 7.1: DICOM information of two T1-weighted sequences.
ID Name Sequence 1 Sequence 2
0008,0070 Manufacturer SIEMENS Philips Medical Systems
0008,1090 Manufacturer’s Model Name Biograph mMR Achieva
0018,0020 Scanning Sequence GR\IR GR
0018,0021 Sequence Variant SP\MP MP
0018,0022 Scan Options IR OTHER
0018,0023 MR Acquisition Type 3D 3D
0018,0050 Slice Thickness 1 1
0018,0080 Repetition Time 2300 9
0018,0081 Echo Time 2.98 4.0009999275
0018,0082 Inversion Time 900
0018,0083 Number of Averages 1 1
0018,0084 Imaging Frequency 123.191647 127.784241
0018,0085 Imaged Nucleus 1H 1H
0018,0086 Echo Numbers(s) 1 1
0018,0087 Magnetic Field Strength 3 3
0018,0088 Spacing Between Slices 1
0018,0089 Number of Phase Encoding Steps 239 240
0018,0091 Echo Train Length 1 164
0018,0093 Percent Sampling 100 100
0018,0094 Percent Phase Field of View 93.75 100
0018,0095 Pixel Bandwidth 238 169.3766937256
0018,1310 Acquisition Matrix 0 256 240 0 0 240 240 0
0018,1312 Phase Encoding Direction ROW ROW
0018,1314 Flip Angle 9 8
0018,5100 Patient Position HFS HFS
0028,0030 Pixel Spacing 1\1 1\1
7.2.3 Image Analysis
FREESURFER Volumetry
Volumetric analysis was performed by FREESURFER (6.0 Beta) software on a LINUX cluster.
After a full run of the program on each data on the cluster, manual edits were performed on
the auto-segmentation output of each individual on a LINUX laptop and then the results were
re-analysed by FREESURFER. The modified results were checked by the rater again. The
‘SupraTentorialNotVent’4 values in the ‘aseg.stats’ files for the total 26 subjects were collected
for comparison.5
Stereological Volumetry
Four stereological techniques, i.e. the CAVALIERI, ICAV, INV and DN methods, were applied
to estimate the cerebral parenchymal volume, all of which were performed on freely available
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Firstly, all the brain images were semi-automatically processed in an in-house R script (Ap-
pendix B). The images were aligned to the FSL’s ‘MNI152 standard-space T1-weighted aver-
age structural template image’.6 As a result, the skull together with neck tissue was removed,
the brains were placed around the centres of the images and the positions of the brains were
almost in consistent. Then, the brain images were transferred to the radiological convention.
Each MR image was padded into a cube in space. Transverse 2D section planes with the nose
pointing downwards was initialized to all the images. Finally, triplets of orthogonal images in
the sagittal, transverse and coronal views were output for the CAVALIERI method, the images
undergone IR rotations in four angles were output in triplets of orthogonal views for the ICAV
ortrip method, and the central slices of the rotated images were extracted in the above triplets
of orthogonal views for the INV ortrip and DN ortrip methods (see Chapter 2).
The CAVALIERI and ICAV methods were applied in EASYMEASURE software (Figure 7.1).
Each image was sliced evenly in the interval of 15mm with a random start. Then the test grid
with the lattice size of 15 mm × 15 mm was randomly overlaid upon each of the slices. The
time cost in manual points counting for each measurement was roughly 10 mins. In either
the AD and health groups, there were four sagittal, four transverse and five coronal views of
images randomly selected for the CAVALIERI estimation. IUR parallel sections of all the above
26 subjects were applied in estimation by ICAV.
The INV and DN methods were applied in two in-house IMAGEJ scripts (Appendix C,
Appendix D, Figure 7.1). The test grids for these two methods were overlaid upon two identical
planes semi-automatically. The lattice size of the grid was set to 35 mm and was randomized
by 15% (i.e. 30 mm to 40 mm). The time cost in manual length measurement for each plane
by the INV and DN methods was roughly 8 mins and 2 mins, respectively. The results were
auto-saved in EXCEL tables and the sum of lengths could be obtained manually. All triplets of
orthogonal planes of the 26 subjects were estimated by the INV ortrip and DN ortrip methods
(see Chapter 3, Chapter 4).
Using the above stereological methods, the cerebral volumes excluding ventricles and cere-
brospinal fluid (CSF) were estimated. Three orthogonal mean values of the volumes were also
obtained using the INV ortrip and DN ortrip methods.
Repeatability studies were performed by two observers (KY and LH, both were neuroimag-
ing PhD candidates) on three AD patients and three healthy elderly subjects from the dataset.
One sagittal, one transverse and one coronal brain images were included in both AD and health
groups for the CAVALIERI method; three IUR section planes of brain images were used for
the ICAV method; three IR rotated brain images were used for both the INV and DN methods.
On each subject, for the CAVALIERI and ICAV methods, the test grids applied in the inter- and
intra- rater studies were in the same lattice size (i.e. 15mm× 15mm) but in UR position and
random orientation, and the sectioning interval was the same (i.e. 15 mm). For the INV and
DN methods, on each subject, the exact same test grid (i.e. the same in size, position and orien-
tation) were applied on the same sectioning plane between the two methods for each observer.
The lattice sizes were the same as those used in the whole dataset estimation, which were set
6http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/Atlases
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7.1: Examples of estimations of cerebral parenchymal volumes on a healthy brain MR
image measured by four stereological methods: (a) the CAVALIERI method (yellow points
counted on one slice in the transversal view), (b) the ICAV method (yellow points counted on
one of IUR parallel slices), (c) the INV method (yellow segments on one IR rotated slice) and
(d) the DN method (yellow segments on one IR rotated slice).
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to 35mm and were randomised by 15% (i.e. 30mm to 40mm). But the test grids were in UR
position and random orientation and therefore were not exactly the same as those used in the
whole dataset estimation.
7.2.4 Statistical Analysis
One-tailed two samples t-tests were performed and the null hypothesis was the cerebral volume
of AD patients was no less than that of the healthy elderly subjects by each method. Correla-
tional comparisons of each two methods were plotted. Statistics was performed in R software.
7.3 Results
The results of inter- and intra- rater studies were shown below (Table 7.2, Figure 7.2). No bias
could be seen within or between the observers. In each subject, three volumes estimated using
the CAVALIERI and ICAV methods by KY (twice) and LH were close to each other, which
were also close to the volume obtained from FREESURFER. Three volumes estimated using
the INV and DN methods by KY (twice) and LH in each subject had much higher variance.
The estimates were closer to each other between the INV and DN methods comparing with
those obtained by the CAVALIERI and ICAV methods.
Table 7.2: Inter- and intra-rater studies by KY (twice) and LH on three AD patients and three
healthy elderly subjects. Cerebral parenchymal volumes measured by FREESURFER, the CAV-
ALIERI, ICAV, INV and DN methods, together with slice and grid parameters for stereology
are listed in the table (HE: healthy elderly subjects, FS: FREESURFER).
ID Group Rater
FS CAVALIERI & ICAV CAVALIERI ICAV INV & DN INV DN
Vol cm3 Slice cm Grid cm Vol cm3 Vol cm3 Grid cm Vol cm3 Vol cm3
17 AD KY1 907 15 15 834 901 37 876 1126
53 AD KY1 904 15 15 915 911 39 813 700
112 AD KY1 754 15 15 770 783 36 1241 1084
DK HE KY1 880 15 15 851 861 39 740 665
P02 HE KY1 1041 15 15 1060 1073 36 831 1043
P12 HE KY1 836 15 15 773 820 31 814 839
17 AD KY2 907 15 15 844 908 37 825 821
53 AD KY2 904 15 15 945 938 39 846 802
112 AD KY2 754 15 15 699 709 36 1137 993
DK HE KY2 880 15 15 911 894 39 724 521
P02 HE KY2 1041 15 15 1056 1063 36 844 882
P12 HE KY2 836 15 15 797 881 31 794 847
17 AD LH 907 15 15 1013 884 37 938 842
53 AD LH 904 15 15 969 1036 39 928 933
112 AD LH 754 15 15 817 759 36 1178 1266
DK HE LH 880 15 15 945 891 39 823 1170
P02 HE LH 1041 15 15 1063 1060 36 758 908
P12 HE LH 836 15 15 854 874 31 904 553
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Figure 7.2: Inter- and intra-rater studies of cerebral volume estimation using the CAVALIERI,
ICAV, INV and DN methods by KY and LH on three AD patients and three healthy elderly
subjects are plotted in comparison with volumes obtained by FREESURFER.
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There were significant difference of the cerebral parenchymal volumes between 13 AD
patients and 13 healthy elderly subjects measured by FREESURFER, the CAVALIERI and ICAV
methods (Table 7.3, Figure 7.3). The coefficients of error (CEs) for the CAVALIERI and ICAV
methods were all below 5% (Table 7.3). However, the INV and DN methods were not able to
detect the difference of volumes, neither could the INV ortrip or DN ortrip method by using
the mean values of estimates obtained from triplets of orthogonal section planes (Table 7.3,
Figure 7.4).
Table 7.3: Cerebral parenchymal volumes of 13 AD patients and 13 healthy elderly subjects
measured by FREESURFER, the CAVALIERI, ICAV, INV ortrip and DN ortrip methods, to-
gether with CEs of the CAVALIERI and ICAV are listed in the table (Cav: the CAVALIERI, HE:
healthy elderly people, FS: FREESURFER).
ID Group FS Cav Cav ICAV ICAV INV 1 DN 1 INV 2 DN 2 INV 3 DN 3
cm3 Vol cm3 CE % Vol cm3 CE % Vol cm3 Vol cm3 Vol cm3 Vol cm3 Vol cm3 Vol cm3
003 AD 815 746 3.874 790 2.095 1328 1291 739 609 810 947
005 AD 702 638 1.895 689 2.576 695 759 740 756 756 808
007 AD 905 834 1.668 786 0.975 979 478 746 763 1183 1103
017 AD 907 834 3.378 901 1.311 876 1126 1308 1291 620 437
046 AD 837 793 1.223 827 1.338 1162 1159 728 1020 1096 1163
049 AD 779 783 1.591 803 2.015 781 551 696 510 1173 1066
052 AD 704 695 0.737 685 1.319 806 916 621 623 906 1205
053 AD 904 915 0.953 911 1.101 844 690 813 700 1147 1325
089 AD 756 736 2.947 702 1.299 708 1079 718 786 1062 1352
100 AD 876 884 0.787 844 0.887 845 371 814 664 873 773
105 AD 916 803 0.959 881 0.589 822 914 1490 1651 890 981
109 AD 812 773 1.560 729 1.396 1451 1774 717 590 730 683
112 AD 754 770 3.280 783 0.996 686 532 591 746 1241 1084
AB HE 972 948 2.618 952 1.639 1355 1386 1096 943 813 877
AE HE 854 837 1.064 871 0.903 666 756 798 857 938 1106
AK HE 942 959 1.674 962 1.523 1000 998 932 655 957 964
DK HE 880 851 2.545 861 0.839 740 665 1205 1233 781 982
HJ HE 986 1013 0.812 1016 1.158 1466 1458 877 692 840 681
KCM HE 904 888 0.727 898 0.824 1069 1252 879 876 827 816
PJ HE 800 780 0.776 807 1.159 821 475 976 784 703 787
P02 HE 1041 1060 0.805 1073 0.635 1054 806 831 1043 1616 1635
P06 HE 1039 1060 1.493 1023 0.705 933 739 1037 843 1039 1275
P07 HE 1155 1144 0.885 1161 1.260 1092 1102 1456 1592 1199 1223
P08 HE 680 628 0.842 682 0.766 691 434 777 645 748 1010
P10 HE 877 824 1.109 861 0.853 785 625 785 798 1285 1153
P12 HE 836 773 1.355 820 1.186 1283 1324 744 673 814 839
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 7.3: The comparison of cerebral parenchymal volumes between 13 AD patients and








Figure 7.4: The comparison of cerebral parenchymal volumes between 13 AD patients and 13
healthy elderly subjects measured by: (a) the INV method in a single plane, (b) the DN method
in a single plane, (c) the INV ortrip method ( arithmetic means) and (d) the DN ortrip method
(arithmetic means).
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Strong positive linear relationships were shown between FREESURFER, the CAVALIERI
and ICAV methods (Figure 7.5). Weak positive linear relationships were shown between
FREESURFER, the INV and DN methods when the latter two methods were applied in a single
IR plane. The linear relationships were improved to moderate positive when the INV ortrip and
DN ortrip methods were applied (Figure 7.6).
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 7.5: The linear relationships between the results from: (a) FREESURFER and the CAVA-
LIERI method, (b) FREESURFER and the ICAV method, (c) the CAVALIERI and ICAV methods.
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Figure 7.6: The linear relationships between the results from FREESURFER and: (a) the INV
method in a single plane, (b) the DN method in a single plane, (c) mean of the INV ortrip
method and (d) mean of the DN ortrip method.
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Paired comparison between FREESURFER and stereological methods showed good con-
sistency. The INV and DN methods obtained similar mean estimates with those obtained by
FREESURFER. The INV ortrip and DN ortrip methods improved consistency in individual
estimates (Figure 7.7, 7.8).
(a)
(b)
Figure 7.7: Paired comparison among cerebral volumes obtained from FREESURFER, the
CAVALIERI and ICAV methods in the health group. (a) FREESURFER vs the CAVALIERI








Figure 7.8: Paired comparison among cerebral volumes obtained from FREESURFER, the
INV, INV ortrip, DN and DN ortrip methods in the health group. (a) FREESURFER vs the INV
method; (b) FREESURFER vs the INV ortrip method; (c) FREESURFER vs the DN method; (d)
FREESURFER vs the DN ortrip method. Red horizontal bars are mean values in each group.
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7.4 Discussion
The traditional CAVALIERI method and the novel ICAV method are both reliable and efficient
in comparing the cerebral parenchymal volume between two small groups of adult brains. Both
the manual methods estimated the volumes close to those obtained by FREESURFER software.
Although FREESURFER was used as a reliable automated reference method in this study, it is
impossible to tell which method is the most accurate in measuring each individual adult brain
volume.
Neither the INV nor DN method was reliable in this study, especially when the estimation
was done just in a single section plane from each subject. The extension of the measurement to
three orthogonal sections (i.e. the INV ortrip and DN ortrip methods) in each subject did im-
prove the performance in the group comparison, but obviously this strategy was not enough to
turn the methods sensitive in the adult brain volume estimation. Possibly the following sugges-
tions can increase the precision for both the methods when being applied on the complex brain
structure: (i) a large population in each data group; (ii) more section planes around each sub-
ject; (iii) other possible mathematical algorithms to assemble the estimates on multiple section
planes from the same subject; (iv) a higher dense test grid projected upon each section plane.
Specifically, in the third suggestion aforementioned, when the number of sections measured in
each subject is three, which is the same as we did (i.e. three orthogonal sections) in this study,
arithmetic means (i.e. average of sum) of the three estimates in each subject (Figure 7.4) can
have bigger p values of t-tests (thus less significant power) than geometric means (i.e. cube
root) (Figure 7.9), which suggests there may be other better algorithms to pursue the means.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.9: The comparison of cerebral parenchymal volumes between 13 AD patients and 13
healthy elderly subjects measured by: (a) the INV ortrip method, geometric means (cube root)
instead of arithmetic means (average of sum) of three section planes in each subject and (b) the
DN ortrip method, geometric means.
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7.5 Conclusions
Methodologically, two stereological methods (i.e. the CAVALIERI and ICAV methods) show
high agreement to the automated FREESURFER software in the adult cerebral parenchymal
volume comparison. However, perhaps due to the small sample size in this study, the other two
stereological methods (i.e. the INV and DN methods) show low correlations with FREESURFER
when the INV and DN methods are applied in single pivotal sectioning planes. Nevertheless,
when the INV ortrip and DN ortrip methods are applied, the correlations with FREESURFER
software are improved to high degree, and the group mean values show difference between AD
and health subjects. Clinically, there is a significant reduction in the cerebral volume in AD
patients.
7.6 Acknowledgement




Ageing Volumetric Atrophy in Brain
Regions can be Influenced by
Alzheimer’s Disease
8.1 Introduction
Structural MRI provides a platform for neuroimaging tools to investigate brain tissues of hu-
man adults in vivo. Both automated image processing techniques such as FREESURFER [38]
and manual techniques such as stereology (e.g. the INV method [28]) enable volumetric mea-
surement of brain structures.
Brain tissues atrophy is observed along with both physiological ageing and neurodegen-
erative diseases such as AD. Different MRI modalities (e.g. T1-weighted, T2* relaxometry
and Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI)) have been compared on each brain region to investigate
morphological changes with ageing in healthy adults, suggesting that using multiple imaging
biomarkers together can detect ageing-related brain tissue changes better [14]. T1-weighted
MRI has also been used to investigate the shrinkage rate of each brain region with ageing in
healthy adults. Additionally, hypertension is found accelerating the ageing-related shrinkage
of hippocampus while sex, brain size or education seems to have no influences on brain ageing
course in healthy subjects [99]. Ageing-related atrophy can also be relieved by cardiorespi-
ratory fitness in several brain regions. But some other regions which are most influenced by
ageing can be impervious to the benefits of cardiorespiratory fitness [46].
To assess the brain atrophy progression, using indices of changes of relative atrophy ratios
of regional brain volume to global brain volume has been suggested instead of using indices of
absolute regional atrophy volumes, which can reduce the effect of inter-individual variation and
the effect of sex [87]. In AD patients, the brain to cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) volume ratio index
has been applied to analyse global brain atrophy. Using this index, the influence by factors
such as age, intracranial volume, education and presence of apolipoprotein E (ApoE) ε4 allele
on brain atrophy can be detected too [93].
Is the progression pattern of brain atrophy different between normal ageing in health and
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pathological ageing in AD? A possible way AD can affect the ageing progression is to alter the
endogenous mechanical pressure within brain tissues. Pressure equivalents of 5.92 and 3.43
mmHg are reported in AD patients and in healthy elderly subjects, respectively [81]. Another
indirect evidence for the hypothesis of mechanical reaction is the reduction of mechanical
stiffness of brain tissues, which has been observed in normal ageing [104], but more significant
in AD [90], using Magnetic Resonance Elastography (MRE) which maps brain viscoelastic
properties.
The aims of this chapter are to: (1) test different volume ratios as potential imaging biomark-
ers for AD patients, e.g. volume ratios of brain to intracranial space, each brain region to whole
brain, hippocampal subfields to hippocampal hemispheres and brainstem subfields to brain-
stem; (2) investigate difference of the changing patterns of the above volume ratios with ageing
progression between AD patients and healthy elderly subjects; (3) examine the sensitivity of
the INV method to detect group difference between AD patients and healthy elderly subjects,
using one of the above volume ratio indices (i.e. the volume ratio of cerebrum to intra-cranium),
and then compare the results with those from an automated software.
8.2 Materials and Methods
8.2.1 Participants
40 AD patients and 22 healthy elderly volunteers were recruited for brain MRI (T1-weighted)
scans in Munich Germany. In this study, participants between the maximal common age scope
of 47 and 71 in both groups were selected, which comprised 27 AD patients (14 females, mean
age 61.5±6.6 SD, range 47−70) and 16 healthy elderly controls (10 females, mean age 60.9±
7.6 SD, range 49−71). There was no statistical difference in age between patients and controls
(t = 0.25, p = 0.80). All study procedures received ethical approval from the participating
institution, and all participants were given written informed consent prior to testing.
8.2.2 MRI Acquisition
Brain MRI data were acquired at the university hospital KLINIKUM RECHTS DER ISAR of
the Munich Technical University, Germany. 15 AD patients and six elderly volunteers were
scanned in one SIEMENS BIOGRAPH MMR 3 tesla MR-PET scanner, and 12 AD patients and
10 elderly volunteers were scanned in one PHILIPS ACHIEVA 3 Tesla scanner. The scanning
protocol comprised two 3D T1-weighted sequences (see Chapter 7 Table 7.1).
8.2.3 Image Analysis
FREESURFER Volumetry
Automated volumetric analysis was performed by FREESURFER (6.0 Beta) software on a
LINUX cluster. Manual edits were performed on the auto-segmentation output of each individ-
ual on a LINUX (UBUNTU) laptop, and then the modified data were re-run by FREESURFER
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on the cluster. The final segmentation were checked again by the same rater. Additional hip-
pocampal subfields and brainstem subfields analyses were also performed.12 All the entries in
the lists of volumetric results (Table 8.1) for the total 43 subjects were collected for compari-
son.3
Table 8.1: Information of files containing volumetric results from FREESURFER software is
listed.
File File Path FREESURFER Version Structures
aseg.stats (SubjectA)/stats 5.* and 6.0 Beta All structures volumes
lh.hippoSfVolumes-T1.v10.txt (SubjectA)/mri 6.0 Beta Hippocampus Left
rh.hippoSfVolumes-T1.v10.txt (SubjectA)/mri 6.0 Beta Hippocampus Right
brainstemSsVolumes.v10.txt (SubjectA)/mri 6.0 Beta Brainstem
INVARIATOR Volumetry
Manual volumetric analysis were applied using the INV method. All of the 43 MRI data were
semi-automated rotated by an in-house R script (Appendix B) comprising FSL functions to
get one IR rotated pivotal section for each data (see Chapter 2). For each subject, the pivotal
section plane was made into two copies, and each was superimposed with an identical UR test
grid using an in-house IMAGEJ script (Appendix C). The size of the square lattices was set to
35mm×35mm, and the measuring reference lines for the INV method were generated based
on the test grids (see Chapter 3).
The cerebral and intra-cranial volumes were measured for each data using another in-house
IMAGEJ script (see Chapter 4, Appendix D). The cerebral volume did not include ventricles
or CSF. For the intra-cranial volume, the spinal cord was cut parallel to the bottom of the
cerebellum (Figure 8.1).
8.2.4 Statistical Analysis
In the FREESURFER analysis, firstly the comparison of the cerebrum (excluding ventricles),
the brain (including ventricles) and the intracranial volumes were made between the AD and
the health groups. Secondly the volume ratios of the brain and the cerebrum (both with and
without ventricles) to the intra-cranium were compared between the two groups. Thirdly the
volume ratios of each sub-structure to the brain (including ventricles) were compared to inspect
group differences. In each comparison, the maximum and minimum values of volume or ratio
were excluded to enhance the reliability.
Correlational relationship between volumes and ageing in both the AD and the health
groups were plotted. The analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) were performed to explore the
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(a) (b)
Figure 8.1: Estimation of (a) cerebral and (b) intra-cranial volumes by the INV method on one
IR rotated section plane of one AD brain MR image.
groups on volume changes (intercepts) and interaction between ageing and groups (differences
of slopes between the AD and the health groups).4
In manual estimation by the INV method, the cerebral volumes (excluding ventricles, this
measure was the same as that in Chapter 7 but had different subjects recruited), the intra-cranial
volumes and the volume ratios of cerebrum to intra-cranium were all compared between the
AD and the health groups. Besides, the mean values were compared with those obtained from
FREESURFER software.
For both FREESURFER and the INV method analyses, one-tailed two samples t-tests were
performed and the null hypothesis to be examined was that the volumes of each tested brain
structures or the volume ratios of brain structures to the brain or the intra-cranium obtained by
either of the approaches in AD patients was no less (or greater) than those from the healthy




For all the subjects, the FREESURFER volume analysis showed that the intracranial volumes
of the AD patients were not significantly bigger than those of the healthy elderly subjects
(p = 0.054) while the brain volumes (including ventricles) were not significantly smaller in
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the healthy and AD groups while there was no significant difference between the slopes in the
health and AD groups (Table 8.2, Figure 8.2, 8.3).
Table 8.2: Columns: names of measured structures, the mean volumes (cm3) in both the
AD and the health groups, p values by t-test (one-tailed less) between the two groups, and p
values by ANCOVA for the effects by age, group and the interaction between age and group.
Rows: ’SupraTentorialNotVent’ includes cerebrum and excludes cerebellum, brainstem and
ventricles; ’BrainSegVol’ includes the whole brain above brain stem, ventricles and CSF; ’Es-
timatedTotalIntraCranialVol’ estimates total intracranial volume.
Structures
Mean Volumes T-Test (P Value) ANCOVA (P Value)
Alzheimer HealthyEld 1-Tailed Less Age Group Age:Group
cm3 AD/HV (slope) (intercept) (slope diff)
SupraTentorialVolNotVent 831.21 905.71 0.002 0.260 0.010 0.346
BrainSegVol 1006.70 1053.37 0.054 0.435 0.138 0.869
EstimatedTotalIntraCranialVol 1485.79 1386.60 0.946 0.058 0.089 0.440
The volume ratios of brain (with and without ventricles), supratentorial space (with and
without ventricles) and brainstem to the intracranial space were significantly smaller in AD
than those in health (p < 0.01). The descending trend of volume ratios of both the brain and
supratentorial space to the intracranial space in older people in AD group were not significantly
slower than those in health group. Meanwhile, the brainstem proportion decreased by ageing in
AD but increased in health, however, the difference was not statistically significant (Table 8.3,
Figure 8.2).
Table 8.3: Columns: the mean ratios (in percentage) in both the AD and the health groups,
p values by t-test (one-tailed less) between the two groups, and p values by ANCOVA for the
effects by age, group and the interaction between age and group. Rows (volume ratios to the
intracranial volumes): brain (with and without ventricles), supratentorial (with and without
ventricles) and brainstem.
Structures Mean Ratio T-Test (P Value) ANCOVA (P Value)
To Alzheimer HealthyEld 1-Tailed Less Age Group Age:Group
IntraCranialVol % AD/HV (slope) (intercept) (slope diff)
BrainSegVol 67.69 76.59 0.000 0.236 0.000 0.536
BrainSegVolNotVent 64.28 74.54 0.000 0.134 0.000 0.620
SupraTentorialVol 59.01 67.55 0.000 0.406 0.000 0.804
SupraTentorialVolNotVent 55.99 65.82 0.000 0.226 0.000 0.874
Brain.Stem 1.35 1.46 0.009 0.880 0.016 0.344
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Figure 8.2: Volume ratios changes by ageing in both the AD patients and the healthy elderly
subjects. The first five images (before leftwards arrow): the ratios of brain (with and with-
out ventricles) volumes, supratentorial (with and without ventricles) volumes and brainstem
volumes to the intracranial volumes. The last image (after rightwards arrow): the intracranial
volumes.
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The volume ratios of cortical grey matter (left, right and total) to brain (with ventricles)
in AD were significantly smaller than those in health (p < 0.01) while the volume ratios
of subcortical and total grey matter to brain were not significantly smaller. There were also
significant differences in the volume ratio changes by ageing of the right cortex, total cortex
and total grey matter between AD and health (p < 0.05), but the changes of volume ratios were
not significantly different in either left cortex or subcortical grey matter (Table 8.4, Figure 8.3).
The volume ratios of cerebral white matter (left, right and total) to the brain were also
significantly smaller in AD (p < 0.05). The volume ratios decreased by ageing in AD but
increased in health, and the differences were significant in all the ratios of left, right and total
cerebral white matter to the brain (p < 0.05) (Table 8.4, Figure 8.3).
For the subcortical structures in both left and right hemispheres, the volume ratios of
hippocampus, amygdala and accumbens to brain (including ventricles) were all significantly
smaller in AD than those in health (p < 0.01). The ratios of pallidum and ventral diencephalon
to the brain were significantly bigger in AD (p < 0.01). The left putamen ratio was signifi-
cantly smaller in AD (p = 0.037) but the right putamen ratio was not (p = 0.064). There were
no significant differences in thalamus and caudate volume ratios between the two groups. As
age grew, the changes of the volume ratios of all the above subcortical structures in both the
hemispheres were similar in both the AD and the health groups (Table 8.4, Figure 8.4).
For the corpus callosum, both the middle-anterior and middle-posterior parts had significant
smaller volume ratios to the brain (including ventricles) in AD than those in health (p < 0.05).
The atrophy trends of corpus callosum ratios by ageing were close to each other between both
the groups (Table 8.4, Figure 8.5).
The volume ratios of cerebellar cortex in both the left and right hemispheres were signif-
icantly bigger in AD than those in health (p < 0.05). However, the ratios differences were
not significant in the cerebellar white matter. The negative correlations of cerebellar cortex
volume ratios with ageing in both the hemispheres were significantly apparent in the health
group (p < 0.05) while the correlations were similar in cerebellar white matter volume ratios
changes with ageing (Table 8.4, Figure 8.6).
The volume ratios of all the ventricles except for the 4th and 5th ventricles (i.e. lateral ven-
tricles (left and right), inferior lateral ventricles (or inf-lat-vent, left and right, in the medial
temporal lobe or known as the temporal horn) and the 3rd ventricle) and CSF to the brain (with
ventricles) were significantly bigger in AD than those in health (p < 0.01). The 5th ventricle
volume ratio to brain became bigger by ageing in health controls but smaller in AD patients,
and the difference was statistically significant (p < 0.05). The volume ratios of all the other
ventricles and CSF kept on growing bigger in similar rates by ageing in both the groups (Ta-
ble 8.4, Figure 8.7).
The volume ratios of both the left and right choroid plexus to the brain (with ventricles)
were significantly bigger in AD than those in health (p < 0.01). No volume ratios differences
of left and right vessels were found between the two groups. The correlations of volume ratios
of choroid plexus and vessels in both the hemispheres to the brain with ageing were similar
between the two groups (Table 8.4, Figure 8.8).
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Figure 8.3: Changes of volume ratios of grey and white matter to the brain by ageing in both
the AD patients and the healthy elderly subjects. The first five images: the ratios of grey matter
(left cortex, right cortex, cortex, subcortical grey and total grey) volumes to the brain (with
ventricles) volumes. The following three images: the ratios of white matter (left, right and total
cerebral white) volumes to the brain (with ventricles) volumes. The last image: the brain (with
ventricles) volumes.
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Table 8.4: Columns: the mean ratios (in percentage) in the AD and the health groups, p
values by t-test (one-tailed less and one-tailed greater) between the two groups, and p values
by ANCOVA for the effects by age, group and the interaction between age and group. Rows
(Volume ratios to the brain (with ventricles) volumes): structures from the ‘aseg.stats’ files in
the FREESURFER volume analyses. Sig.: significance, ∗ < 0.05, ∗∗ < 0.01, ∗∗∗ < 0.001.
Structures (left or right) Mean Volume Ratio T-Test (P Value) ANCOVA (P Value)
To Alzheimer HealthyEld 1-Tailed Less 1-Tailed Greater Age Group Age:Group
BrainSegVol % AD/HV Sig. AD/HV Sig. (slope) Sig. (intercept) Sig. (slope diff) Sig.
Left.Lateral.Ventricle 1.99 1.14 0.000 *** 0.060 0.000 *** 0.801
Left.Inf.Lat.Vent 0.13 0.05 0.000 *** 0.034 * 0.000 *** 0.388
Left.Cerebellum.White.Matter 1.35 1.31 0.866 0.134 0.022 * 0.218 0.960
Left.Cerebellum.Cortex 4.84 4.50 0.011 * 0.054 0.003 ** 0.019 *
Left.Thalamus.Proper 0.60 0.59 0.819 0.181 0.371 0.373 0.170
Left.Caudate 0.33 0.33 0.320 0.680 0.263 0.577 0.429
Left.Putamen 0.43 0.45 0.037 * 0.662 0.067 0.865
Left.Pallidum 0.17 0.16 0.002 ** 0.292 0.008 ** 0.625
X3rd.Ventricle 0.23 0.15 0.000 *** 0.035 * 0.000 *** 0.854
X4th.Ventricle 0.20 0.18 0.916 0.084 0.184 0.248 0.332
Brain.Stem 1.98 1.93 0.910 0.090 0.551 0.220 0.130
Left.Hippocampus 0.31 0.34 0.002 ** 0.109 0.008 ** 0.649
Left.Amygdala 0.12 0.14 0.000 *** 0.236 0.001 ** 0.677
CSF 0.15 0.10 0.000 *** 0.920 0.000 *** 0.563
Left.Accumbens.area 0.03 0.04 0.002 ** 0.436 0.002 ** 0.100
Left.VentralDC 0.38 0.36 0.001 ** 0.452 0.006 ** 0.499
Left.vessel 0.01 0.01 0.478 0.522 0.472 0.936 0.145
Left.choroid.plexus 0.15 0.12 0.001 ** 0.120 0.003 ** 0.598
Right.Lateral.Ventricle 1.89 0.93 0.000 *** 0.031 * 0.000 *** 0.562
Right.Inf.Lat.Vent 0.12 0.05 0.000 *** 0.276 0.000 *** 0.795
Right.Cerebellum.White.Matter 1.34 1.28 0.917 0.083 0.137 0.140 0.367
Right.Cerebellum.Cortex 4.85 4.57 0.026 * 0.090 * 0.013 * 0.032 *
Right.Thalamus.Proper 0.58 0.58 0.433 0.567 0.435 0.922 0.286
Right.Caudate 0.34 0.34 0.425 0.575 0.189 0.771 0.907
Right.Putamen 0.42 0.44 0.064 0.936 0.664 0.130 0.287
Right.Pallidum 0.18 0.16 0.000 *** 0.689 0.003 ** 0.693
Right.Hippocampus 0.32 0.36 0.000 *** 0.319 0.000 *** 0.257
Right.Amygdala 0.14 0.16 0.000 *** 0.385 0.001 ** 1.000
Right.Accumbens.area 0.04 0.05 0.001 ** 0.207 0.002 ** 0.855
Right.VentralDC 0.37 0.35 0.000 *** 0.869 0.002 ** 0.716
Right.vessel 0.01 0.01 0.522 0.478 0.650 0.977 0.639
Right.choroid.plexus 0.14 0.12 0.004 ** 0.027 * 0.010 * 0.480
X5th.Ventricle 0.00 0.00 0.829 0.171 0.890 0.319 0.048 *
Optic.Chiasm 0.02 0.02 0.907 0.093 0.225 0.177 0.330
CC Posterior 0.09 0.09 0.600 0.400 0.353 0.855 0.827
CC Mid Posterior 0.03 0.04 0.032 * 0.027 * 0.042 * 0.141
CC Central 0.03 0.04 0.107 0.893 0.076 0.245 0.447
CC Mid Anterior 0.04 0.04 0.030 * 0.047 * 0.053 0.150
CC Anterior 0.08 0.08 0.169 0.831 0.476 0.358 0.943
BrainSegVolNotVent 94.98 97.20 0.000 *** 0.086 0.000 *** 0.891
lhCortexVol 18.35 19.33 0.001 ** 0.069 0.001 ** 0.166
rhCortexVol 18.50 19.37 0.004 ** 0.172 0.013 * 0.029 *
CortexVol 36.86 38.72 0.001 ** 0.020 * 0.001 ** 0.013 *
lhCerebralWhiteMatterVol 20.36 20.95 0.040 * 0.234 0.029 * 0.000 ***
rhCerebralWhiteMatterVol 20.35 21.01 0.020 * 0.291 0.035 * 0.018 *
CerebralWhiteMatterVol 40.64 42.11 0.009 ** 0.393 0.010 * 0.003 **
SubCortGreyVol 4.91 5.00 0.114 0.886 0.431 0.300 0.931
TotalGreyVol 51.67 52.60 0.078 0.922 0.013 * 0.083 0.010 **
SupraTentorialVol 87.19 88.06 0.006 ** 0.092 0.003 ** 0.055
SupraTentorialVolNotVent 82.71 85.75 0.000 *** 0.414 0.000 *** 0.372
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Figure 8.4: Changes of volume ratios of subcortical structures to the brain by ageing in both
the AD patients and the healthy elderly subjects. The sturctures included thalamus, caudate,
putamen, pallidum, hippocampus, amygdala, accumbens and ventral diencephalon, which were
divided into the left hemisphere (the first eight images in order) and the right hemisphere (the
following eight images in order). The last image: the brain (including ventricles) volumes.
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Figure 8.5: Changes of volume ratios of corpus callosum to the brain by ageing in both the
AD patients and the healthy elderly subjects. The first five images: volume ratios of anterior,
middle-anterior, central, middle-posterior and posterior parts of corpus callosum. The last
image: the brain (with ventricles) volumes.
Figure 8.6: Changes of volume ratios of cerebellum to the brain by ageing in both the AD
patients and the healthy elderly subjects. The first four images: volume ratios of left cerebellar
cortex, left cerebellar white matter, right cerebellar cortex and right cerebellar white matter.
The last image: the brain (with ventricles) volumes.
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Figure 8.7: Changes of volume ratios of ventricles and CSF to the brain by ageing in both the
AD patients and the healthy elderly subjects. The first eight images: volume ratios of left lateral
ventricle, right lateral ventricle, left-inf-lat-vent, right-inf-lat-vent, 3rd ventricle, 4th ventricle,
5th ventricle and CSF. The last image: the brain (including ventricles) volumes.
Figure 8.8: Changes of volume ratios of vessels to the brain by ageing in both the AD patients
and the healthy elderly subjects. The first four images: volume ratios of left vessel, right
vessel, left choroid plexus and right choroid plexus. The last image: the brain (with ventricles)
volumes.
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Specifically, in the hippocampal subfields, the volume ratios of left fimbria to the whole left
hippocampus, right fimbria and right molecular layer HP to the whole right hippocampus were
significantly smaller in AD than those in health (p < 0.05). On the other hand, the ratios of
left hippocampal fissure, left CA3 and left CA4 to the left hippocampus and right hippocampal
fissure to the right hippocampus were significantly bigger in AD (p < 0.01). The changes of
the volume ratios by ageing were mostly similar in both the AD and the health groups, except
that the ratios of left fimbria and left HATA to the left hippocampus got smaller in AD but
bigger in health, and the ratio of right presubiculum to the right hippocampus got bigger in
AD but smaller in health. The differences of the last three ratios changes were all statistically
significant (p < 0.05) (Table 8.5, Figure 8.9).
Table 8.5: Columns: the mean ratios (in percentage) in the AD and the health groups, p val-
ues by t-test (one-tailed less and one-tailed greater) between the two groups, and p values
by ANCOVA for the effects by age, group and the interaction between age and group. Rows
(Volume ratios to the whole hippocampus in left and right respectively): subfields from the
‘?h.hippoSfVolumes-T1.v10.txt’ files in the FREESURFER 6.0Beta volume analyses. Sig.: sig-
nificance, ∗ < 0.05.
Structures in the side of Mean Volume Ratio T-Test (P Value) ANCOVA (P Value)
left to left Whole hippocampus Alzheimer HealthyEld 1-Tailed Less 1-Tailed Greater Age Group Age:Group
right to right Whole hippocampus % AD/HV Sig. AD/HV Sig. (slope) Sig. (intercept) Sig. (slope diff) Sig.
left Hippocampal tail 15.53 16.14 0.124 0.876 0.370 0.282 0.671
left subiculum 12.43 12.83 0.052 0.948 0.912 0.117 0.718
left CA1 18.80 18.36 0.938 0.062 0.167 0.141 0.400
left hippocampal.fissure 6.41 5.28 0.000 *** 0.025 * 0.000 *** 0.857
left presubiculum 9.06 9.16 0.305 0.695 0.647 0.620 0.827
left parasubiculum 1.92 1.81 0.838 0.162 0.724 0.376 0.690
left molecular layer HP 16.10 16.20 0.202 0.798 0.180 0.435 0.354
left GC.ML.DG 8.42 8.32 0.825 0.175 0.062 0.379 0.387
left CA3 6.33 5.73 0.001 ** 0.502 0.008 ** 0.650
left CA4 7.45 7.16 0.008 ** 0.007 ** 0.016 * 0.573
left fimbria 2.06 2.58 0.002 ** 0.017 * 0.005 ** 0.015 *
left HATA 1.72 1.82 0.077 0.923 0.913 0.120 0.016 *
left/right Whole hippocampus 95.89 94.29 0.801 0.199 0.058 0.362 0.609
right Hippocampal tail 15.76 16.08 0.271 0.729 0.392 0.578 0.815
right subiculum 11.90 12.06 0.212 0.788 0.811 0.459 0.532
right CA1 19.03 19.06 0.446 0.554 0.575 0.862 0.658
right hippocampal.fissure 6.39 5.17 0.000 *** 0.128 0.000 *** 0.351
right presubiculum 8.35 8.17 0.829 0.171 0.572 0.335 0.011 *
right parasubiculum 1.86 1.75 0.928 0.072 0.854 0.202 0.626
right molecular layer HP 16.12 16.37 0.034 * 0.664 0.087 0.523
right GC.ML.DG 8.67 8.67 0.502 0.498 0.080 0.897 0.318
right CA3 6.76 6.50 0.885 0.115 0.401 0.250 0.390
right CA4 7.62 7.47 0.914 0.086 0.019 * 0.197 0.980
right fimbria 1.93 2.24 0.042 * 0.021 * 0.083 0.987
right HATA 1.77 1.85 0.077 0.923 0.489 0.239 0.889
right/left Whole hippocampus 104.90 106.31 0.263 0.737 0.048 * 0.469 0.616
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Figure 8.9: Changes of volume ratios of hippocampal subfields to the respective left or right
whole hippocampus by ageing in both the AD patients and the healthy elderly subjects. The
subfields included hippocampal tail, subiculum, CA1, hippocampal fissure, presubiculum,
parasubiculum, molecular layer HP, GC-ML-DG, CA3, CA4, fimbria and HATA, which were
divided into the left hemisphere (the first 12 images in order) plus one image for the volume
of the left hippocampus, and the right hemisphere (the following 12 images in order) plus one
image for the volume of the right hippocampus.
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Lastly, in the brainstem subfields, only pons had significant smaller volume ratios to the
whole brainstem in AD than that in health (p < 0.05). There were no significant difference
of volumes ratios in the other brainstem subfields (i.e. medulla, superior cerebellar peduncle
(SCP) and midbrain) between the two groups. The correlations of volume ratios changes with
ageing were similar in all the four brainstem subfields between AD and health groups (Ta-
ble 8.6, Figure 8.10).
Table 8.6: Columns: the mean ratios (in percentage) in the AD and the health groups, p
values by t-test (one-tailed less and one-tailed greater) between the two groups, and p values
by ANCOVA for the effects by age, group and the interaction between age and group. Rows
(Volume ratios to the whole brainstem): medulla, pons, SCP and midbrain, which were all
from the ‘brainstemSsVolumes.v10.txt’ files in the FREESURFER 6.0Beta volume analyses.
Structures Mean Volume Ratio T-Test (P Value) ANCOVA (P Value)
To Alzheimer HealthyEld 1-Tailed Less 1-Tailed Greater Age Group Age:Group
Whole brainstem % AD/HV (slope) (intercept) (slope diff)
Medulla 18.30 18.04 0.814 0.186 0.198 0.323 0.546
Pons 56.32 57.01 0.013 0.080 0.017 0.248
SCP 1.00 0.98 0.695 0.305 0.240 0.527 0.712
Midbrain 24.35 24.08 0.893 0.107 0.457 0.250 0.214
Figure 8.10: Changes of volume ratios of brainstem subfields to the whole brainstem by ageing
in both the AD patients and the healthy elderly subjects. The first four images: volume ratios
of medulla, pons, SCP and midbrain. The last image: the whole brainstem volumes.
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8.3.2 The INVARIATOR Volumetry
The volumes and volume ratios obtained using the INV method are shown below (Table 8.7).
The volume ratio of cerebrum to intra-cranium was significantly smaller in the AD group than
that in the health group (p < 0.01). There were no significant difference of the cerebral and the
intra-cranial volumes between the two groups. The means of volume ratios estimated by the
INV method were around 10% bigger in both the groups than those obtained in FREESURFER
(Figure 8.11, 8.12).
Table 8.7: The cerebral volume, the intra-cranial volume and the volume ratio of cerebrum to
intra-cranium in both the AD and the health groups measured by the INV method.






Volume cm3 Volume cm3 Volume cm3 Volume cm3
MRM 003 1347 1548 0.870 HV AB 1358 1624 0.836
MRM 005 670 1195 0.561 HV AE 750 1328 0.565
MRM 007 816 1591 0.513 HV AK 1088 1347 0.807
MRM 018 707 1753 0.403 HV DK 885 1041 0.850
MRM 030 1477 1781 0.829 HV GH 1002 1364 0.735
MRM 032 733 998 0.735 HV GJ 970 1235 0.786
MRM 039 736 1158 0.635 HV GK 1140 1878 0.607
MRM 046 1160 1605 0.722 HV HJ 1618 1902 0.850
MRM 049 741 1500 0.494 HV KCM 1104 1293 0.854
MRM 054 753 930 0.810 HV PJ 807 1345 0.600
MRM 055 779 1573 0.495 HV 003 1006 1376 0.731
MRM 063 934 1696 0.551 HV 008 657 1035 0.634
MRM 065 1076 1488 0.723 HV 010 885 1320 0.670
MRM 069 652 948 0.687 HV 013 1401 1794 0.781
MRM 082 657 904 0.727 HV 014 747 825 0.905
MRM 084 1129 1630 0.693 HV 015 732 1325 0.553
MRM 089 800 1430 0.559
MRM 099 896 1668 0.537
MRM 100 903 1579 0.572
MRM 105 837 1067 0.784
MRM 109 1498 1818 0.824
MRM 112 771 1484 0.520
MRM 115 965 1756 0.550
MRM 116 896 1479 0.606
MRM 118 636 1239 0.513
MRM 121 727 1457 0.499
MRM 124 623 1323 0.471
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 8.11: (a) the volume ratio of cerebrum to intra-cranium, (b) the cerebral volume and (c)
the intra-cranial volume in both the AD and health groups measured by the INV method. The
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 8.12: Paired comparison between results obtained from FREESURFER and the INV
method. (a) Ratios of cerebral volumes to intra-cranial volumes in both the AD and health
groups; (b) cerebral volumes in both the AD and health groups; (c) intra-cranial volumes in
both the AD and health groups. Mean (red horizontal bars) and SD values are displayed in
each group.
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8.4 Discussion
The comparison of absolute volume of each brain region is influenced by inter-individual dif-
ference, which can hide the significance of difference between groups. Using volume ratios of
each brain region to whole brain can be an option to investigate ageing-related brain shrinkage
in AD patients.
In summary, we observed the following volume ratio indices from FREESURFER which
showed difference between AD patients and healthy controls in Table 8.8.
Table 8.8: Volume ratios difference between AD patients and healthy controls (∗ < 0.05).
Numerator of Ratio Denominator of Ratio AD < Health AD > Health
brain (with or without ventricles) intracranial space *
supratentorial space (with or without ventricles) intracranial space *
brainstem intracranial space *
cortical grey matter (left, right, total) brain (with ventricles) *
cerebral white matter (left, right, total) brain (with ventricles) *
hippocampus (left, right) brain (with ventricles) *
amygdala (left, right) brain (with ventricles) *
accumbens (left, right) brain (with ventricles) *
pallidum (left, right) brain (with ventricles) *
ventral diencephalon (left, right) brain (with ventricles) *
putamen (left) brain (with ventricles) *
corpus callosum (middle-anterior, middle-posterior) brain (with ventricles) *
cerebellar cortex (left, right) brain (with ventricles) *
lateral ventricle (left, right) brain (with ventricles) *
inf-lat-vent (left, right) brain (with ventricles) *
3rd ventricle brain (with ventricles) *
CSF brain (with ventricles) *
choroid plexus (left, right) brain (with ventricles) *
fimbria (left) hippocampus (left) *
fimbria (right) hippocampus (right) *
molecular layer HP (right) hippocampus (right) *
hippocampal fissure (left) hippocampus (left) *
CA3 (left) hippocampus (left) *
CA4 (left) hippocampus (left) *
hippocampal fissure (right) hippocampus (right) *
pons brainstem *
We also observed the following ratio indices in Table 8.9, showing difference of volume
ratios changes associated with ageing between AD patients and healthy elderly subjects.
Our results indicate that the volume ratios of most brain parenchyma tissues (e.g. cerebral
cortical grey matter, cerebral white matter and hippocampus) to the brain are smaller in AD
patients than healthy elderly subjects. Meanwhile, the ratios of some brain regions (especially
the ventricles) to the brain are bigger in AD patients.
Besides, our results also indicate that the volume shrinkage pattern with ageing in several
brain regions can be altered in AD patients in comparison with healthy elderly subjects. How-
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Table 8.9: Difference of volume ratios changes associated with ageing between AD patients
and healthy elderly subjects.
Numerator of Vol Ratio Denominator of Vol Ratio
cortex (right, total) brain (including ventricles)
grey matter (total) brain (including ventricles)
cerebral white matter (left, right, total) brain (including ventricles)
cerebellar cortex (left, right) brain (including ventricles)
5th ventricle brain (including ventricles)
fimbria (left) hippocampus (left)
HATA (left) hippocampus (left)
presubiculum (right) hippocampus (right)
ever, the changes of the ageing-related atrophy progression pattern do not happen to all of the
regions which already showed difference of volume ratios in groups between AD and health.
This suggests that AD may affect only several specific sub-regions on ageing, and this affection
can present a different brain shrinkage progression pattern.
In the hippocampal subfields, CA1 has been highlighted on the focal atrophy during the
early stages of AD, before atrophy spreading to other subfields [32]. In this study, although we
did not observe significant difference of the volume ratios in both left and right CA1, difference
was found in absolute volume comparisons in hippocampal subfields between the two groups
(Table 8.10).
As a cross-sectional study, also due to the small sample size and the narrow age scope, the
sensitivity of this study is limited. Further comparisons with ageing-related atrophy progres-
sion in mild cognitive impairment (MCI), or grouping our AD patients into early-onset AD
and late-onset AD by the clinical presentation and age of onset, may give more comprehensive
understanding to the current results.
Besides, the FREESURFER software applied in this study was still under development and
was not a stable release. In this trial version FREESURFER newly enabled analyses on hip-
pocampal subfields and brainstem subfields (Table 8.1). Therefore our results can be also
different from future stable versions of FREESURFER or using other image analysis software
packages.
Meanwhile, we also tested the manual analysis using the INV method on the same dataset to
verify the difference of volume ratio of cerebrum to intra-cranium between AD and health. The
results not only displayed a lower mean volume ratio value in the AD group, but also showed
a significant lower group difference from 27 AD patients in comparison with 16 healthy el-
derly subjects. The cerebral and the intra-cranial volumes did not show significant difference
between the two groups. FREESURFER did not find significant difference in intra-cranial vol-
ume between the two groups as well, but detected significantly smaller volume in AD patients’
cerebrum. The mean intra-cranial volume values are close to each other by the two methods in
both the AD and the health groups. However, the mean cerebral volume values are both smaller
using FREESURFER in the two groups in comparison with those estimated by the INV method,
which we have not been able to find a reason.
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Table 8.10: Volume comparisons of hippocampal subfields between AD and healthy controls
(∗ < 0.05, ∗∗ < 0.01, ∗∗∗ < 0.001).
Hippo Sub-Structures
Mean Volume cm3 1-Tailed Less T-Test
Signif
Alzheimer HealthyEld AD/HV P Value
left Hippocampal tail 413.84 501.27 0.000 ***
left subiculum 335.31 400.80 0.000 ***
left CA1 508.74 567.81 0.003 **
left hippocampal.fissure 171.62 163.92 0.828
left presubiculum 243.85 285.28 0.000 ***
left parasubiculum 51.08 57.31 0.038 *
left molecular layer HP 434.27 506.13 0.000 ***
left GC.ML.DG 223.06 262.18 0.000 ***
left CA3 169.26 178.75 0.119
left CA4 196.97 225.74 0.000 ***
left fimbria 55.45 82.06 0.000 ***
left HATA 46.91 56.22 0.001 **
left Whole hippocampus 2685.84 3128.98 0.000 ***
right Hippocampal tail 437.92 531.17 0.000 ***
right subiculum 335.10 399.86 0.000 ***
right CA1 538.59 628.99 0.000 ***
right hippocampal.fissure 178.84 169.62 0.870
right presubiculum 234.33 270.61 0.000 ***
right parasubiculum 51.91 58.39 0.006 **
right molecular layer HP 453.28 543.27 0.000 ***
right GC.ML.DG 243.77 287.94 0.000 ***
right CA3 190.77 212.31 0.005 **
right CA4 214.39 247.18 0.000 ***
right fimbria 55.73 72.91 0.003 **
right HATA 49.78 60.90 0.000 ***
right Whole hippocampus 2803.60 3326.37 0.000 ***
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8.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, we tested the volume ratios of brain regions to the brain to investigate the dif-
ference between AD patients and healthy controls in macroscopic images. Besides, we investi-
gated the influence of AD on ageing-related brain atrophy progression. Furthermore, the INV
method was shown to be capable of detecting the decline of volume ratio of cerebrum to intra-
cranium in AD patients. Our study can be helpful in searching for imaging biomarkers in AD
research while the biomarkers can be used in both the automated and the manual approaches.
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In this PhD study, three novel stereological methods (i.e. the ICAV, INV and DN methods)
were applied on a commercial software (i.e. ANALYZE) with the procedures described in Chap-
ter 5 and Appendix A. Together with the CAVALIERI method, the four stereological methods
can also be performed using freely available software packages (i.e. FSL, R, IMAGEJ and
EASYMEASURE). The R script described in Chapter 2 and Appendix B performs three orthog-
onal IR rotations on MR images automatically, which can also be used to generate transverse,
coronal and sagittal views of MR images. The script can be applied on any anatomical struc-
tures, especially, brain MR images can be aligned to the MNI152 template, which gives a more
consistent 3D position of brain. The IMAGEJ script described in Chapter 3 and Appendix C
generates rotated UR grids for INV and DN methods on MR image slices automatically, and
the IMAGEJ script described in Chapter 4 and Appendix D records segment lengths measure-
ment for INV and DN methods on MR image slices automatically. The two IMAGEJ scripts
work together to estimate volume efficiently using INV and DN methods.
We applied the CAVALIERI, ICAV, INV and DN methods on fetal brain volume estimation
on MR images using ANALYZE software (Chapter 5). High reliability is shown for inter- and
intra-rater studies (Pearson’s r > 0.997). The ICAV method estimates volume accurately in
individual measurement while the INV and DN methods work efficiently in population mean
volume estimation. CE for the ICAV method is low (< 3%) in both the second and third
trimesters of GA, while CEs for the INV and DN methods are decreased to around 10% in both
trimesters when results from three orthogonal sampling directions are combined. The fetal
brain in maternal substance misuse group is smaller than that in the normal development group
although difference is not significant.
We made a slice-by-slice comparison between the CAVALIERI method and FREESURFER
software on one adult cerebral parenchymal volume estimation (Chapter 6). The point counting
strategy adopted in the CAVALIERI method is consistent with the pial surface segmentation
in FREESURFER, and there is no significant difference between the volume obtained from
FREESURFER and that estimated using the CAVALIERI method.
We applied the CAVALIERI, ICAV, INV and DN methods by using three in-house scripts
conveniently on measuring cerebral parenchymal volume in a cohort of AD patients and healthy
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elderly participants in MR images, and we compared the results with those obtained from
FREESURFER (Chapter 7). Both the inter- and intra-rater studies show good consistency.
The average time cost in each brain measurement is less than 15 mins for each of the four
stereological methods (Table 9.1). The CAVALIERI and ICAV methods are as reliable as the
FREESURFER software in cerebral volume estimation, which all found significantly smaller
cerebral volume in AD patients. The INV and DN methods require a larger sample size to
detect the difference between AD patients and healthy elderly subjects (Figure 9.1, 9.2).
We performed volumetric analysis on each brain region of a cohort of AD patients and
healthy elderly participants in MR images using FREESURFER software to investigate poten-
tial imaging biomarkers for AD (Chapter 8). The volume ratios of many regions of brain
parenchyma to whole brain are smaller in AD patients while the volume ratios of ventricles
to whole brain are bigger in AD patients. Among these changes the volume ratio of cerebral
parenchyma to intra-cranium is used as one potential imaging biomarker. We applied the INV
method manually to repeat the test of this imaging biomarker and again significant difference
was found between AD patients and healthy elderly subjects. Besides, we also investigated the
difference of ageing-related brain volume ratios atrophy of each brain regions to whole brain
between AD patients and healthy controls. In several brain regions, AD brains are smaller
which we interpret as more atrophied.
Future work will be done in estimating surface area by the ICAV and INV methods. Espe-
cially a new version of the INV method has been updated for the area recently [27].
In summary, this PhD study makes the ICAV, INV and DN methods be conveniently avail-
able, efficient and reliable manual methods to estimate human brain volume on MR images.
The stereological methods are consistent with the automated software in volume estimation
while manual methods have wider application.
Table 9.1: Total time cost for estimating one adult brain volume using the CAVALIERI, ICAV,
INV, DN methods and FREESURFER software, respectively.
One Adult Brain Volume Estimation
Stereological Methods Auto Software
Time (mins) CAVALIERI ICAV INV DN FREESURFER
Semi-auto Ortrip R/FSL Rotaion of MR Images < 4 < 4 < 4 < 4 /
Semi-auto IMAGEJ Test Grid Generation / / 0 0 /
Semi-auto IMAGEJ Measure Generation / / 0 0 /
Manual Point Counting or Length Estimation ≈ 10 ≈ 10 ≈ 8 ≈ 2 /































































































































































































































































Figure 9.2: Paired comparison among cerebral volumes obtained from 13 healthy adults by
FREESURFER, the INV, INV ortrip, DN and DN ortrip methods. Volume estimates for same
adult are connected in same colour. (a) FREESURFER vs the INV ortrip method in three or-
thogonal views of each subject; (b) FREESURFER vs the INV ortrip method with mean value
of each subject; (c) FREESURFER vs the DN ortrip method in three orthogonal views of each
subject; (d) FREESURFER vs the DN ortrip method with mean value of each subject. Mean
(red horizontal bars) and SD values are displayed in each group.
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Appendix A
Two Protocols of three orthogonal IUR
rotations using ANALYZE software
The protocols using the ANALYZE software for rotations were applied in fetal brain study in
Chapter 5.
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APPENDIX A. PROTOCOLS OF THREE ORTHOGONAL IUR ROTATIONS USING
ANALYZE
A.1 Work flow 1: using ANALYZE MATRIX tool
Step Angle ANALYZE Menu Operation Step Illustration







With monitoring of Reference Cube,
using Matrix Tool to rotate about
Y (up)/X(right)/Z(inner)-Axes, and
Output in Reformat Entire Volume,
Generate Slices.
In Save As option, Flip by
Z(up)/X(right)/Y (inner)-Axes.
Adjusting all the brains in the same posi-
tion (Reference Cube): i.e. head top ver-
tex points the negative axis Oz (−Oz),
and the nose points the negative axis Ox
(−Ox) (Visually, a head lies facing left
with the head top faceing user).
0-2 cubic Main Panel
In Save As option, Force Cubic in Resize,
Pad in cubic, and Output a 3D volume file
in ANALYZE7.5 format.
Isotropic cubic image for every design be-
fore rotation.
Random Rotation Section After Preparation (Oblique Sections Menu)
1-1 90 Matrix Tool Rotation X-Axis
Vertical up the normal vector of initial
section planes
1-2 θ Matrix Tool Rotation X-Axis
The INV &
The DN
1-3 φ Matrix Tool Rotation Y -Axis
1-4 / Output Single Slice
1-5 t1 FLY Elevate Up Offset The ICAV
1-6 T,NT Output
Maneuver FLY Elevate Up. T=Fly Val-
ues,NT=Number of Maneuvers, and Cur-
rent Slice in Middle.
NT should be even slices to keep the
above offset slice central
First Orthogonal Section After Preparation (Oblique Sections Menu)
2-1 τ Matrix Tool Rotation Y -Axis
Additional random rotation of the first or-
thogonal section plane
2-2 θ Matrix Tool Rotation X-Axis
The INV Ortrip &
The DN Ortrip
2-3 φ Matrix Tool Rotation Y -Axis
2-4 / Output Single Slice
2-5 t2 FLY Elevate Up Offset The ICAV Ortrip
2-6 T,NT Output Maneuver FLY Elevate Up
Second Orthogonal Section After Preparation (Oblique Sections Menu)
3-1 90 + τ Matrix Tool Rotation Y -Axis Orthogonal to the above two sections
3-2 θ Matrix Tool Rotation X-Axis
The INV Ortrip &
The DN Ortrip
3-3 φ Matrix Tool Rotation Y -Axis
3-4 / Output Single Slice
3-5 t3 FLY Elevate Up Offset The ICAV Ortrip
3-6 T,NT Output Maneuver FLY Elevate Up
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A.2 Work flow 2: using ANALYZE MATRIX and FLY tools
Step Angle ANALYZE Menu Operation Step Illustration







With monitoring of Reference Cube,
using Matrix Tool to rotate about
Y (up)/X(right)/Z(inner)-Axes, and
Output in Reformat Entire Volume, Generate
Slices.
In Save As Option, Flip by
Z(up)/X(right)/Y (inner)-Axes.
Adjusting all the brains in the same position
(Reference Cube): i.e. head top vertex points
the negative axis Oz (−Oz), and the nose
points the negative axis Ox (−Ox) (Visually,
a head lies facing left with the head top faceing
user).
0-2 cubic Main Panel
In Save As option, Force Cubic in Resize, Pad
in cubic, and Output a 3D volume file in ANA-
LYZE7.5 format.
Isotropic cubic image for every design before
rotation.
Random Rotation Section After Preparation (Oblique Sections Menu)
1-1 90 Matrix Tool Rotation X-Axis
Vertical up the normal vector of initial section
planes
1-2 θ Matrix Tool Rotation X-Axis
The INV &
The DN
1-3 φ Matrix Tool Rotation Y -Axis
1-4 / Output Single Slice
1-5 t1 FLY Elevate Up Offset The ICAV
1-6 T,NT Output
Maneuver FLY Elevate Up. T=Fly Values,
NT=Number of Maneuvers, and Current Slice
in Middle.
NT should be even slices to keep the above off-
set slice central
First Orthogonal Section After Preparation (Oblique Sections Menu)
2-1 90 Matrix Tool Rotation X-Axis
Vertical up the normal vector of initial section
planes
2-2 θ Matrix Tool Rotation X-Axis
The INV Ortrip &
The DN Ortrip
2-3 φ Matrix Tool Rotation Y -Axis
2-4 90 FLY Pitch Down
2-5 τ FLY Roll Right
2-6 / Output Single Slice
2-7 t2 FLY Elevate Up Offset The ICAV Ortrip
2-8 T,NT Output Maneuver FLY Elevate Up
Second Orthogonal Section After Preparation (Oblique Sections Menu)
3-1 90 Matrix Tool Rotation X-Axis
Vertical up the normal vector of initial section
planes
3-2 θ Matrix Tool Rotation X-Axis
The INV Ortrip &
The DN Ortrip
3-3 φ Matrix Tool Rotation Y -Axis
3-4 90 FLY Pitch Down
3-5 τ FLY Roll Right
3-6 90 FLY Roll Right
3-7 / Output Single Slice
3-8 t3 FLY Elevate Up Offset The ICAV Ortrip
3-9 T,NT Output Maneuver FLY Elevate Up
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Three orthogonal IR rotations of MRI
images by R script
This R rotation script is illustrated in Chapter 2.
#### Isotropically random (IR) rotation on MR images of any
anatomical structures, Version 1.
## Table of contents
# 1) load MRI NIfTI data;
# 2) or load MRI DICOM files and transfer to NIfTI format;
# 3) input rotation angles manually or auto-generate rotation
angles randomly;
# 4) convert to radiological convention;
# 5) resample to isotropic voxel size;
# 6) align brain images to the MNI152 template position;
# 7) pad to cubic space;
# 8) orient the starting position to a transverse view with nose
downwards (2D central section plane), or alternatively to a
sagittal view with nose leftwards;
# 9) generate three orthogonal rotation matrices (2 methods) and
quaternions;
# 10) rotate the MRI images using the angles input or generated in
step (3);
# 11) output the 3D MRI images in Analyze7.5 format (for
EasyMeasure), pivotal section planes, and the lists of rotation
matrices, rotation angles in degrees and radians;
# 12) generate the Invariator/DisNucleator grid, and overlay the
grid to the image (ImageJ grid macro);
# 13) length measurement and intersect counting on the grid (ImageJ
measure macro).
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## install and library packages
# sudo R # in terminal
# install.packages("svDialogs") # in R console #
packageVersion("svDialogs") # ’0.9.57’
# install.packages("oro.dicom") # packageVersion("oro.dicom") #
’0.5.0’
# install.packages("oro.nifti") # packageVersion("oro.nifti") #
’0.7.2’
# install.packages("rotations") # packageVersion("rotations") #
’1.5’
# install.packages("rgl") # packageVersion("rgl") #
’0.97.0’
# install.packages("RNiftyReg") # packageVersion("RNiftyReg") #
’2.5.0’
# FSL 5.0.8 software installed
# install.packages("fslr") # packageVersion("fslr") # ’2.0’
library(svDialogs) # dlgList, dlgDir, dlgMessage, dlgOpen, dlgInput
library(oro.dicom) # readDICOM, dicom2nifti
library(oro.nifti) # readNIfTI, writeNIfTI, datatype,
convert.datatype, quatern_b, quaternion2rotation
library(fslr) # readnii/readNIfTI2, flirt, fslroi, fslswapdim,
fslchfiletype, flirt_apply
library(rotations) # as.SO3, as.Q4
library(rgl) # rotationMatrix




system.choice <- dlgList(choices = c("Linux-Ubuntu", "MAC"),
multiple = FALSE, preselect = NULL,
title = "Which operation system (OS) is running?")$res
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options(fsl.outputtype = ’NIFTI’)
}
## set a working directory
setwd(dlgDir(default = getwd(),
title = "Choose an output folder, it doesn’t need to be
the input MRI data folder.")$res)
## choose input anatomy as brain or other structures
anatomy.choice <- dlgList(choices = c("Brain (will be aligned to
MNI152 template)", "Other Structures"),
multiple = FALSE, preselect = NULL,
title = "Which anatomy structure is analysed?")$res
## choose input format as NIfTI or DICOM
data.choice <- dlgList(choices = c("NIfTI", "DICOM"), multiple =
FALSE, preselect = NULL,
title = "Choose one MRI data format")$res
if (!length(data.choice)) {





### load MRI NIfTI data
# e.g. to enable the image centre to be within parenchyma, auto
cropping a FOV using dcm2nii (mricron) software,
# which aslo transfer a DICOM file to the NIfTI format, using the
bash command as shown below:
# bash$ dcm2nii -g n -x y ˜/24_R/R_Scripts/R_MRI/HV_AB_Dicom/
# besides, FSL robustfov also extracts a fixed size of FOV, but
only in the superior-inferior direction (z-aixs),
# which means robustfov does not remove the empty/noise only space
in x,y- axes.
# ’readnii’ (fslr package) calls ’readNIfTI’ (oro.nifti package),
but sets the reorientation to FALSE by default
# to check the left/right direction and radiological/neurological
convention of the MRI images,
# http://nifti.nimh.nih.gov/nifti-1/data: avg152T1_LR_nifti.nii.gz
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"ANALYZE (*.hdr,*.img)","*.hdr;*.img"), ncol = 2, byrow = TRUE)
rownames(dlgFilters.mri) <- c("NIfTI", "ANALYZE")
if (data.choice == "NIfTI") {
dlgMessage("Please choose one or multiple input NIfTI files (.nii
/ .nii.gz) in one directory.")$res
data.nii <- dlgOpen(title = "Select one NIfTI file", filters =
rbind(dlgFilters.mri["NIfTI", ], dlgFilters["All", ]),
multiple = TRUE)$res
num.sample <- length(data.nii)
output.nii <- sub("\\.gz", "", basename(data.nii))
output.name <- sub("\\.nii", "", basename(output.nii))
}
### load MRI DICOM files
if (data.choice == "DICOM") {
dlgMessage("Please choose one input DICOM directory or one
directory containing all the DICOM directories.")$res
data.dcm.folder <- dlgDir(default = getwd(), title = "Select one
DICOM directory")$res
single.multiple <- length(list.dirs(data.dcm.folder))








### set rotation angles
angle.choice <- dlgList(choices = c("Auto isotropically random (IR)
rotation",
"Manual assignment four angles", "No rotatons
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three orthogonal sections"),
multiple = FALSE, preselect = NULL,
title = "Assign the rotation angles (radians)
automatically or manually")$res
if (!length(angle.choice)) {
angle.choice = "No rotatons three orthogonal sections"
}
num.random <- replicate(num.sample, runif(7,0,1), simplify=TRUE)
if (angle.choice == "Auto isotropically random (IR) rotation") {
Phi.all <- 2 * pi * num.random[1, ]
Theta.all <- acos (1 - 2 * num.random[2, ])
Tau.all <- 2 * pi * num.random[3, ]
Psi.all <- 2 * pi * num.random[4, ]
} else if (angle.choice == "Manual assignment four angles") {
Phi <- as.numeric(dlgInput(message = "Phi\n\nhorizontal rotation
angle \n[0, 2*pi] in radian values\n\ne.g. pi/2 =
1.57079632679490\n",
default = "0")$res)
Theta <- as.numeric(dlgInput(message = "Theta\n\nvertical
rotation angle \n[0, pi] in radian values\n\ne.g. pi/2 =
1.57079632679490\n",
default = "0")$res)
Tau <- as.numeric(dlgInput(message = "Tau\n\noblique axis spin
angle \n[0, 2*pi] in radian values\n\ne.g. pi/2 =
1.57079632679490\n",
default = "0")$res)
Psi <- as.numeric(dlgInput(message = "Psi\n\nthree orthogonal









## set other parameters
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# cav.int.mm <- as.numeric(dlgInput("Cavalieri / IsotropicCavalieri
Slicing Interval in mm", ’15’)$res)
cav.int.mm <- 15
## image processing
for ( i in 1:num.sample) {
if (data.choice == "NIfTI") {
data.nifti <- readnii(data.nii[i])
}
if (data.choice == "DICOM") {
data.dicom <- readDICOM(path = data.dcm[i])
# names(data.dicom)
# head(data.dicom$hdr)
# image(t(data.dicom$img[[1]]), col = grey(0:64 / 64), axes =
FALSE, xlab = ’’, ylab = ’’)
# transfer to NIfTI format
data.nifti <- dicom2nifti(dcm = data.dicom,
datatype = 4, units = c(’mm’, ’sec’), rescale =
FALSE, reslice = TRUE,
qform = TRUE, sform = TRUE, DIM = 3, descrip =









# orthographic(data.nifti, col.crosshairs = ’green’)
# writeNIfTI(nim = data.nifti, ’HV_AB’, onefile = TRUE, gzipped =
FALSE)
}
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}
### convert to radiological convention
data.ori.info <- fslgetorient(data.nifti) # RADIOLOGICAL
# if need to switch, make sure switch both the data and the
header information, using fslswapdim and fslorient
# the "x y z" flags in fslswapdim refer to the LR SI AP
directions respectively, rather than the XYZ- axes
if (data.ori.info == "NEUROLOGICAL") {
data.rad.data <- fslswapdim(file = data.nifti, a = ’-x’, b =
’y’, c = ’z’)





### resample to isotropic voxel size 1 x 1 x 1
data.vox <- flirt(infile = data.rad, reffile = data.rad, opts =
paste(’-applyisoxfm’, voxel.size))
### brain image aligns to the MNI152 template position
# if the data is a head/brain image, to make the brains align in
the same way to the XYZ- axes from the beginning,
# use FSL FLIRT v6.0 tool: Input -> Ref Image, Ref =
MNI152_T1_1mm.nii.gz, DOF = Rigid Body (6),
# Advanced Options: Images = Not aligned, but same orientation.
if (anatomy.choice == "Brain (will be aligned to MNI152
template)") {
if (system.choice == "Linux-Ubuntu") {
data.align <- flirt(infile = data.vox, reffile =
’/usr/share/fsl/data/standard/MNI152_T1_1mm.nii.gz’, dof
= 6,
opts = ’-bins 256 -cost corratio -searchrx -90 90
-searchry -90 90 -searchrz -90 90 -interp
trilinear’)
} else {
data.align <- flirt(infile = data.vox, reffile =
file.path(fsldir(), "data", "standard",
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"MNI152_T1_1mm_brain"), dof = 6,
opts = ’-bins 256 -cost corratio -searchrx -90 90






### pad to cubic space
dim.max <- max(dim(data.align))
dim.centre <- (dim.max - 1) / 2
dim.x0 <- (dim(data.align)[1] - dim.max) / 2
dim.y0 <- (dim(data.align)[2] - dim.max) / 2
dim.z0 <- (dim(data.align)[3] - dim.max) / 2
data.cube <- fslroi(file = data.align, xmin = dim.x0, xsize =
dim.max, ymin = dim.y0, ysize = dim.max,
zmin = dim.z0, zsize = dim.max)
### orient the starting position to a same transverse view or a
same sagittal view
data.orient <- fslswapdim(file = data.cube, a = ’RL’, b = ’PA’, c
= ’IS’) # transverse view
# data.orient <- fslswapdim(file = data.cube, a = ’AP’, b = ’SI’,
c = ’RL’) # sagittal view
# data.orient.std <- fslreorient2std(file = data.orient)
# the command fslreorient2std does not change the
radiological/neurological ordering,
# but does perform 90/180/270 degree rotations as needed,
# fslreorient2std auto determines in FSL whether to do fslswapdim
with LR PA IS or RL PA IS, and then run the right one.
### generate three orthogonal rotation matrices (2 methods) and
quaternions
degrees.rotation <- round(cbind(Phi, Theta, Tau, Psi) / pi * 180)
# slice.thick <- unique(extractHeader(data.dicom$hdr,
’SliceThickness’))
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# slice.space <- unique(extractHeader(data.dicom$hdr,
’SpacingBetweenSlices’))
cav.int.vox <- cav.int.mm / voxel.size
offsets.interval <- t(floor(cav.int.vox * num.random[5:7, i]))
degrees.offsets <- cbind(degrees.rotation, cav.int.mm,
offsets.interval)
colnames(degrees.offsets) <- c(’Phi’, ’Theta’, ’Tau’, ’Psi’,
’Slicing_mm’, ’Offset1_vox’, ’Offset2_vox’, ’Offset3_vox’)
rownames(degrees.offsets) <- ’Data’
# coordinates axes change along with the rotation by ’fslswapdim’
command into different initial views
x <- c(1, 0, 0) # coordinates for transverse view
y <- c(0, 1, 0) # coordinates for transverse view
z <- c(0, 0, 1) # coordinates for transverse view
# x <- c(0, 1, 0) # coordinates for sagittal view
# y <- c(0, 0, 1) # coordinates for sagittal view
# z <- c(1, 0, 0) # coordinates for sagittal view
## rotation method 1 (3 orthogonal sections, 0XY-plane transverse
section, initially transverse view)
# (starting position: initial 3D brain head top up,
nose inside right)
# (orthogonal sections: rotating the IR rotated
brain around X or Y -axis for 90 degree)
# (spin the orthogonal sections around the other Y
or X -axis for Psi)
# in FIJI volume viewer plugin, the 0XYZ coordinates (from 0, X
-> left, Z -> up, Y -> inside) horizontally clockwise rotated
45 degree
# if a horizontal or vertical plane in 0XYZ coordinates can be
denoted by two endpoints in its diagonal as (0,0,0) -> (1,1,1)
# starting transverse view: 3D brain stands vertically up, with
nose towards right vertical inside plane (0,1,0) -> (1,1,1),
# and head top to horizontal top plane (0,0,1) -> (1,1,1), neck
bottom towards 0XY horizontal bottom plane (0,0,0) -> (1,1,0)
v.ini <- c(0, 0, 1) # creat a vector representing the head top
along the +Z-axis
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r1 <- as.SO3(z, Phi) # rotate the brain around Z-axis for Phi
r2 <- as.SO3(x, Theta) # rotate the brain around X-axis for Theta
r12 <- r1 + r2 # rotation sequence: r2 -> r1
v12 <- drop(v.ini %*% matrix(r12, 3, 3)) # the new axis after
rotation
r3 <- as.SO3(v12, Tau) # spin around the new axis for tau
v123 <- drop(v12 %*% matrix(r3, 3, 3)) # the new axis after spin
r.orth1 <- r3 + r1 + r2 # IR rotation, r2 -> r1 -> r3
identical(round(v123, 2), round(drop(v.ini %*% matrix(r.orth1, 3,
3)), 2)) # two ways should be the same, "TRUE"
r4 <- as.SO3(y, pi/2) # rotate the rotated 3D brain around Y-axis
for 90 degree
r5 <- as.SO3(x, Psi) # rotate the orthogonal plane around X-axis
for Psi
r.orth2 <- r5 + r4 + r3 + r1 + r2 # 1st orthogonal section plane
rotation
r6 <- as.SO3(x, -pi/2) # rotate the rotated 3D brain around
X-axis for 90 degree
r7 <- as.SO3(y, Psi) # rotate the orthogonal plane around Y-axis
for Psi
r.orth3 <- r7 + r6 + r3 + r1 + r2 # 2nd orthogonal section plane
rotation
r.orth3.2 <- r6 + r5 + r4 + r3 + r1 + r2
r8 <- as.SO3(z, -pi/2)
r.orth3.3 <- r8 + r6 + r5 + r4 + r3 + r1 + r2 # another way to
generate the 2nd orthogonal section plane rotation
identical(round(r.orth3, 2), round(r.orth3.3, 2)) # two ways
should be the same, "TRUE"
all_rs <- as.SO3(rbind(r1, r2, r3, r4, r5, r6, r7, r8, r.orth1,
r.orth2, r.orth3))
r.orth1.mat <- matrix(r.orth1, nrow = 3, ncol = 3, byrow = FALSE)
r.orth1.mat44 <- rotationMatrix(matrix = r.orth1.mat)
r.orth2.mat <- matrix(r.orth2, nrow = 3, ncol = 3, byrow = FALSE)
r.orth2.mat44 <- rotationMatrix(matrix = r.orth2.mat)
r.orth3.mat <- matrix(r.orth3, nrow = 3, ncol = 3, byrow = FALSE)
r.orth3.mat44 <- rotationMatrix(matrix = r.orth3.mat)
# q.orth1 <- as.Q4(r.orth1)
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# qv.orth1 <- as.vector(q.orth1)
# quaternion2rotation(qv.orth1[2], qv.orth1[3], qv.orth1[4])
# plot(all_rs, center = id.SO3, col = 1: nrow(all_rs),
# label_points=c(’r1’, ’r2’, ’r3’, ’r4’, ’r5’, ’r6’, ’r7’,
’r8’, ’r.orth1’, ’r.orth2’, ’r.orth3’), interactive = FALSE)
### rotate the image
r.orth1.transform <- buildAffine(angles =
decomposeAffine(r.orth1.mat44)$angles, source = data.orient,
anchor = ’centre’)
data.orth1 <- applyTransform(r.orth1.transform, data.orient)
r.orth2.transform <- buildAffine(angles =
decomposeAffine(r.orth2.mat44)$angles, source = data.orient,
anchor = ’centre’)
data.orth2 <- applyTransform(r.orth2.transform, data.orient)
r.orth3.transform <- buildAffine(angles =
decomposeAffine(r.orth3.mat44)$angles, source = data.orient,
anchor = ’centre’)
data.orth3 <- applyTransform(r.orth3.transform, data.orient)
### output ANALYZE images, pivotal section planes & rotation
matrices
writeNifti(image = data.orth1, file = ’data_orth1’, datatype =
’auto’)
writeNifti(image = data.orth2, file = ’data_orth2’, datatype =
’auto’)
writeNifti(image = data.orth3, file = ’data_orth3’, datatype =
’auto’)
outcav.1 <- paste(output.name[i], ’_orth1’, sep = ’’)
outcav.2 <- paste(output.name[i], ’_orth2’, sep = ’’)
outcav.3 <- paste(output.name[i], ’_orth3’, sep = ’’)
outinv.1 <- paste(output.name[i], ’_orth1_inv’, sep = ’’)
outinv.2 <- paste(output.name[i], ’_orth2_inv’, sep = ’’)
outinv.3 <- paste(output.name[i], ’_orth3_inv’, sep = ’’)
flirt(infile = ’data_orth1’, reffile = ’data_orth1’, outfile =
outcav.1, opts = ’-datatype short’)
flirt(infile = ’data_orth2’, reffile = ’data_orth2’, outfile =
outcav.2, opts = ’-datatype short’)
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flirt(infile = ’data_orth3’, reffile = ’data_orth3’, outfile =
outcav.3, opts = ’-datatype short’)
file.remove(’data_orth1.nii’, ’data_orth2.nii’, ’data_orth3.nii’)
fslroi(file = outcav.1, outfile = outinv.1, xmin = 0, xsize =
dim.max, ymin = 0, ysize = dim.max, zmin = dim.centre, zsize =
1)
fslroi(file = outcav.2, outfile = outinv.2, xmin = 0, xsize =
dim.max, ymin = 0, ysize = dim.max, zmin = dim.centre, zsize =
1)
fslroi(file = outcav.3, outfile = outinv.3, xmin = 0, xsize =
dim.max, ymin = 0, ysize = dim.max, zmin = dim.centre, zsize =
1)
fslchfiletype(file = outcav.1, outfile = outcav.1, filetype =
’ANALYZE’)
fslchfiletype(file = outcav.2, outfile = outcav.2, filetype =
’ANALYZE’)
fslchfiletype(file = outcav.3, outfile = outcav.3, filetype =
’ANALYZE’)
file.remove(paste(outcav.1, ’.nii.gz’, sep = ’’), paste(outcav.2,
’.nii.gz’, sep = ’’), paste(outcav.3, ’.nii.gz’, sep = ’’))
fslchfiletype(file = outinv.1, outfile = outinv.1, filetype =
’ANALYZE’)
fslchfiletype(file = outinv.2, outfile = outinv.2, filetype =
’ANALYZE’)
fslchfiletype(file = outinv.3, outfile = outinv.3, filetype =
’ANALYZE’)
file.remove(paste(outinv.1, ’.nii.gz’, sep = ’’), paste(outinv.2,
’.nii.gz’, sep = ’’), paste(outinv.3, ’.nii.gz’, sep = ’’))
# FSL fslmaths data_orth1_dt4.img data_orth1.img -odt short
write.table(x = degrees.offsets, file = paste(output.name[i],
’_degrees_offsets.txt’, sep = ’’),
row.names = TRUE, col.names = NA, sep = ’ ’)
write.table(x = c(Phi, Theta, Tau, Psi), file =
paste(output.name[i], ’_radians.txt’, sep = ’’),
row.names = TRUE, col.names = NA, sep = ’ ’)
write.table(x = r.orth1.mat44, file = paste(outcav.1,
’_mat44.mat’, sep = ’’), row.names = FALSE, col.names = FALSE,
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sep = ’ ’)
write.table(x = r.orth2.mat44, file = paste(outcav.2,
’_mat44.mat’, sep = ’’), row.names = FALSE, col.names = FALSE,
sep = ’ ’)
write.table(x = r.orth3.mat44, file = paste(outcav.3,
’_mat44.mat’, sep = ’’), row.names = FALSE, col.names = FALSE,
sep = ’ ’)
}
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Appendix C
INV/DN Rotated UR Grid ImageJ
Macro
This IMAGEJ gridding script is illustrated in Chapter 3.
/**
Invariator/Discretized Nucleator Grid Tool, updated with ImageJ
v1.52e
Installation:
Save this text file in the ImageJ/macros/toolsets folder. Then you
can use the ’>>’ drop down menu in IJ window to activate it.
Usage:
This ImageJ macro tool works as the 2nd step, in collaboration with
the R script "rotation_3ortho_nii_dcm_mni152_method1.r" (or the
other twin version
"rotation_3ortho_nii_dcm_mni152_method2_app.r") for generating
an isotropic triplet of orthogonal rotated pivotal sections as
the 1st step, and the other ImageJ macro tool
"measure_inv_dn.txt" for length measuring as the 3rd step, to
estimate the volume or surface area of a 3D object in Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI) images, using two new stereological
methods based on papers from Professor Luis Cruz-Orive.
This Invariator/Discretized Nucleator Grid tool generates an
anticlockwise rotated and uniformly random (UR) grid, a centre
point of the square image file (as the pivitol point), and test
lines specific for either Invariator or Discretized Nucleator
method.
All the grids, points and lines are optional in the pop-up menu to
choose for different methods or purposes. Two images will be
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generated, when the line option is chosen as "Invariator &
Discretized Nucleator", two kinds of lines are plotted on
different images, otherwise, the two images are exactly the
same. The last line option "Cavalieri on single slice"
illutrates the Cavalieri method for volume and surface area
estimations.
Three types of parameters for the grid are reflected in the "IUR
Stereological Grid" window: a) grid lattice side length; b) grid
lattice area; c) test points number per shortest side of the
image.
After generating the grid with/without lines, the parameters of the
grid (lattice side length, area, grid starting position offsets,
grid rotation angle, image size, image voxel size) and the
analysis starting date & time will be recorded in a text window.
The finishing time will be shown in the same text window if the
macro tool "measure_inv.txt" is used.
Kaiming Yin
The University of Edinburgh, UK
6 July, 2018
*/




+"<h1><font color=navy>IUR Stereological Grid</h1>"
+"<font color=navy>For the Invariator and the Discretized Nucleator
methods<font color=black><br><br>"
+"The grid can be set isotropic in direction and uniform random
offset in the starting position<br><br>"
+"<b><font color=purple>Grid density</b> can be set by the size
(side length / area) of the grid lattice or by the number of the
points (crosses)<br><br>"
+"<font color=purple><b><u>Options:</u></b><br>"
+"<b>New Overlay</b> - removes previous overlays<br>"
+"<b><font color=red>Isotropic & Random Offset</b> - randomises the
IUR grid direction and location<br>"
+"<b><font color=purple>Line thickness</b> - determines the width
of test lines for both stereolgical methods<br><br>"
+"<b>Regular Points (Crosses)</b> - each cross per grid<br>"
+"<b>Central Point (Encircled Cross)</b> - one additional point per
grid in the centre of the image<br><br>"
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+"<b>Set Scale<font color=black></b> image scale in width and
height, which are reflected in the ’invariator/discretized
nucleator grid parameters’ window<br><br>"
+"<b><font color=green>Volume & Surface Area Formulae:</b><br><br>"
+"<font color=green> <i><u>Invariator volume formula:</u></i> Vol =
lattice area * sum(lengths of hitting test lines)<br>"
+"<i><u>Invariator surface area formula:</u></i> Area = 2 * lattice
area * sum(intersects of hitting test lines)<br>"
+"<i><u>Discretised Nucleator volume formula:</u></i> Vol = 2 *
lattice area * sum(lengths of hitting test lines)<br>"
//Initial dialog
Dialog.create("IUR Stereological Grid, ImageJ v1.52e");
Dialog.setInsets(0, 20, 0);
items = newArray(" By grid lattice side length", "By grid lattice
area ", "By points number ");
Dialog.addRadioButtonGroup("Set grid dimensions:", items, 3, 1, "
By grid lattice side length");





getPixelSize(unit, pw, ph, pd); //or getVoxelSize(vw, vh, vd, unit)
both do not work correctly on dicom format so use commandlines
below in voxel size paragraph
//Main dialog box
Dialog.create("Grid parameters");
Dialog.addMessage("GENERAL: ANTICLOCKWISE ROTATION AROUND IMAGE
CENTRE");
items = newArray("Isotropic & Random Offsets ", " Assigned
Orientation & Offsets", "No Rotation & Half Offsets ");
Dialog.addRadioButtonGroup("Set grid dimensions:", items, 3, 1,
"Isotropic & Random Offsets ");
Dialog.addMessage(" If Assigned Orientation & Offsets:");
Dialog.addSlider("Isotropic rotation angle =", -90, 90, 30.1234);
Dialog.addNumber("X-axis offset =", 35, 0, 2, " "+unit);
Dialog.addNumber("Y-axis offset =", 35, 0, 2, " "+unit);
Dialog.addCheckbox(" New Overlay", true);
Dialog.addNumber("Line thickness =", 1,0,2,"voxels");
if (dimensions==" By grid lattice side length")
Dialog.addNumber("Lattice side length =", 35, 0, 2, " "+unit);
else if (dimensions=="By grid lattice area ")
Dialog.addNumber("Lattice area =", 12.25, 2, 8, " cmˆ2");
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else
Dialog.addNumber("Cross number =", 6, 0, 2, "per short side");
Dialog.addSlider("Grid lattice size percentage randomiser: +/-",
0.0, 1.0, 0.15);
Dialog.addMessage(" TEST POINTS:");
items = newArray(" Regular Points (Crosses)", " Central Point
(Encircled Cross)");
Dialog.addCheckboxGroup(1,2,items,newArray(true, true));
Dialog.addChoice("Regular Points Color:", newArray("cyan", "red",
"yellow", "green", "blue", "magenta", "orange", "black",
"white"));
Dialog.addChoice("Central Point color:", newArray("green",
"yellow", "red", "blue", "cyan", "magenta", "orange", "black",
"white"));
items = newArray(" Invariator & Discretized Nucleator", "Invariator
", "Discretized Nucleator ", "Cavalieri On Single
Image Slice ");
Dialog.addRadioButtonGroup(" TEST LINES:", items, 4, 1, "
Invariator & Discretized Nucleator");
Dialog.addChoice("Line color:", newArray("blue", "magenta",





























getDimensions(width, height, channels, slices, frames);
if (width>=height) ss = height;
else ss = width;
//voxel size
info = getImageInfo();
info1 = split(info, "\n");
i = 0; //to get the first voxel size info only because in dicom
format imagej adds "Voxel size: 1x1x1 pixelˆ3" wrongly at the end
while (i<info1.length) {
if(matches(info1[i], ".*Pixel Spacing.*") || startsWith(info1[i],
"Pixel size") || startsWith(info1[i], "Voxel size")) {





info3 = split(info2, " ");
if (info3[0] == "Pixel" || info3[0] == "Voxel")
info4 = split(info3[2], "x"); //analyze format
else
info4 = split(info3[3], "\\"); //dicom format
scaleheight = height*info4[0]; //pixel spacing = row spacing
(vertical) \ column spacing (horizontal)
scalewidth = width*info4[1];
//lattice size
if (dimensions==" By grid lattice side length")
latticeside = dimens;
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if (new == true) Overlay.remove;
//creating random offset
iso = gridangle/180*PI;




} else if (offset=="No Rotation & Half Offsets ") {
off1 = off2 = 0.5;
iso = 0;
}




if (offset=="Isotropic & Random Offsets " || offset=="No Rotation &







if (nImages == 0)




x0 = (width - width%2)/2;
y0 = (height - height%2)/2;
//regular points
for (j=1; j<=slices; j++) {
selectImage(imageIDs[0]);
if (slices > 1)
Stack.setSlice(j);
run("Duplicate...", " ");
for (i=nImages-1; i<=nImages; i++) {
if (i== (nImages-1))
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imageIDs = Array.concat(imageIDs, getImageID());
}
run("Remove Overlay");
//initial coordinates lines start XY
x1 = x0 + (xoff - width%latticeside/2)*cos(iso) - (yoff -
width%latticeside/2)*sin(iso);
x2 = x1 - pointr/16;
x3 = x1 + pointr/16;
y1 = y0 + (xoff - width%latticeside/2)*sin(iso) + (yoff -
width%latticeside/2)*cos(iso);
y2 = y1 - pointr/16;
y3 = y1 + pointr/16;
//between lines + (down) loop
while ( (abs(x1)+abs(y1)) <= (width+height) ) {







//within line + (right) add points loop
while ( (abs(x11)+abs(y11)) <= (width+height) ) {
if (x11>=0 && x11<=width && y11>=0 && y11<=height) {
if (rglar == true){
if (testline != "Cavalieri On Single Image Slice " || (testline ==
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Overlay.add;
}
//testlines for INV, DN, INV & DN
if (testline == "Invariator " || (testline == "
Invariator & Discretized Nucleator" && i== (nImages-1))) {
a = atan((x0-x11)/(y0-y11));
ssca = ss * cos(a);




} else if (testline == "Discretized Nucleator " || (testline == "












x11 += pointr * cos(iso);
x21 += pointr * cos(iso);
x31 += pointr * cos(iso);
y11 += pointr * sin(iso);
y21 += pointr * sin(iso);
y31 += pointr * sin(iso);
}







//within line - (left) add points loop
while ( (abs(x11)+abs(y11)) <= (width+height) ) {
if (x11>=0 && x11<=width && y11>=0 && y11<=height) {
if (rglar == true){
if (testline != "Cavalieri On Single Image Slice " || (testline ==
"Cavalieri On Single Image Slice " && i== (nImages-1))) {
setColor(rpcolor);
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//testlines for INV, DN, INV & DN
if (testline == "Invariator " || (testline == "
Invariator & Discretized Nucleator" && i== (nImages-1))) {
a = atan((x0-x11)/(y0-y11));
ssca = ss * cos(a);




} else if (testline == "Discretized Nucleator " || (testline == "












x11 -= pointr * cos(iso);
x21 -= pointr * cos(iso);
x31 -= pointr * cos(iso);
y11 -= pointr * sin(iso);
y21 -= pointr * sin(iso);
y31 -= pointr * sin(iso);
}
x1 -= pointr * sin(iso);
x2 -= pointr * sin(iso);
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x3 -= pointr * sin(iso);
y1 += pointr * cos(iso);
y2 += pointr * cos(iso);
y3 += pointr * cos(iso);
}
//initial coordinates lines start XY
x1 = x0 + (xoff - width%latticeside/2)*cos(iso) - (yoff -
width%latticeside/2)*sin(iso);
x2 = x1 - pointr/16;
x3 = x1 + pointr/16;
y1 = y0 + (xoff - width%latticeside/2)*sin(iso) + (yoff -
width%latticeside/2)*cos(iso);
y2 = y1 - pointr/16;
y3 = y1 + pointr/16;
//between lines - (up) loop
while ( (abs(x1)+abs(y1)) <= (width+height) ) {







//within line + (right) add points loop
while ( (abs(x11)+abs(y11)) <= (width+height) ) {
if (x11>=0 && x11<=width && y11>=0 && y11<=height) {
if (rglar == true){
if (testline != "Cavalieri On Single Image Slice " || (testline ==
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}
//testlines for INV, DN, INV & DN
if (testline == "Invariator " || (testline == "
Invariator & Discretized Nucleator" && i== (nImages-1))) {
a = atan((x0-x11)/(y0-y11));
ssca = ss * cos(a);




} else if (testline == "Discretized Nucleator " || (testline == "












x11 += pointr * cos(iso);
x21 += pointr * cos(iso);
x31 += pointr * cos(iso);
y11 += pointr * sin(iso);
y21 += pointr * sin(iso);
y31 += pointr * sin(iso);
}







//within line - (left) add points loop
while ( (abs(x11)+abs(y11)) <= (width+height) ) {
if (x11>=0 && x11<=width && y11>=0 && y11<=height) {
if (rglar == true){
if (testline != "Cavalieri On Single Image Slice " || (testline ==



















//testlines for INV, DN, INV & DN
if (testline == "Invariator " || (testline == "
Invariator & Discretized Nucleator" && i== (nImages-1))) {
a = atan((x0-x11)/(y0-y11));
ssca = ss * cos(a);




} else if (testline == "Discretized Nucleator " || (testline == "












x11 -= pointr * cos(iso);
x21 -= pointr * cos(iso);
x31 -= pointr * cos(iso);
y11 -= pointr * sin(iso);
y21 -= pointr * sin(iso);
y31 -= pointr * sin(iso);
}
x1 += pointr * sin(iso);
x2 += pointr * sin(iso);
x3 += pointr * sin(iso);
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y1 -= pointr * cos(iso);
y2 -= pointr * cos(iso);






if (cntrl == true && testline != "Cavalieri On Single Image Slice
"){
setColor(cpcolor);
for (i=0; i<imageIDs.length; i++) {
selectImage(imageIDs[i]);
x1 = x0 - pointr/16;
x2 = x0 + pointr/16;
y1 = y0 - pointr/16;
y2 = y0 + pointr/16;
Overlay.drawLine(x1,y0,x2,y0);
Overlay.drawLine(x0,y1,x0,y2);





//printing the parameters of the grid
window = isOpen("invariator/discretized nucleator grid parameters");
title = "[invariator/discretized nucleator grid parameters]";
if (window == false){
run("Text Window...", "name="+ title +"width=60 height=16 menu");
setLocation(0, 0);
}
print(title, replace(testline," ","")+" grid for image:
["+name+"]");
print(title, "\nStart time: "+hour+":"+min+":"+sec+",
"+toString(day)+" "+MonthNames[month]+" "+toString(year));
print(title, "\n\nImage size = "+width+"x"+height+" voxels");
print(title, "\n"+info2);
print(title, "\nPhysically width = "+scalewidth/10+" cm, height =
"+scaleheight/10+" cm");
print(title, "\n\nGrid lattice side length = "+pointr+" voxels");
print(title, "\nPhysically grid lattice length =
"+pointr*info4[1]+" cm x "+pointr*info4[0]+" cm and grid lattice
area = "+pointr*info4[1]*pointr*info4[0]/100+" cmˆ2");
print(title, "\nGrid points number approx =
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"+round(width*height/pointr/pointr));
print(title, "\nX-axis offset = "+xoff+" voxels, Y-axis offset =
"+yoff+" voxels");
print(title, "\nRotation angle = "+outputangle+" degree
anticlockwise around centre");
print(title, "\n _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _\n\n");
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INV/DN Length Measure ImageJ
Macro
This IMAGEJ measuring script is illustrated in Chapter 4.
/**
Invariator/Nucleator Measure Tool, updated with ImageJ v1.52e
Installation:
Save this text file in the ImageJ/macros/toolsets folder. Then you
can use the ’>>’ drop down menu in IJ window to activate it.
Usage:
This macro tool works as the 3rd step, in collaboration with the R
script "rotation_3ortho_nii_dcm_mni152_method1.r" (or the other
twin version "rotation_3ortho_nii_dcm_mni152_method2_app.r") for
generating an isotropic triplet of orthogonal rotated pivotal
sections as the 1st step, and the other macro tool
"grid_inv_dn.txt" for generating a rotated and uniformly random
(UR) grid, a centre point and lines as the 2nd step, to estimate
the volume or surface area of a 3D object in Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI) images, using two new stereological methods based
on the papers from Professor Luis Cruz-Orive.
The Invariator/Nucleator Measure tool measures the lengths of
segments, records the results in ROI manager, and saves the data
and image when finished.
Left-click on the image and drag the mouse to draw the segment,
drag the either end of the segment to correct the length, repeat
until satisfied.
Right-click anywhere on the image to finish the drawing of the
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selected segment. Once it is finished, this segment can not be
edited any more, but it still can be deleted and redrawn. Next
left-click will start on a new segment measurement.
After finishing all measures, double click on the tool icon, choose
the method of Invariator or Discretized Nucleator respectively
in the pop-up menu, the results (measures, segments record and
the segments drawing image) will be saved in the same directory
where the original image is. The finishing time will be shown in
the same text window as the macro tool "grid_inv.txt" uses,
which records the starting time for the analysis of this data.
*/








roiManager("Show All without labels");




getCursorLoc(x, y, z, flags);
if (x!=x1 || y!=y1) {
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function invariatormeasure(x1, y1, x2, y2) {
while (flags&rightButton==0){
while (flags&leftButton==0 && flags&rightButton==0) {













if (lastname != selectname) exit("The last line was
deleted/renamed, draw a new line now.");
while (flags&leftButton!=0) {
getCursorLoc(x, y, z, flags);
if (d13 <= d23) {
makeLine(x, y, x2, y2);
x1=x; y1=y;
} else {









macro ’Invariator Measure Tool Options...’ {
Dialog.create("Invariator Measure, V1");
Dialog.setInsets(0, 20, 0);
items = newArray("Invariator ", " Discretized Nucleator");
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name = getTitle();
dotIndex = lastIndexOf(name, ".");
name1 = substring(name, 0, dotIndex);
barsuffix = matches(name1,".*-.");
if (barsuffix == 1) {
barIndex = lastIndexOf(name1, "-");






if (dir == "") {
if (nImages == 2) {
ids = newArray(nImages);




if (id1 == ids[0]) id2 = ids[1];










for(i=0; i<counts; i++) roilist[i] = i;
if (finish == "Invariator ") {
roiManager("Deselect");
roiManager("Save", path+"_inv.zip");
run("Set Measurements...", " redirect=None decimal=3");
roiManager("Measure");
saveAs("Results", path+"_inv.xls");





} else if (finish == " Discretized Nucleator") {
roiManager("Deselect");
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roiManager("Save", path+"_dn.zip");
run("Set Measurements...", " redirect=None decimal=3");
roiManager("Measure");
saveAs("Results", path+"_dn.xls");






window = isOpen("Invariator/Nucleator grid parameters");
window1 = isOpen(name2+" parameters.txt");
if (window1 == true) title = "["+name2+" parameters.txt]";
else title = "[Invariator/Nucleator grid parameters]";
if (window == false && window1 == false){





if (finish == "Invariator ") print(title, "\n"+path+"_inv");
else if (finish == " Discretized Nucleator") print(title,
"\n"+path+"_dn");
print(title, "\n\nfinish time: "+hour+":"+min+":"+sec);
print(title, "\n _______________________\n");
if (window1 == true) selectWindow(name2+" parameters.txt");
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